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Maine gets vaccinated!
Clockwise from top le: South Portland City Councilor Deqa Dhalac; Portland City Councilor Pious Ali; President Papy Bongibo of COCOMaine;
Lewiston City Councilor Saﬁya Khalid. As of press time, 42.40% of Mainers had received their ﬁnal dose of the vaccine. ese people will be able to
resume gathering with vaccinated family members and friends aer two weeks because the vaccine will protect them and the community.
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Preble Street launches Culturally
Appropriate Food Initiative
By Danielle Roslevich

Khadija Ahmed, Preble Street Food Programs Supervisor and lead for Culturally
Appropriate Meals.with part-time Kitchen Operations Assistant Nicole Sekoka.
While the Portland nonproﬁt Preble Street is perhaps best known for its housing services
for those experiencing homelessness, or for its collaboration in Portland’s Medication Assisted Recovery Program, the organization also provides many other services to respond to
community needs, including a variety of food programs. One of these is the Culturally Appropriate Food Program.
In 2020 alone, Preble Street provided over one million meals, a reﬂection of the increasing
needs in the community for food support and access to healthy meals. e food programs
Continued on page 11

ICE facility planned in Scarborough
By Ulya Aligulova
Construction of a new U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement holding facility located at 40 Manson Libby Road
in Scarborough is set to be
completed in spring 2021. It
will share the building with a
Veteran’s Administration group
that provides therapy and support to veterans. e news of
the facility ﬁrst broke in February 2020 when Bangor Daily
News reported on an email they 40 Manson Libby Road in Scarborough is the site of the new
obtained, under the Freedom of
ICE facility
Information Act, from Alisa
Woﬀord, a leasing specialist with the U.S. General Services Administration, an agency that manages federal building contracts. “[T]his space will be lowkey and not brightly advertised as an
ICE location,” Woﬀord wrote to other government oﬃcials. “e GSA property manager does
not speculate that protests will be a problem for the vet center.” According to the email, ICE will
process, ﬁngerprint, and detain people suspected of immigration violations, keeping them in
onsite holding rooms before transporting them in unmarked vans to an overnight detention facility elsewhere, if necessary.
At present, people apprehended by the agency and waiting for immigration court proceedings
are generally held at the Cumberland County Jail before being moved out of state. According to
ICE’s website, the nearest Enforcement and Removal Operations ﬁeld oﬃce, whose area of responsibility includes Maine, is in Boston. However, in October 2019, the agency announced the
opening of an administrative oﬃce in downtown Portland at One City Center, which also has
one holding cell. e news of the two facilities came as the number of people arrested by ICE
spiked across the country. In 2019, ICE apprehended over 1.1 million people, a rise of nearly
70% from the previous ﬁscal year. In 2020, the agency convicted nearly 400,000 people and deported over 185,000 noncitizens from the U.S.
Scarborough town oﬃcials were not aware of the plans for the facility before the Bangor Daily
News broke the story. Josh Soley, the owner of the industrial building at 40 Manson Libby Road,
Continued on page 4
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Le Tchad est en deuil : son
président Idriss Deby Itno
est mort
by Vincent Kende Niebede

Le Conseil Militaire de Transition
« Le Maréchal du Tchad, Président de la République, Chef
de l’État, Chef Suprême des Armées, Idriss Deby Itno vient
de donner son dernier souﬄe en défendant l’intégrité territoriale sur le champ de bataille », c’est par ces mots qu’un
groupe des militaires avec à sa tête, Mahamat Idriss Deby,
ﬁls du défunt, annonce le décès du président Tchadien à la
télévision Nationale. Avant de poursuivre qu’un Conseil
Militaire de Transition est mis en place pour dix-huit mois
pour assurer la transition.
Les circonstances de la mort du dirigeant Tchadien.
Idriss Deby Itno, président du Tchad, âgé de 68 ans, au
pouvoir depuis le 01 décembre 1990, est allé au front pour
encourager ses soldats qui font face depuis le 11 avril 2021
à la rébellion du Front de l’Alternance et la Concorde le
FACT, dirigé par Mahamat Mahadi, venus du sud de la
Libye. Ce groupe a fait incursion pour, dit-il renverser le
régime de N’Djamena et assurer une alternance. Et c’est à
partir de Ziguey dans le nord de la province du Kanem,
située à environ 300 kilomètres que les combats ont eus lieu
entre forces gouvernementales et forces loyalistes. Nous
sommes le 17 avril 2021.
Dans un communiqué diﬀusé à la Télévision nationale,
l’armée annonce avoir tué plus de 300 rebelles, capturé plus
de 150 et récupérés une quantité importante de matériels de
guerre. Pendant ce temps, plusieurs fronts de combats sont
ouverts. Et au cours de l’opération, le président Tchadien est

Dr Emmanuel Ekonne
by Adrienne Engono Moussang

Il faut une collaboration entre les pays africains et les pays occidentaux pour pouvoir freiner les détournements via les expatriations de ces fonds par les gestionnaires publics.
Economiste et enseignant à l’Université de Douala au
Cameroun, il analyse l’impact de ce ﬂéau qui freine la croissance des pays africains.
Quel sens donnez-vous à la corruption ?
La corruption est le fait pour une personne qui est investie
d’une fonction déterminée (publique ou privée) de solliciter
ou d’accepter un don ou un avantage quelconque en vue

grièvement blessé. Transporté d’urgence en Hélicoptère vers
la capitale tchadienne N’Djaména, le Président meurt des
suites de ses blessures, annonce le Conseil Militaire de Transition ce mardi 20 avril 2021 dans un communiqué. Un
décès qui survient au moment où la Commission Électorale
Nationale Indépendante CENI, le proclame vainqueur à plus
de 79% de la présidentielle du 11 avril 2021.
Un bref aperçu sur le président défunt. Idriss Deby Itno,
devenu Maréchal,
le 11 août 2020,
est né en 1952 à
Fada ville située
au Nord du
Tchad. Il est inscrit à l'école d'ofﬁciers
de
N’Djamena de
1975 à 1976 après
l’obtention de son
Baccalauréat scientiﬁque. Il devient pilote de
transport puis obtient un diplôme
en
parachute.
C’est ainsi que de
son retour en
1979, lors de la
guerre civile qu’a
connu le Tchad,
Idriss Deby devient le président en chassant Hissein Habré, le 1er décembre 1990, après avoir dirigé une rébellion dénommée
Mouvement Patriotique du Salut (MPS), venue du nord avec
l’appui de la France.
Qui prend la tête du Conseil militaire de Transition le
(CMT) ?
Le nouvel homme fort de N’Djamena, s’appelle Mahamat
Idriss Deby, il est le ﬁls du président défunt. Surnommé Mahamat Kaka, ou du Français « Mahamat le Fils de la grandmère », parce qu’élevé par sa grand-mère, il est né entre 1983
et 1984. Âgé de 37 ans aujourd’hui, Mahamat Idriss Deby
est un homme d’État. Très peu connu du grand public, il est
le responsable de la puissante garde présidentielle, la
DGSSIE entendez, la Direction Générale des Services de
Sécurité des Institutions d’État. Cet homme a gravi les échelons de larmée et dispose à son actif, de nombreuses
batailles remportées contre les rebelles en 2019 à l’est du
Tchad et au Mali contre les jihadistes dans le nord mali.
Les mesures prises par le Conseil Militaire de Transition
Moins de 24 heures après le décès du Marechal du Tchad.
Le nouvel homme fort du Tchad fait une déclaration à travers son porte-parole. Le Conseil Militaire, assure une transition pour une durée de 18 mois. Il décide d’instaurer un
deuil national de 14 jours, décrété sur toute l’étendue du territoire avec des drapeaux mis en berne. Le Conseil militaire

d’accomplir un acte qui rentre dans le cadre de ses fonctions.
Transparency International parle de détournement à des ﬁns
privées d’un pouvoir conﬁé en délégation. A travers ces deux
appréhensions, on peut comprendre que pour qu’il y ait corruption, il doit avoir interaction entre deux ou plusieurs personnes avec pour dessein pour le corrupteur d’obtenir des
avantages ou prérogatives particuliers, et pour le corrompu
d’obtenir une rétribution en échange de sa complaisance. La
corruption n’est donc pas favorable au développement d’un
pays.
Comment comprendre qu’aujourd’hui l’accès à certaines
écoles, à certains postes et même au pouvoir traditionnel
est monnayé ?
On est malheureusement confronté à ce genre de situation
parce que lorsqu’on regarde les grands concours à l’instar de
l’Enam (Ecole nationale d’administration et de la magistrature) qui est plus prisée, l’Ecole normale supérieure, les Facultés de médecine, etc. tous ces concours sont prisés et font
l’objet de corruption où l’on demande de fortes sommes d’argent aux parents ou à ceux qui veulent les intégrer. On va
même plus loin en instituant une situation où le pouvoir traditionnel qui est censé se transmettre de générations en
générations est monnayé. On verra donc de plus en plus que
ce sont ceux qui ont beaucoup d’argent qui sont nommés
chef de villages. Combien de ministres, de directeurs
généraux sont aujourd’hui chefs de villages alors même
qu’ils n’appartiennent pas à la lignée du chef ? L’autorité traditionnelle se retrouve de plus en plus conﬁsquée par des
riches qui l’accaparent par voie de corruption, ce qui n’était

au pouvoir, dissout l’Assemblée Nationale et le Gouvernement, avec à la clé, un couvre-feu allant de 20 heures à 5
heures du matin sur toute l’étendue du territoire national.
Le conseil promet une charte de transition qui sera promulguée par le Président du Conseil Militaire de Transition.
Les frontières terrestres et aériennes annoncées fermées
jusqu’à nouvel ordre sont rouverts. Il entend installer un
Gouvernement de Transition qui devrait gérer les élections.
Et des nouvelles institutions Républicaines seront mises en
place à l’issue de la transition par l’organisation des élections
dites libres, démocratiques et transparentes suivant l’esprit
du sacriﬁce pour lequel le Maréchal du Tchad s’est battu durant toute sa vie jusqu’à son dernier souﬄe. Le conseil militaire de transition appel au dialogue et à la paix pour la
construction du Tchad.
Des réactions ne se sont pas fait attendre
Interrogé sur le choix du ﬁls du président à la tête du
Tchad après le décès de son père, de nombreux tchadiens
désavouent le président du conseil militaire de transition.
Ils tiennent à avoir à la tête du pays, un civile et non un militaire et de surcroit, le ﬁls du président défunt qui a gouverné
le Tchad depuis plus de 30 ans. La réaction est la même au
sein de la société civile et de l’opposition. Mais du côté du
pouvoir, ce sont des acquis qu’il faut préserver mais en aucune manière, « le choix du ﬁls du président ne doit pas être
mal perçu par toute la classe politique », explique Mahamat
Zene Bada, le secrétaire général du parti au pouvoir.
Du côté du politologue Evarist Ngarlem Toldé, enseignant
chercheur à l’Université de N’Djaména, « ce qui se passe au
Tchad, n’est rien d’autre qu’un coup d’état ». Parce que
souligne-t-il, « la constitution prévoit qu’en cas de vacance
du pouvoir, c’est le président de l’assemblée Nationale qui
prend les commandes et assure la transition. Il n’est fait
nullement mention dans la constitution qu’un groupe de
militaires prenne le pouvoir en forçant les choses de cette
façon », conclut l’enseignant chercheur. Les tensions sont là.
Entre temps, le Front pour l’Alternance et la Concorde, menace de marcher sur la capitale tchadienne, si le Conseil Militaire en place à N’Djamena ne remet pas le pouvoir aux
civiles.
Rappelons que mardi, le vice-président du Conseil militaire
de transition, le général de division Djimadoum Tiraina a
rencontré plusieurs diplomates, représentants d’ONG internationales et ambassadeurs accrédités au Tchad. Pour lui, «
point n’est besoin de dire que la disparition de ce grand
homme d’Etat Idriss Deby Itno, est une immense perte pour
le Tchad et l’Afrique eu égard à ses multiples actions dans le
domaine de la paix, de la sécurité et de la stabilité ». Il a
souligné que la situation sécuritaire demeure hautement
grave compte tenu de la persistance et de l’ampleur de la
menace terroriste avant d’expliquer que c’est pour défendre
l’intégrité du territoire et éviter que le pays ne sombre dans
le chaos et l’anarchie que les forces de défense et de sécurité
ont pris leur responsabilité devant l’histoire.

pas le cas avant. On se retrouve dans une situation où la corruption passe dans tous les secteurs. Ce n’est pas une bonne
chose pour notre pays.
Parlez-nous des eﬀets de la corruption.
La corruption est un obstacle au développement
économique et social parce qu’elle freine la croissance
économique, elle nuit à l’état de droit, elle entraîne un
gaspillage de compétences et de précieuses ressources. Le
plus souvent, on retient ceux qui peuvent donner de l’argent
alors qu’il y a des matières grises qui n’ont peut-être pas de
l’argent pour monnayer un concours, mais qui pouvaient apporter beaucoup plus à l’émergence de ce pays. On préfère
plutôt recruter ceux qui ont un pouvoir ﬁnancier important
pour payer, ce qui réduit les compétences qu’on pouvait
avoir dans le pays. A côté de cela, il y a un gaspillage de
ressources précieuses qui peuvent aider dans le processus de
croissance. Je ne vais pas nier qu’il y a des travaux qui ont
fait ressortir les eﬀets positifs de la corruption. Il y a un
courant de pensées qui estime que la corruption serait un
vecteur de richesse, de croissance et d’emplois parce que si
on détourne pour créer des entreprises, ceci peut être un
élément de la croissance économique. Malgré l’existence de
ces études, je continue de croire que la corruption est un obstacle au développement.
Pourquoi assimile-t-on le plus souvent la corruption à
l’Afrique ?
Dans nos langues, je ne vois pas la traduction exacte de la
corruption. Cela signiﬁe qu’elle a été importée. MalContinuation page 27
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Chad mourns death of
President Idriss Deby
Itno
By Vincent Kende Niebede
“Idriss Deby Itno, Marshal of Chad, President of the Republic, Head of State, Supreme Chief of the Armed Forces,
has just given his last breath while defending the territorial
integrity on the battleﬁeld.” ese were the words issued on
Tuesday, April 20, 2021, to announce the death of the Chadian president on national television. e announcement
was made by the Transitional Military Council, headed by
Mahamat Idriss Deby, son of the deceased. e
Transitional Military Council is scheduled to remain
in place for 18 months, to ensure a smooth transition of power.
Circumstances of the death of the Chadian leader
Idriss Deby Itno, president of Chad, was 68 years
old and had been in power since December 1, 1990.
He died ﬁghting a rebellion by the Front for Change
and Concord (FACT), led by Mahamat Mahadi,
from southern Libya. According to Idriss, the group
was trying to overthrow his regime in N’Djamena.
e ﬁghting between government and loyalist forces
in Ziguey, in the northern Kanem province, located
about 300 kilometers away from the capital, began
April 17, 2021.
In a statement broadcast on national television,
prior to Idriss’ death, the army had announced that
more than 300 rebels had been killed and more than
150 captured. But during continued ﬁghting, the Chadian
president was seriously wounded. He was rushed by helicopter to N’Djamena, where he died of his injuries. e
death came at a time when the Independent National Electoral Commission (CENI) had declared him the winner of
recent presidential elections. He was said to have gained
79% of the popular vote in 2021.
He ﬁrst became president by ousting Hissein Habré, aer
leading a French-supported rebellion called the Patriotic
Salvation Movement (MPS). Idriss was born in 1952 in

Corruption in Africa:
An interview with Dr.
Emmanuel Ekonne
by Adrienne Engono Moussang
Economist and professor at the University of Douala in
Cameroon, Dr. Ekonne analyzes the scourge of oﬃcial corruption, its impact on citizens, and how it hinders growth in so
many African countries.
How do you deﬁne corruption?
Corruption is the act of a person, who is invested with a
speciﬁc function (public or private), to solicit or accept a gi
or an advantage of any kind in order to perform an act that
falls within the scope of his or her duties. Transparency International speaks of the misuse of delegated power for private purposes. For corruption to occur, there must be
interaction between two or more people with the briber
aiming to obtain particular advantages or prerogatives, and
for the bribe taker to be safe from retribution. Corruption
is not favorable to the development of a country.
How can we understand that, today, access to certain
schools, to certain positions, and even to traditional
power is bought?
Unfortunately, we are confronted with this kind of situation because, when we look at the major competitive exams
such as the Enam (for admission to the National School of
Administration and Magistracy, which is highly prized), the
Ecole Normale Supérieure, the Faculties of Medicine, success in all these exams is coveted, and large sums of money
are demanded from parents or the applicants themselves.
We have a situation where traditional power that is supposed to be transmitted from generation to generation is instead monetized. We are therefore seeing more and more
that it is those with a lot of money who are appointed as village chiefs. How many ministers and general managers are
now village chiefs, even though they do not belong to the
chief ’s lineage? Traditional authority is increasingly conﬁscated by the rich, who take power over through corrupt
means, which was not the case before. So we ﬁnd ourselves
in a situation where corruption is spreading to all sectors.
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Fada, a town in northern Chad. He studied in the N’Djamena Oﬃcers’ School from 1975 to 1976 aer obtaining a
scientiﬁc baccalaureate. He was a transport pilot with a
diploma in parachuting.
Who will head the Military Council of Transition (CMT)?
e new leader, Mahamat Idriss Deby, the son of the late
president, was born in 1983 and nicknamed Mahamat Kaka
– from the French, this means “Mahamat, the Son of the
Grandmother” – because he was raised by his grandmother.
Mahamat Idriss Deby, now 37 years old, is a statesman who
is little known to the general public. But he is the head of
the powerful elite presidential guard, “Directorate-General
of the Security Services of State Institutions” (DGSSIE). He
rose through the ranks of the army and has numerous battles to his credit against the rebels in eastern Chad and
against the jihadists in northern Mali.

Mahamat Idiss Deby Itno President of the TMC
Measures taken by the Transitional Military Council
Less than 24 hours aer the death of the Marshal of Chad,
and the announcement of a transition period of 18 months,
the Transitional Military Council instituted a 14-day period
of national mourning, decreed throughout the country, with
ﬂags to be ﬂown at half-mast. e council dissolved the National Assembly and the government, and imposed a nationwide curfew from 8 p.m. to 5 a.m. e council promised a
transitional charter for the country, to be developed by the
president of the Transitional Military Council.
is is not a good thing for our country.
Tell us about the eﬀects of corruption.
Corruption is an obstacle to economic and social development because it hinders economic growth, undermines
the rule of law, and wastes valuable skills and resources.
Most of the time, we retain those who can pay money, instead of those who may not have money to pay for a competition, but who could contribute much more to the
economic emergence of a country. We recruit those who
have a lot of ﬁnancial power, which limits us in accessing
the skills that we could have in the country. is wastes valuable resources that could help us in the growth process.
Some experts disagree with me, and believe that there are
some positive eﬀects of corruption to a nation’s growth –
that it can be a vector of wealth, economic growth, and jobs
– because if you embezzle to create businesses, this can be
one element of economic growth. However, despite the existence of studies to support this idea, I believe that corruption is an obstacle to development.
Why is corruption most oen associated with Africa?
In our languages, I don’t see an exact translation for “corruption.” Nonetheless, we have monopolized the practice.
In international rankings of corruption, African countries
lead the way. is does not mean that corruption is not practiced elsewhere, of course. But some countries have anticorruption mechanisms in place. Unfortunately, in the
Cameroonian context, there are increasing numbers of cases
of corruption, which are being denounced by both the National Anti-Corruption Commission and by citizens. In one
of his works, Beaumarchais called money an irresistible argument because it takes a certain level of moral development to refuse a bribe. Some people do refuse, but it takes
education. An eﬀective anti-corruption plan must be put in
place. Otherwise we will continue to ﬁnd ourselves making
speeches while the phenomenon grows.
In Cameroon, for example, Operation Sparrowhawk has
taken on a political connotation. What should be done
about this?
Operation Sparrowhawk is an anti-corruption initiative
that aims to end the misappropriation of public funds. However, as it is currently implemented, one has the impression
that it is a politically motivated operation. In the ministries,
we see acts of corruption being perpetrated, but not all oﬃcials are treated the same way. One has the impression that

Land and air borders, which were initially announced
closed until further notice, have now been reopened. Mahamat Idriss Deby has said he intends to install a transitional
government to manage free, democratic, and transparent
elections – in the spirit of sacriﬁce for which Deby said the
late president fought throughout his life. e Transitional
Military Council has called for dialogue and peace during
the transition period.
Reactions were not long in coming
When asked about the choice of the president’s son to head
Chad aer the death of his father, many Chadians said they
would prefer to have a civilian at the head of the country,
not a military man – and not the son of the deceased president, who had governed Chad for over 30 years. e reaction was the same within civil society and opposition
parties. However, Mahamat Zene Bada, the secretary general of the ruling party, cautioned that, “[in no way] should
the choice of the son of the president be misperceived by the
entire political class.”
Evarist Ngarlem Toldé, a research professor at the University of N’Djamena, said, “…what is happening in Chad
is nothing more than a coup d’état…the constitution provides that in the event of a power vacuum, it is the president
of the National Assembly who takes the reins and ensures
the transition. ere is no mention in the constitution of a
group of military men taking power by forcing things this
way.” So tensions run high. e Front for Change and Concord has threatened to march on the Chadian capital if the
military council in N’Djamena does not hand over power
to civilians.
Several days aer the death of Idriss, the vice president of
the Transitional Military Council, Major General Djimadoum Tiraina, met with several diplomats, representatives of international nongovernmental organizations, and
ambassadors to Chad. He said, “ere is no need to say that
the death of this great statesman Idriss Deby Itno is a huge
loss for Chad and Africa, given his many actions in the ﬁelds
of peace, security, and stability.” Major General Djimadoum
Tiraina stressed that the security situation is very serious,
given the persistence and the magnitude of the terrorist
threat, and explained that the defense and security forces
have taken over leadership of the country to defend the integrity of the territory and prevent the country from sinking
into chaos and anarchy.
there are some corrupt oﬃcials who are not punished, and
some who will be punished only if the international community gets involved. is is currently the case with the International Monetary Fund, which is demanding an audit
on the management of funds that were allocated to the ﬁght
against COVID-19. However, before that, a member of the
nation’s parliament had questioned the Minister of Public
Health. And the Ministry of Public Health is not the only
one to be accused of corruption. ere have been scandals
surrounding the management of funds allocated to the construction of major infrastructure projects as well. Operation
Sparrowhawk must be reoriented, so that politics is separated from investigation. It is not acceptable that Operation
Sparrowhawk investigates some people, and not others.
e funds that are oen diverted are housed in the West.
How can collaboration between Africa and the West be established to curb embezzlement?
is situation is common in all African countries. We saw
in Nigeria the former president Sani Abacha, who sent
money abroad. For the country to try and get back the
money, Nigeria had to maneuver – and who knows the exact
amount of money that was deposited? e same thing is
happening in Cameroon now, with oﬃcials stashing money
in Switzerland or elsewhere. If the individuals were to disappear, no one would have any of the banking information.
One could ask to be notiﬁed as soon as an oﬃcial deposits
a certain amount of money in a bank, but this would be diﬃcult because it would violate banking secrecy. If one could
invest in one’s own country, it would be much more beneﬁcial than keeping it abroad. ere must be collaboration between African countries and western countries in order to
be able to curb embezzlement through the expatriation of
these funds by public oﬃcials.
Adrienne Engono Moussang is based in Cameroon. She has
been working in media for over 15 years. She writes in French.
Translation by Nathalie Gorey.
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continued from page 1
signed a 15-year-lease with the GSA in April 2019. “is was
a private transaction between a property owner and the federal government that complied with all the zoning requirements and the council doesn’t have any authority to approve
or disapprove leases between the parties,” said Scarborough
Town Council Chief Paul Johnson. “We’ve since changed
our zoning laws so that overnight and detention facilities
will no longer be allowed. e new zoning would also prevent this facility from expanding.”
Scarborough passed a Resolution Against Racial and Social Injustice last October. “I think this facility is in conﬂict
with the resolution and doesn’t align with the vision and values of Scarborough,” Councilor John Anderson said. “If
other towns across the state and country want to prevent
this from happening then they need to change their zoning
and make it clear that they don’t want facilities like ICE in
their town. I think it was a lesson learned for us all that if
you’re not speciﬁc in the zoning laws, things like this can
happen.”(Set this in large quote marks)
In March, the ACLU of Maine and two Portland-based
immigrant rights groups, Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP) and the Refugee and Human Rights Clinic
(RHRC) at the University of Maine School of Law, sued ICE
for information about its detention activities in Maine. e
lawsuit comes aer several Freedom of Information Act requests by the groups went unanswered. “e reason we
sought the information is that students at the RHRC and
other immigration advocates have observed an increase in
the number of immigrants in ICE custody being held at the
Cumberland County Jail between June and December 2020,”
said Qainat Khan, director of communications at ACLU
Maine. “ICE has a history of operating in the shadows and
a record of violating people’s constitutional rights. Across
the country we’ve seen ICE ignore health precautions, leading to the COVID-19 infection rate up to 13 times greater
than the general population. In Maine, ICE has used the
Cumberland County Jail as a short-term holding facility for
immigrants across New England, channeling them into
other ICE detention facilities in the southern U.S. despite
the known risk of such transfers. So the lawsuit is necessary
to cast light on these
activities because if
we know what ICE
is doing, we’re better
able to resist its
abuses,” he said.
“ese are folks
who have no connection with Maine,
they’re coming here
and being taken
away – oen in the
middle of the night
– and sent to detention centers in
southern states that
have really serious
COVID-19
outbreaks,” said Julia
Brown, advocacy
and outreach director at ILAP, Maine’s only statewide provider of immigration
legal aid. “Detention is bad for communities. It’s not a
proper response to immigration violations under civil immigration law. We’re concerned about more detentions that
break up families and take parents away from kids. We don’t
like the government being secretive about what they’re
doing and evading accountability.” (set in large quotation
marks)
e FOIA lawsuit seeks records regarding ICE detention
in Maine, including transfers of ICE detainees to and from
Maine during the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as ICE’s
plans to develop the holding facility in Scarborough. e
suit alleges that ICE transfers to and from Cumberland
County Jail dramatically increased between June and December 2020, despite ICE’s current COVID-19 Pandemic
Response Requirements that prohibit transfers between facilities unless “necessary” for a limited number of reasons.
is practice exposed ICE detainees to an increased risk of
COVID-19 from repeated transfers in unhygienic conditions and travel to regions with higher COVID-19 prevalence, as well as increasing the risk of introducing
COVID-19 into Maine, the lawsuit adds. According to
CATO Institute, a public policy research organization, the
death rate in ICE immigration detention in ﬁscal year 2020
was 11.8 per 100,000 admissions, a 656% jump from ﬁscal
year 2019. (set apart somehow)
Several grassroots organizations have shared their opposition to ICE’s presence and operations in Maine. De-ICE
Maine is a coalition of activists that have been raising aware-

ness about the new ICE facility in Scarborough and actively
that were performed on them, the nature of which they
protesting its construction. “We’ve found that the overdidn’t know.” Last October, the Department of Homeland
whelming majority of the people in Scarborough didn’t
Security launched an investigation into a whistleblower’s alknow about this facility, including some state representatives
and town councilors,” said DeICE member Kelly Merill.
“What we’ve come up with are
basic demands of the organization, which are to get ICE out of
the state, prevent cooperation
with them, and to get driver licenses and state IDs for all residents. We have a three-pronged
approach to the work which includes legislative advocacy, direct community support, and
direct action to make these issues visible.”
De-ICE is pushing for a resolution from the town council to
unanimously condemn the facility, in keeping with their antiracism resolution issued in
October, as well as ordinances
preventing any cooperation with local oﬃcials or law enlegations of forced hysterectomies being carried out on imforcement. However, a new bill (ME LD1378) introduced in
migrant women in ICE detention facilities in Georgia.
early April may make that impossible. e bill, called “An
“ere was one ICE facility in El Paso where a group of Sikh
Act To Facilitate Compliance with Federal Immigration Law
asylum seekers staged a hunger strike to protest the condiby State and Local Government Entities” eﬀectively prevents
tions they were facing and ICE began force-feeding them,”
any municipality from establishing themselves as sanctuary
Green recalled. “I went to a number of hearings to protest
cities, Merill explained. “Without statewide legislation, ICE
this practice of force-feeding, and the descriptions given of
facilities like this one can just keep popping up,” Merrill
authorities holding detainees down and forcing tubes in
pointed out. “Even though Scarborough residents are very
were horrifying. It’s torture.” ICE has conﬁrmed force-feedunhappy about the facility, there’s been no opportunity for
ing at least nine detainees in El Paso, through nasal tubes,
public engagement. But since Maine is an economically dein January 2019.
pressed state, it’s easy pickings.”
Several other organizations, such as Mainers for Humane
"e work that De-ICE is doing is ﬁlling all of us immiImmigration and Presente!Maine, are also protesting the
grants across the country with hope,” said Elba Cruz, a Denew ICE facility, advocating for immigration reform, and
ICE member who immigrated to the US 10 years ago. “It’s
raising funds for bail bonds for ICE detainees. Crystal Cron,
great that we have people that are willing to ﬁght for us and
President of Presente!Maine, a community organization in
speak for us because we can’t speak for ourselves in fear of
Maine serving the Latinx community, said, “Latinx makes
being detained.”
up the largest minority group in Maine with over 25,000
(large
quote)
people, but you wouldn’t know that because most of them
Cruz was appreare undocumented. e way people survive and navigate the
hended by ICE
system is by being invisible. at’s why you don’t see these
in 2018. “At that
people in places of business or in the park. ey don’t show
moment I was so
their faces because the threat of being taken is so huge that
terriﬁed, thinkthey live in constant fear.” Presente!Maine oﬀers survival
ing of what
services, transformation education, and community organwould happen to
izing. “is community doesn’t qualify for any help, so we
my daughter if I
help with healthcare, legal assistance, accompany people to
got deported,”
ICE check-ins, among other things,” Cron explained. She
she
recalled.
also works with Mainers for Humane Immigration on rais"She’d be here
ing money for a bail fund. “What's so important with having
with nobody to
a fund like this and a network of support is the ability to act
take care of her.
swily or else people just get taken away and then kids are
Every time I
abandoned and families destroyed,” she said.
went for an apMany Scarborough residents, including those who wouldpointment for
n’t be directly aﬀected by the new facility, have voiced opthe immigration
position to its construction. “I’m very disappointed because
check-in,
I
I think it will be very disruptive to the community and leave
feared that it would be that time that I get deported. It was
a lasting impact,” said resident Jillian Trapizi. “e negative
such a traumatic experience that I started getting physical
press, which is inevitable, will aﬀect businesses and people
symptoms of stress.” Cruz said that the reason she joined
that would otherwise want to come here. Most importantly,
De-ICE was to have the opportunity to raise awareness
there are people in this and surrounding communities that
about the diﬃculty of life for immigrants and contribute to
will live in fear. I see it as a stain on our community.”
building support systems that would help other immigrants
avoid the hardships she went
through. “We don’t come to
this country to steal to kill
people, we come to this
country to work, to give our
children a better life,” she
We’re here to help.
added.
“I spent two years in El
. Personal injury cases due to car accidents,
Paso at the border between
&'('$ধ='683&<$;9T1'&-$!£'88389T
Texas and Mexico organizand dangerous drugs
ing against U.S. Customs
.
'8=-2+3<8£3$!£$311<2-ধ'99-2$'
and Border Protection and
border patrol facilities,” said
. <!£-)'&-2;'868';'89683=-&'&
Rev. Zeb Green, another De. No fee unless we win your case
ICE member. “Sometimes
asylum seekers were released
if they had a sponsor, and
Call (207) 784-3576
when we talked to them,
we’d hear chilling stories of
what would happen in detention – overcrowded cells,
PORTLAND LEWISTON BANGOR
bad conditions…. Women
would talk about surgeries
bermansimmons.com
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Maine’s involvement in the
19th-century economy of
enslavement By Karen Cadbury
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looks at the same mansions, and when she studies 18th- and 19th-century correspondence,
trade documents, ships’ logs, and passenger lists, she sees something diﬀerent.
In the 1850s, Maine did have hundreds of rum distilleries operating in the state, and was the
second largest importer of sugar in the entire country. e state also had a vibrant lumber
trade and a thriving shipbuilding industry. But McMahon says that, in addition, a signiﬁcant
part of the state’s wealth in the 19th centurycame from economic engagement with the slave
trade.
e vast majority of American ships were built in the region from New York north into
Maine. Since Maine-built ships were considered some of the most technologically advanced
ships during the age of sail, a huge number of trading vessels were from Maine, said McMahon.
“And we are learning that the owners of many of the grand houses scattered throughout Maine’s
towns were people who beneﬁted greatly from the vigorous and deadly slave trade. Maine vessels regularly transported enslaved people as part of the legal domestic slave trade along the
coast of the U.S., along with other cargoes such as cotton or sugar.
“And as we’ve begun to research where else the Maine-built ships sailed, we’ve found that
aer they le Maine, some of them traveled to places in Africa.... From there, ships sailed to
the West Indies, and then returned to Maine and New England.” McMahon said this route is
commonly referred to as the “triangle trade.” Captives were shipped to South America, Cuba,
and the West Indies, where these individuals were traded for sugar, and subjected to cruel and
horrifying living conditions associated with the sugar cane industry. e ships then returned
to Maine, loaded with sugar for Maine’s rum industry – and their owners prospered from profits derived from the sale of the kidnapped and enslaved Africans.

“We’ve just begun to untangle what it means that
Maine had one of the largest maritime economies in
the U.S. in the 19th century,” said McMahon.
"e Kentucky was registered out of Boston at the time of its engagement in the slave trade,
and had New Englanders as part of its crew (including its mostly Massachusetts-based
crew). It traveled with four other American vessels, including the Porpoise of Brunswick to
Angola and Mozambique in the 1840s to purchase captive Africans on behalf of Manoel
Pinto da Fonseca of Rio de Janeiro. It was caught again (under a new name) oﬀ of the West
Coast of Africa and burned by the Africa Squadron."
Watercolor of the Brig KENTUCKY, c. 1833, Image courtesy of Penobscot Marine Museum, e Carver Collection, 1952.31
“When people from Maine and vacationers look at the magniﬁcent 19th-century houses
still standing in Bangor, Portland, Searsport, Augusta, and Rockland, they oen assume that
the prosperity that built these mansions came from lumber, rum, and shipbuilding,” said Dr.
Kate McMahon, who grew up in Maine and is now a museum specialist at the National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington, D.C., and a researcher at
the museum’s Center for the Study of Global Slavery. But as an historian, when McMahon

e astonishingly high level of proﬁts made in the triangle trade can be gleaned from the example of a ship that was built in Robbinston, Maine, by J. J. Cobb in 1850. In 1859, it le the
Congo River with 944 enslaved Africans inside the makeshi hold of the 350-ton vessel. Of
the original occupants, 762 survived the Middle Passage to Cuba, where the American (primarily New England) crew sold the captives on average for $500 per person. ese owners
and merchants would have split approximately $207,000 in proﬁt; aer expenses and calculating for inﬂation, in today’s dollars this would be a proﬁt of $4.85 million, according to McMahon.
Meadow Dibble is an independent, visiting scholar at Brown University’s Center for the
Study of Slavery and Justice and the founding director of Atlantic Black Box (ABB), a public
history project focused on researching New England’s involvement in the slave trade. e grassroots program trains citizen historians to help determine how the trading of cotton, sugar, and
enslaved people was intertwined, and how individual towns may have been involved.
“Historians have only recently begun to study the extent of northern New England’s involvement in the slave trade. is history is not being taught in our public schools yet,” said Dibble.
Continued on page 10

Congratulations, New Asylee!
Now that you’ve been granted asylum, call us today!

PORTLAND:

We can help you:
Apply for a green card on time

(207) 871-7437
80 Sherman Street
Portland, ME 04101

Schedule your required Civil Surgeon Medical Exam
LEWISTON:

Save money on this process
In addition, our Case Managers can help you determine your eligibility
for our social services, including:
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The sooner you call, the more we can help you.
The clock is ticking, call or visit us today!

(207) 344-6615
34 Park Street
Room 203
Lewiston, ME 04240

RefugeeImmigrationServicesCCM.org
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Vaccine pause a sign of good
government by Georges Budagu Makoko, Amjambo Africa Publisher
On April 13, 2021, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration paused the Johnson and
Johnson vaccination rollout aer nearly seven million people had received it throughout
the United States. e pause was lied 10 days later, and vaccinations with Johnson and
Johnson have resumed following the recommendation of an advisory committee to the
CDC. e pause was announced aer one person died and ﬁve others experienced serious
blood clotting aer receiving the one-shot vaccine. e vaccine label now includes a warning label, and those receiving the
vaccine are given a factsheet with information about symptoms to be aware of following vaccination. e chances of having
a serious reaction are less than two people in one million cases, and treatment is available. According to the Director of the
U.S. CDC, the chances of getting COVID are signiﬁcantly higher than the chance of having a serious reaction to the vaccine.
However, all of this has added to existing rumors and conspiracy theories about the COVID-19 vaccine that had already
been circulating on social media. And many people are concerned that the momentum for vaccination in the immigrant
community, which had started picking up prior to the pause, may be hard to regain.
When I heard the news of the pause, I found it incredibly reassuring. e fact that the FDA quickly made the decision to
pause the Johnson and Johnson vaccine gave me a very great sense of trust that the government is closely watching aer the
well-being of its citizens and has the best interest of its people in mind. Aer just one person’s death, and the illness of ﬁve
others – out of seven and one half million people who had received the vaccine – the government put a temporary halt to
the vaccine administration process to investigate and see if there is a connection between the vaccines and a rare form of
blood clotting. It is good to know that the government has its peoples’ backs, and is ready to react to any potential health
threat to them. Of course, my thoughts and prayers go out to anyone suﬀering – I wish them quick recovery.
As someone who was born and grew up in DR Congo, from a young age I constantly experienced the carelessness of the
government toward the well-being of its citizenry. For example, the staggering
number of children who die at birth, malnutrition, rampant malaria, the number
of people who are killed by rebels while the government acts as if this is not one
of its responsibilities, and parents who must pay teachers so their children can
get an education. In DR Congo, the only time the government seems interested
in the people is when they are collecting taxes, or asking for votes during elections!
So, I am amazed to experience this level of precaution taken by the U.S. government. It has been quite a long year since the world started grappling with the
COVID-19 pandemic. It is very unfortunate that three million people have died
and millions of
others
have
been seriously
aﬀected. But I
believe
that
everything has
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ÉCONOMISER DE L'ARGENT SUR LA COUVERTURE
D'ASSURANCE
Dans nos articles précédents, nous avons expliqué
pourquoi il est important d'avoir une bonne couverture d'assurance. Ce mois-ci, nous allons vous donner des idées aﬁn
d'économiser de l'argent tout en ayant une bonne couverture.
Voici quelques astuces pour réduire votre prime d'assurance :
Facturation automatique. La plupart des assureurs offrent un rabais à leurs clients s’ils choisissent des paiements
automatiques et récurrents, qu'ils soient mensuels,
trimestriels ou annuels. Les compagnies accordent cette
remise parce que cela leur évitera de dépenser beaucoup d'eﬀorts et de frais pour essayer de contacter les clients dont
les paiements sont en retard et dont les polices risquent
d'être annulées pour défaut de paiement. Les compagnies
veulent donc inciter leurs clients à choisir la facturation automatique, et donc les politiques de rabais.
Télématique. De nombreuses compagnies d’assurance
proposent désormais une technologie qui permet de suivre
les habitudes de conduite spéciﬁques d'un conducteur,
comme la vitesse, le freinage et l'heure de la journée. En
fonction des performances, ces données peuvent faire
baisser le taux d'assurance d'un conducteur, ou lui oﬀrir un
rabais. La télématique est un moyen facile de faire correspondre les tarifs d'assurance automobile au comportement
d'un individu, et peut réduire considérablement le tarif du
client - parfois jusqu'à 25 %. La technologie télématique s'est
améliorée ces dernières années et peut parfois être intégrée
à une application pour smartphone.
Regroupement de “polices”. Les compagnies d'assurance
oﬀrent des rabais - et le meilleur service - aux clients qui
souscrivent toutes leurs "polices” d'assurance auprès d'elles.
Le fait de souscrire une assurance automobile et une assurance des biens (habitation, copropriété ou location) auprès
du même assureur permet de bénéﬁcier d'un rabais substantiel sur les deux polices. Combinez vos assurances et
proﬁtez de rabais pour polices multiples.
Assurance antérieure. La durée de l'assurance antérieure
peut permettre de réaliser des économies sur une police
d'assurance automobile ou de biens, selon l'assureur. Avec
certaines compagnies, si le client a une assurance automobile depuis longtemps , alors plus son taux sera plus avantageux. Tout client qui obtient un nouveau devis pour une
assurance automobile - ou une assurance de biens - doit s'assurer que l'agent ou l'assureur qui prépare le devis prend en
compte le nombre d'années et de mois pendant lesquels le
client a été assuré. Pour que le devis s'applique, il doit également s'agir d'une couverture continue, sans interruption ni
déchéance.
COMMENT PARLER D'ARGENT À VOS ENFANTS : LE
POINT DE VUE D'UNE IMMIGRANTE
Par Bright Musuamba ,
Coordinatrice du programme, ProsperityME
En grandissant, j'avais toujours eu l'impression qu'il me
fallait pressentir l'humeur de mes parents lorsque nous parlions d'argent. Avec du recul, je pense qu'ils voulaient être
aussi transparents que possible, mais je pouvais voir quand
nous avions des diﬃcultés et je savais quand nous nous en
sortions bien. Parfois, je devais deviner quand il était "acceptable" de demander de l'argent de poche.
À mon avis, il est très important que les familles discutent
ensemble de la sécurité ﬁnancière. L'argent fait partie de la
conversation, mais ce n'est pas toute la conversation !
Partager des plans et des objectifs ﬁnanciers en famille peut
favoriser le respect et la conﬁance. Cela peut aussi motiver
tout le monde à travailler ensemble pour que les rêves deviennent réalité.
Je pense qu'il y a trois choses dont les familles et les jeunes
adultes devraient prendre l’habitude de parler ensemble
pour commencer à construire la sécurité ﬁnancière :
1. Nous devons essayer d'éliminer la stigmatisation qui entoure les conversations ﬁnancières entre parents et enfants.
Parents, parler d'argent à vos enfants ne veut pas dire que
vous les accablez de préoccupations d'adultes ! Cela signiﬁe
simplement que vous les estimez et que vous voulez les inclure dans des sujets qui concernent toute la famille.
2. Les enfants, soyez observateurs, désireux d'apprendre, et
posez des questions ! Parfois, nous, les jeunes, avons tendance à être ignorants et nous ne voulons pas nous soucier
de questions que nous considérons comme "réservées aux
adultes". Non ! Parler de sujets que nous considérons
comme "diﬃciles" peut, au contraire, nous aider à long
terme. Mes parents m'ont enseigné des compétences très
utiles que je continue à utiliser aujourd'hui. Ils m'ont appris
à établir un budget, à économiser et à apprécier la valeur de
l'argent durement gagné. Ces compétences nous donnent un
coup de pouce, surtout dans la société capitaliste d'aujourd'hui.
3. Parents, faites un eﬀort pour apprendre et enseigner à vos
enfants des compétences ﬁnancières ! En tant qu 'immigrants, nous arrivons aux États-Unis et nous devons tout
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recommencer et apprendre la plupart des choses à partir de
zéro. Nous devons apprendre le système de crédit, comment
construire un historique de crédit et trouver une bonne base
ﬁnancière pour ne pas tomber dans des dettes et prendre de
mauvaises décisions ﬁnancières. On m’a souvent répété que
"l'argent ne pousse pas sur les arbres", et je savais donc dès
mon plus jeune âge que l'argent était important. La liberté
ﬁnancière est mon but ultime dans la vie, mais pour l'instant,
je serai satisfaite d’avoir une sécurité ﬁnancière.
Récemment, j'ai répondu à un quiz pour connaître ma
personnalité en matière d'argent : J'ai obtenu la mention
"Stockpiler" (“qui fait des réserves”), ce qui me semble très
juste. Grâce à l'inﬂuence de mes parents, je suis une personne qui prend très au sérieux l'épargne, la préparation de
l'avenir et la sécurité ﬁnancière. Grâce à ces caractéristiques,
ma famille a appris à compter sur moi, même si je suis la
plus jeune. Ils savent qu'ils peuvent me faire conﬁance pour
économiser de l'argent, pour investir leur argent ou simplement pour parler d'argent. Je suis ﬁère et heureuse de pouvoir soutenir ma famille de cette manière, surtout en tant
que jeune adulte et immigrante. Toutes les connaissances ﬁnancières que j'acquiers, je les partage avec ma famille pour
que nous puissions grandir et évoluer ensemble.
Nous avons tant de potentiel en nous et nous pouvons atteindre et réaliser tant de grandes choses si nous faisons des
eﬀorts pour apprendre et partager les informations que nous
obtenons. Les ﬁnances ne devraient pas nous eﬀrayer ou
nous intimider, mais plutôt nous motiver et nous pousser à
aller de l'avant et nous encourager à rêver grand. Tout est
possible si nous ne nous limitons pas !
A propos de l'auteur : Bright est d'origine congolaise et a
déménagé à Lewiston il y a 5 ans avec sa famille. Bright parle
trois langues et est passionnée par l'indépendance, l'éducation
et la motivation des individus à travers le travail qu'elle fait à
ProsperityME. Bright pense que cette citation de Maya Angelou est celle qui la décrit le mieux : "Ma mission dans la vie
n'est pas simplement de survivre, mais de prospérer, et de le
faire avec passion, compassion, humour et style !
Pour en savoir plus sur nos programmes d'indépendance ﬁnancière, veuillez contacter Bright à bmusuamba@prosperityme.org
LA GARDE D'ENFANTS AUX ÉTATS-UNIS
Trouver des services de garde d'enfants qui sont de qualité
et abordables est un problème dans tout le Maine. Pour de
nombreux parents, le coût représente un lourd fardeau pour
le budget familial. Et les familles ne sont pas les seules à être
touchées - les services de garde d'enfants, les travailleurs et
les employeurs du Maine ressentent également des diﬃcultés.
Le gouvernement fédéral suggère que les frais de garde
d'enfants devraient représenter moins de 7 % du budget
d'une famille moyenne, mais la réalité pour la plupart des
familles du Maine est très diﬀérente. Les frais moyens de
garde d'enfants à Portland sont estimés à 16 381 $, ce qui
dépasse le coût des frais de scolarité dans les universités
publiques de quatre ans de l'État.
Nous nous sommes entretenus avec Katie Soucy, de Starting Strong, pour en savoir plus sur les options.
1. Comment trouver une garderie d'enfants ?
La recherche de services de garde d'enfants peut prendre
du temps, c'est pourquoi vous devriez commencer à
chercher des mois avant la date à laquelle vous souhaitez que
votre enfant commence. (Même avant la naissance de votre
bébé !) Une ressource qui me tient particulièrement à cœur
est le Childcare Journey Map de l'OEO. (www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-do-i-ﬁnd-childcare) - qui est
disponible en plusieurs langues. Tout le monde devrait le
consulter ! De plus, vous trouverez sur le site www.childcarechoices.me les coordonnées et les notes de qualité de
tous les services de garde d'enfants agréés, ainsi que des liens
utiles et des suggestions sur la manière de trouver la
meilleure solution pour votre famille. Le mieux est de prendre rendez-vous avec un directeur ou un enseignant, de visiter le programme et de se renseigner sur sa philosophie en
matière de soins. Il est important de se sentir à l'aise en tant que
parent. Enﬁn, pensez à inscrire votre nom sur plus d'une liste
d'attente - il y a vraiment une pénurie de places dans le Maine.
2. Comment puis-je savoir si je peux bénéﬁcier d'une aide
ﬁnancière ?
Déterminer l'éligibilité à une aide ﬁnancière peut être très
déroutant, parce que les divers programmes ont des critères
diﬀérents. Je conseille aux gens de commencer par leur
agence HeadStart locale, car elle peut généralement aider les
familles à faire le tri entre les diﬀérents programmes. Le
Child Care Subsidy Program de l'État du Maine est un autre
bon point de départ.
Les formulaires (et de plus amples informations) sont
disponibles sur maine.gov/dhhs/ocfs/ec/occhs/step
3. Pourquoi les listes d'attente sont-elles si longues ?
Les listes d'attente sont longues parce que nous n'avons
tout simplement pas assez de places en garderie pour répondre aux besoins - surtout pour les nourrissons. Malgré le

coût élevé pour les parents, les programmes de garde d'enfants font souvent de très faibles bénéﬁces. Au ﬁl des ans,
nous avons assisté à une diminution du nombre de services
dans notre communauté, alors qu’on voit de plus en plus
d’adultes dans les familles entrer sur le marché du travail.
Malheureusement, la pandémie n'a fait qu'aggraver la crise
des services de garde d'enfants, de nombreux prestataires
fermant leurs portes en raison de la diminution de leur capacité et de l'augmentation des coûts.
4. Comment puis-je m'impliquer ?
Le manque de services de garde d'enfants abordables et
de qualité est un problème complexe, mais en travaillant ensemble, nous pouvons construire une communauté où les
enfants et les familles issus de tous milieux et de toutes circonstances ont le soutien dont ils ont besoin pour réaliser
leur plein potentiel. Starting Strong réunit les parties intéressées pour les informer et défendre les lois qui aideront
à résoudre ce problème. Nous sommes particulièrement
heureux d'accueillir les parents dans ce travail, et nous avons
commencé à organiser des réunions régulières avec ceux-ci
pour centrer leur voix et le leadership dans notre eﬀort. Pour
en savoir plus, consultez notre site Web et inscrivez-vous à
notre liste de diﬀusion : www.portlandstaringstrong.org.
Il est essentiel de trouver des services de garde d'enfants
qui soient abordables et de qualité. Si vous avez des diﬃcultés à trouver une garderie d'enfants en qui faire conﬁance
et que vous pouvez vous permettre de payer, vous n'êtes pas
seul(e). N'oubliez pas de consulter notre site web pour vous
aider à traverser cette période merveilleuse mais stressante
(disponible en plusieurs langues !). https://www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-do-i-ﬁnd-childcare
COUVRIR LES COÛTS LIÉS À L'ACCOUCHEMENT
Comme les jeunes familles le savent déjà, les coûts associés
à la naissance d'un enfant peuvent rapidement s'accumuler.
Heureusement, il existe des outils et des programmes qui
aident les familles à trouver le temps de s'occuper de leur
nouveau-né ainsi qu’à couvrir une partie des dépenses avant
et immédiatement après la naissance.
Aux États-Unis, si une personne travaille pour une entreprise de 50 employés ou plus, la Loi sur les Congés Familiaux et Médicaux (FMLA) oblige l'employeur à accorder aux
mères 12 semaines de congé sans solde par an après la naissance ou l'adoption d'un enfant. Ce congé est merveilleux,
mais qu'en est-il de la possibilité de gagner de l'argent pendant cette période ?
Il existe plusieurs façons de percevoir un revenu pendant
la majeure partie ou la totalité du temps où la personne est
absente pendant ces 12 semaines. Par exemple, il n'est pas
nécessaire d'utiliser les congés payés (PTO) uniquement
pour les vacances. En principe, tout congé payé (PTO)
économisé peut être utilisé pour le congé de maternité ou
de paternité, mais il est important de vériﬁer auprès de son
employeur et de bien comprendre les règles. Les jours de
congé personnel ou de maladie peuvent également être utilisés. L'invalidité à court terme peut également être utilisée
jusqu'à six semaines après la naissance pour un montant
compris entre 50 et 100 % du revenu normal, en suivant un
délai de temps déterminé. Une fois que toutes les prestations
ont été utilisées, un parent peut s'absenter du travail aussi
longtemps que nécessaire, jusqu'à la période des 12 semaines ﬁxée par la FMLA.
Dans le Maine, de nombreux employeurs proposent aux
employés une assurance couvrant les frais médicaux liés à
l'accouchement. Si ce n'est pas le cas, MaineCare fournit une
assurance maladie gratuite ou à faible coût aux personnes
qui remplissent certaines conditions. Medicare, Medicaid,
le Children's Health Insurance Program et l'assurance par
le biais du Marketplace peuvent également aider une famille
à obtenir une couverture si un employeur ne l'oﬀre pas ou
si une personne ne travaille pas.
Avec tous ces programmes et outils disponibles, il y aura
toujours des frais médicaux à payer. C'est pourquoi les parents doivent économiser leur argent du mieux qu'ils peuvent. Certains types de comptes, comme les Comptes de
Dépenses Flexibles (FSA) et les Comptes d'Épargne Santé
(HSA), peuvent non seulement aider les parents à épargner
pour les frais médicaux, mais ils présentent aussi des avantages ﬁscaux. Dans le cas du FSA, l'argent versé sur le
compte est déduit des gains avant impôts, ce qui réduit le
revenu imposable d'un individu. Cependant, tous les fonds
doivent être utilisés avant la ﬁn de l'année, sinon ils sont perdus. Avec un HSA, l'argent peut être reporté d'une année sur
l'autre et est également déduit des gains avant impôts. Pour
contribuer à un HSA, un individu doit être inscrit à un plan
de santé à haute déductibilité.
Bien que cela puisse parfois être coûteux et diﬃcile, de
nombreux parents partagent que la naissance d'un enfant
est l'une des expériences les plus enrichissantes de leur vie.
Connaître les ressources et les outils disponibles peut rendre
cette expérience beaucoup plus facile à gérer.
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AKIBA YA FEDHA JUU YA BIMA
Kwenye makala yetu yaliopita, tumezungumza kuhusu
umuhimu wa kuwa na bima ya kibinafsi. Mwezi huu tutaongea kuhusu njia za kufaidika kifedha unapofanya hivyo.
Yafuatayo ni maoni machache kuhusu njia za kupunguza
malipo ya bima:
• Malipo ya kujiendesha ama otomatiki. Wengi zaidi kati
ya wenyeji wa bima watawapunguzia wateja wao wanapotia
saini kwa malipo ya mara kwa mara, iwe ya kila mwezi, ama
baada ya miezi mine, ama ya kila mwaka.Kampuni hupana
kipunguzo hicho kwa sababu wanaweza tumia juhudi
nyingi na pesa wakijaribu kujadiliana na wateja ambao
malipo yao yamechelewa na sera zao zimo hatarini ya kufutwa kwa sababu ya kutolipa. Kwa hio kampuni zinataka
kuhamasisha wateja wao kuchagua malipo otomatiki na
hivyo sera za punguzo.
• Telematiki. Wenyeji wa bima wengi kwa sasa wanatoa
teknolojia ambayo inafuatilia tabia za kipekee za derevatabia kama vile kasi, kusimama,saa gani ya siku dereva
huendesha gari. Kulingana na utendaji, data hii inaweza
kupungua kiwango cha bima cha dereva huyo, au kutoa
marupurupu.Telematiki ni njia moja rahisi ya kulinganisha
viwango vya bima ya gari a tabia binafsi za kila dereva na
inaweza kupunguza haraka kiwango cha mteja-wakati
mwingine kwa 25%. Teknolojia ya telematiki imeboresha
kwa miaka ya hapa karibuna wakati mwingine inaweza
kuingizwa katika program tumizi ya simu mahiri
• Kuunganisha sera. Wenye bima hutoa punguzo -na
huduma bora- kwa wateja wenye laini zote za bima. Kuwa
na bima ya gari pamoja na bima ya mali(iweya nyumba ama
ya wapangaji) kwa kampuni moja ya bima inampatia mteja
punguzo kubwa kwenye sera zote.
• Bima ya awali. Urefu wa bima ya awali unatoa akiba juu
ya sera za bima iwe ya gari ama ya mali , kufuatana na
mwenyeji wa bima hiyo.Kwenye kampuni zimoja, mteja
akiwa na bima ya gari kwa muda mrefu, itamletea manufaa
ya kiwango kizuri zaidi cha bima .Mteja yeyote anapopata
nukuu mpya ya bima ya gari –ama bima ya mali- ahakikishe
kwamba wakala ama mwenye kusimamia kampuni ya bima
anaelewa vizuri ni miaka na miezi mingapi mteja huyo
amekuwa na bima.Inatakikana hii bima iwe bima endelevu
ili kuomba faida hiyo, bila mapumziko au upungufu
wowote.
JINSI YA KUZUNGUMZA NA WATOTO WAKO JUU YA
PESA:MTAZAMO WA MHAMIAJI
Na Bright Musuamba – Mratibu wa program, ProsperityME
Nilipokuwa nikikuwa, siku zote nilijisikia ilinibidi kudhani
hali ya wazazi wangu kila mara ilitubidi kuzungumza juu ya
pesa.Ninaporudisha macho nyuma, ninadhani walikuwa
wazi kama walivyoﬁkiria wanaweza kuwa lakini, nilijua
wakati tulihanagika na wakati gani tulikuwa bila shida.
Mara nyingine ilinibidi kudhani(bila uhakika) wakati
ilikuwa sawa kwa kuomba pesa za mfukoni
Kwa maoni yangu, ni muhimu kwa jamaa kuongea juu ya
usalama wa kifedha .Pesa ni sehemu ya mazungumzo lakini
sio mazungumzo yote.Kuzungumzia pamoja kuhusu mipango na malengo ya kifedha inaweza kukuza heshima na
uaminifu.Inaweza kuhamasisha kila mmoja kutumika
pamoja na wengine kufanya ndoto zigeuke ukweli
Nadhani kuna mambo matatu jamaa na vijana wangalipaswa kujizoeza kuongea pamoja kwa kuanza kujenga usalama wa kifedha:
1.Tunahitaji kufanya kazi ili kuondoa unyanyapaa nyuma
ya mazungumzo ya kifedha kati ya wazazi na watoto. Wazi,
kuongelesha watoto wenu kuhusu pesa haimaanishi
kwamba mnawabebesha mizigo ya watu wakubwa! Inamaanisha kuwa mnawaﬁkiria/ mnawaheshimu na kuwajumuisha kwenye mada zinazojumuisha na kuathiri jamaa
nzima.
2.Watoto,muwe wangalifu, wenye hamu ya kujifunza, na
kuuliza maswali. Wakati mwingine sisi vijana huwa na
ujinga na hatujali sana kujihusisha na maswali ambao tuadhani ni “ya watu wazima tu”.Hapana!Kuyazungumzia
maswali tunayoyaita “magumu” inaweza kutusaidia
mwishowe. Wazi wangu wamenifundisha ujuzi muhimu
sana ambao ninaendelea kutumia hadi leo. Wamenifundisha
jinsi ya kufanya bajeti, kufanya akiba na thamani ya pesa iliopatikana kwa bidii. Ustadi huu hutupa hatua ya kuruka,
haswa katika jamii ya leo ya mabepari
3. Wazazi, jitahidi kujifunza na kufundisha watoto wenu
ujuzi wa kifedha! Kama wahamiaji, tunakuja nchini
Marekani na tunapaswa kuanzilia kila kitu na kujifunza vitu
vingi kutoka mwanzo. Inatubidi tujifunze mfumo wa
mikopo, kujenga historia ya mkopo na kupata msingi mzuri
wa kifedha ili tusije tukaangukie katika deni mbaya na maa-

muzi ya kifedha. Nilipokea mara nyingi onyo maarafu
kwamba pesa haikui kwenye miti hivyo nikajua tangu umri
wangu mdogo umuhimu wa pesa.Uhuru wa kifedha ndio
lengo langu kuu la maisha lakini kwa sasa nitaunda
dhamana na usalama wa kifedha
Hivi karibuni nilichukua jaribio ili kujua utu wangu wakifedha: niliitwa “mhifadhi” msemo ambao nilidhani ulikuwa
sahihi sana. Asante kwa ushawishi wa wazazi wangu. Mimi
ni mtu makini sana kwa kuwekeza pesa zangu, kupanga kwa
siku zijazo, na kuwa na usalama wa kifedha. Kwa sababu ya
tabia hizi, jamma yangu wamejifunza kunitegemea
ijapokuwa mimi ni mzaliwa wa mwisho.Wanajuwa
wanaweza kunitegemea kwa kushikilia pesa kiasi fulani,
kuwekeza pesa zao, ama ikiwa wahitaji kuongea kuhusa
pesa. Ninajivunia na nimefurahi kuweza kusaidia jamaa
yangu kwa njia hiyo, haswa kama mhamiaji na kijana. Kila
maarifa ya kifedha ninayopata mimi hushirikisha jamaa
yangu ili tukuwa na kubadilisha maisha pamoja
Tuna uwezo mwingi ndani na tunaweza kuﬁkia na kutenda mambo mengi ikiwa tunasukumia kujifunza na
kushirikisha wengine habari tunazozipata. Mambo ya fedha
hayapaswi kututisha wala kutuogopesha lakini badala yake,
fedha zinapaswa kutuhamasisha na kutushinikiza kusonga
mbele na kutuhimiza kuwa na ndoto kubwa. Chochote kinawezekana ikiwa hatujiwekei kikomo wenyewe!
Kuhusu mwandishi: Bright ni mzaliwa wa Kongo ya
Kidemokrasia ambaye alihamia mjini Lewistonmiaka mitano
iliyopita. Bright huzungumza lugha tatu na ana shauku ya
kuwawezesha, waelimisha na kuwainua watu binafsi kupitia
kazi nayoyifanya pa ProsperityME. Bright anahisi kuwa
anafafanuliwa vizuri na nukuu kutoka kwa Maya Angelou
ambayo inasoma, “Dhamira yangu maishani sio tu kuishi
lakini kustawi, na kufanya hivyo kwa shauku Fulani, ucheshi
Fulani, na mtindo Fulani”
Ukitaka kuifunza zaidi kuhusu program zetu zuwezeshaji
wa kifedha, tafadhali ﬁkia Bright kupitia anwani ya elektroniki yake bmusuamba@prosperityme.org

UTUNZAJI WA WATOTO HUKO MAREKANI
Kupata huduma bora nay ya bei rahisi ya watoto ni shida
nchini kote Maine. Kwa wazazi wengi bei kali ni mzigo
mkubwa kwa mifuko ya jamaaa. Na si jamaa pekee zinazoathiriwa- wenye kupana matunzo ya watoto, wafanyakazi,
na vilevile ma oﬁsa wa Maine wanajihisi kubanwa.
Serikali ya shirikisho inapendekeza kuwa gharama za
utunzaji wa watoto zinapaswa kuwa chini ya 7% ya bajeti ya
wastani ya jamaa, lakini ukweli wa mam kwa familia nyingi
hapa Maine ni tofauti sana.Wastani wa gharama za utunzaji
wa watoto Portland zinakadiriwa kuwa sawa na $16,381 ambayo inazidigharama ya masomo katika vyuo vikuu vya
serikali vya miaka minne
Tulikaa pamoja na Katie Soucy kutoka Starting Strong
na kujifunza kuhusu chaguzi na mipango tofauti
1.Ninawezaje kupata mtoa huduma ya watoto?
Kupata mtoa huduma ya watoto inaweza chukua muda
mrefu, kwa hiyo ni vizuri kuanza kutata miezi kaza kabla
mtoto hajaanza(Hata kabla mtoto hajazaliwa!) Huduma
moja nimefurahia sana ni OEO’s Childcare Journey
Map(www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-do-i-ﬁndchildcare) ambayo inapatikana katika lugha nyingi.
Kila mmoja anapaswa kuiangalia. Kwa kuongeza, habari ya
mawasiliano na ukadiriaji wa ubora kwa watoa huduma
wote wa leseni ya utunzaji wa watototo inapatikana kwenye
mtandao www.childcarechoices.me, pamoja na usaidizina
mapendekezo ya jinsi ya kupata huduma bora inayofaa kwa
jamaa yako. Mwishowe ni vizuri kupanga wakati wa kukutana na mkurugenzi au mwalimu, tembelea program na ujifunze juu ya falsafa yaoya utunzaji.Ni muhimu kujisikia
vizuri kama mzazi.Mwishowe ﬁkiria kuweka jina lako
kwenye zaidi ya orodha moja-hakika kuna uhaba wa nafasi
katika Maine
2. Ninajuaje ikiwa ningeweza kustahiki msaada wa
kifedha?
Kujua ikiwa unaweza kustahiki msaada wa kifedha kunaweza kutatanisha sana. Programu tofauti zina vigezo tofauti. Ninawashauri watu kuanza na wakala wa karibu na
kwao wa HeadStart, kwa sababu kwa kawaida wanaweza
kusaidia jamaa kupanga kupitia program tofauti. Mahali
pengine pazuri pa kuanzia ni Child Care Subsidy Program
ya serikali ya Maine.Maombi (na habari zaidi ) hupatikana
kwenyehttps://www.maine.gov/dhhs/ocfs/ec/occhs/step.htm.
3. Orodha ya wahudumu ni ndefu kiasi gani?
Orodha ni ndefu kwa sababu hatuna nafasi za kutosha za
utunzaji watoto ili kukidhi hitaji, haswa kwa watoto
wachanga. Ijapokuwa gharama kubwa kwa wazazi, huduma
za utunzaji wa watoto mara nyingi hupata faida ndogo sana
Tumeshuhudia kupungua kwa idadi ya watoa huduma

katika jamii yetu. Kwa miaka wakati huo huo tukiona familia zaidi na zaidi paoja na watu wazima wote wakienda
kazini. Kwa bahati mbaya janga limezidisha tu shida ya
utunzaji wa watoto na watoa huduma wengi kufunga kwa
sababu ya kupungua kwa uwezo na kuongezeka kwa
gharama
4. Ninawezaje kushiriki?
Ukosefu wa huduma bora ya watoto yenye bei rahisi ni
suala ngumu lakini kwa kufanya kazi pamoja tunaweza kujenga jamii ambapo watoto na familia kutoka asili na hali
zote wanapata msaada wanaohitaji kuﬁkia uwezo wao
kamili. Starting Strong inawakutanisha wadau kutoa taarifa
na kutetea sera ambazo zitasaidia kutatua shida hii.Tunafurahia sana kuwakaribisha wazazi katika kazi hii, na
tumeanza kuhudhuria mikutano ya kila mara ya wazazi ili
kuweka sauti ya mzazi na uongozi katika juhudi zetu. Ukitaka kujua zaidi angalia tovuti yetu na jiunge na orodha yetu
www.portlandstaringstrong.org.
Kupata huduma ya watoto bora nay a bei rahisi ni
muhimu. Ikiwa unahangaika kupata mtoaji wa huduma ya
watoto umuaminie na uwezae kulipa bila shida-jua kuwa
hauko peke yako. Tafadhali kumbuka kuangalia tovuti yetu
ili upate msaada ukitembea ndani ya tovuti hiyo wakati huu
mzuri lakini wenye mkazo na changamoto( inapatikana
katika lugha nyingi) www.portlandofopportunity.com/howdo-i-ﬁnd-childcare
KUIMUDU GHARAMA ZIZAZOHUSIANA
NA UZAZI WA MTOTO
Kama vile familia za vijana wavyofahamu, gharama
kuhusu kuzaliwa kwa motto zinaweza panda juu haraka
sana Kwa bahati nzuri kuna zana na mipango ya kusaidia
jamaa kupata muda wa kuwajali watoto wao wachanga.na
pia kuimudu gharama za kabla na baada ya kuzaa.
Nchini Marekani, ikiwa mtu hufanya kazi kwenye kampuni ya wafanyakazi 50 au zaidi, Family and Medical Leave
Act(FMLA) inashurtisha mwajiri kuwaruhusu wamama
kuchukua wiki 12 ya likizo isiolipwa kila mwaka baada ya
kuzaa ama kupokea nyumbani mtoto ambaye hana wazazi.
Muda huu wa kupumzika ni wa ajabu, lakini vipi kuhusu
kupata pesa wakati huu?
Kuna njia chache za kupata mapato karibu ya wakati wote
ama wakati wote mtu yuko nje wiki 12 Kwa mfano muda
huu wa kutolipwa hauhitaji kutumiwa tu kwa likizo. Ingawa
ni muhimu kujitenga na mwajiri wa mfanyakazi kuhakikisha kuwa sera zinatekelezwa, , PTO yoyote ilioifadhiwa inawezakutumika kwa likizo la uzazi wa mama au wa baba.
Vilevile siku za mtu binafsi ama za ugonjwa zinaweza tumiwa hivyo hivyo.Ulemavu wa muda mfupi unaweza tumiwakwa hadi wiki 6 baada ya kuzaliwa motto kati ya asilimia
50 na asilimia 100 ya mapato ya kawaida, kufuatia kipindi
cha kuondoa kilichowekwa.Mara faida zote zinapotumiwa,
mzazi anaweza kubaki nje ya kazi kama atakavyo, hadi wiki
12 zilizowekwa na FMLA
Jimboni Maine waajiri hutoa bima kwa wafanyakazi, bima
hizo huhusika na gharama za uzazi. Kama si hivyo,
MaineCare hutoa bima ya afya kwa bure ama kwa gharama
nafuu kwa wale ambao hujaza vigezo. Medicare, Medicaid,
Children’s Health Insurance Program pamoja na bima kupitia sokoni wanaweza pia kusaidia jamaa kupata bima ikiwa
mwajiri hatowi huduma hiyo ama ikiwa mtu hafanyi kazi
yoyote.
Pamoja na programu na zana hizo, kutakuwa kila mara
gharama zingine za matibabu kutoka mfukoni.. Ndio maana
wazazi wanapaswa kuwekeza pesa zao iwezekanavyo Aina
Fulani za akaunti kama vile Flexible Spending
Accounts(FSA) na Health Savings Accounts (HAS)hazisaidie tu wazazi kuwekeza kwa ajili ya matibabu, lakini pia zina
faida ya ushuru vilevile... Kwa FSA, mchango wa pesa
kwenye akaunti hiyo hutolewa kutoka kwa mapato kabla ya
ushuru, na hivyo kupunguza ushuru kwa mapato yake.Hata
hivyo,pesa zote zinapaswa kutumiwa mwisho wa mwaka,
kama si hivyo zinapotezwa. Pamoja na HAS pesa zinaweza
kusonga kwa mwaka hadi mwaka na pia kukatwa kutoka
kwa mapato kabla ya kutoa ushuru. Kuchangia kwenye HAS
lazima mtu ajiandikishe kwenye mpango wa afya wenye
kupunguzwa sana
Ingawa wakati mwingine inaweza kuwa ya bei kali na yenye
changamoto, wazazi wengi husema kuwa kupata motto ni
uzoefu kamili zaidi maishani mwao. Kujifunza kuhusu zana
inaweza kusaidia kurahisisha uzazi
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OK LACAG LAGU KEYDSANAYO CAYMISKA
Qoraalkeennii hore, waxaan uga soo hadalnay sababta ay
muhiim u tahay in loo helo caymis habboon. Bishan, waxaan
ka wada hadli doonnaa siyaabaha lacag loo kaydin karo intaad sidaas samaynayso. Halkan waxaa ku yaal ﬁkrado ku
saabsan siyaabaha loo yareeyo lacagta caymiskaaga.
Biil otomaatig ah. Shirkadaha xambaara badankood waxay
macaamiishooda siin doonaan qiimo dhimis ay ku sameynayaan diiwaangelinta lacagaha soo noqnoqda, ha noqdaan
bille, bille, ama sanadle. Shirkaduhu waxay bixiyaan qiima
dhimistaan maxaa yeelay waxay ku bixin karaan dadaal badan
iyo ujuuro isku dayaya inay la xiriiraan macaamiisha lacagbixintoodu daahday, siyaasaddooduna ay halis ugu jirto in
laga joojiyo bixinta. Marka shirkaduhu waxay rabaan inay ku
dhiirrigeliyaan macaamiishooda inay doortaan biil otomaatig
ah, sidaas darteedna siyaasadaha dhimista.
Telematics. Qaar badan oo xambaarayaal ah ayaa hadda
bixiya tiknoolajiyad la socota caadooyinka darawalnimada
gaar ahaaneed ee darawalka - caadooyinka sida xawaaraha,
istaagida, waqtiga ay safrayaan. Iyada oo ku saleysan waxqabadka, xogtan waxay hoos u dhigi kartaa heerka caymiska
darawalnimada, ama waxay bixin kartaa lacag-celin. Telematics waa hab fudud oo lagu waafajiyo qiimaha caymiska
baabuurta iyo dabeecadda qoa, waxayna si weyn u yareyn
kartaa heerka macmiilka - mararka qaar illaa 25%. Teknolojiyadda Telematics-ka ayaa soo hagaagtay sannadihii la soo
dhaafay, mararka qaarkoodna waa lagu dari karaa codsiga
casriga ah. Siyaasadaha isku xidhka.
Shirkadaha caymiska waxay siiyaan qiimo dhimis - iyo
adeegga ugu ﬁican - macaamiisha qaada dhammaan
\"khadadka\" caymiska iyaga oo wata. Haysashada labadaba
caymiska baabuurta iyo kan guryaha (haddii ay tahay guri,
kondho, ama kireysteyaal) isla shirkadda wadaha waxay siisaa
qiimo dhimis ballaadhan labada siyaasadood.
Caymiska hore. Dhererka caymiska hore wuxuu ku bixin
karaa keyd midkood caymiska baabuurta ama hantida, waxay
kuxirantahay side. Shirkadaha qaar, marba marka ka sii dheer
ee uu macaamilku lahaa caymiska baabuurta, sicirka ayaa ka
sii ﬁicnaan doona. Macaamiil kasta oo hela qiima cusub ee
caymiska baabuurka - ama caymiska guryaha –waa inuu hubiyaa in wakiilka ama shirkadda xamuulka ee diyaarinaysa
qiimaha ay fahmayaan inta sano iyo bilood ee macaamilku
lahaa caymiska. Tani waa inay noqotaa caymis joogto ah si
loo dalbado, iyada oo aan wax nasasho ah ama nabarro ahi
jirin.
SIDA CARRUURTAADA LOOGALA HADLO LACAGTA
LACAGTA ARAGTIDA SOOGALOOTIGA
Waxaa qoray Bright Musuamba - Isuduwaha Barnaamijka,
Barwaaqo
Markii aan koray, marwalba waxaan dareemay inaan u
malaynayo niyadda waalidkay markay tahay kahadalka
lacagta. Dib-u-ﬁirin, waxaan u maleynayaa inay ahaayeen
sida hufan sida ay moodeen inay noqon karaan laakiin, waan
ogaa markii aan halgameynay waanna ogaa goorta aan si
wanaagsan u shaqeyneyno. Mararka qaarkood waxay ahayd
inaan qiyaaso markay ahayd \"ok\" inaan weydiisto lacag jeeb
ah.
Fikradayda, amniga maaliyaddu aad ayey muhiim ugu
tahay qoysaska inay ka hadlaan. Lacagta ayaa qeyb ka ah
wadahadalka laakiin ma ahan wada hadalka oo dhan!
Wadaagista qorshooyinka maaliyadeed iyo ujeedooyinka
wadajirka ah waxay kobcin kartaa ixtiraam iyo kalsooni.
Waxay ku dhiirrigelin kartaa qof walba inuu ka wada
shaqeeyo sidii riyada looga dhabayn lahaa.
Waxaan u maleynayaa inay jiraan 3 waxyaalood oo
qoysaska iyo dhalinyarada waaweyn ay tahay inay ku
tababartaan ka wada hadalka si ay u bilaabaan dhismaha
amniga dhaqaale.
1. Waxaan u baahannahay inaan ka shaqeyno sidii meesha
looga saari lahaa dhaleeceynta ka dambeysa wadahadalka
dhaqaale ee u dhexeeya waalidiinta iyo carruurta. Waalidiinta, inaad kala hadashaan caruurtiina arrimaha lacagta micnaheedu maahan inaad idinku ku mashquulineysaan
walwalka dadka waaweyn! Kaliya waxay ka dhigan tahay
inaad tixgeliso iyaga oo aad rabto inaad ku darto mawduucyo
ay ku jiraan oo saameynaya qoyska oo dhan.
2. Carruurta, ﬁiro gaar ah u yeelo, u hamuun qaba inay wax
bartaan, oo su'aalo weyddiista! Mararka qaar anaga
dhallinyarta ah waxaan u muuqannaa jaahilnimo oo aanaan
dan ka lahayn in aan ku lug yeelano arrimo aan u aragno inay
yihiin \"dadka waaweyn oo keliya. 'Maya! Ka hadalka arrimaha aan u aragno inay \"adag yihiin\" ayaa naga caawin
kara mustaqbalka fog. Waalidiinteyda ayaa i baray xirfado aad
u faa'iido badan oo aan sii adeegsanayo maanta. Waxay i bareen sida loo qorsheeyo miisaaniyadda, sida loo kaydiyo, iyo
qiimaha lacagta adag lagu kasbado. Xirfadahani waxay na siinayaan bood bood, gaar ahaan maal-gashiga maanta.
3. Waalidiin, ku dadaal inaad barataan oo aad bartaan carruurtaada xirfadaha dhaqaale! Soogalooti ahaan, waxaan u
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nimid Mareykanka waana inaan bilownaa wax walbana aan
waxbadan ka baranaa meel hoose. Waa inaan baranno
nidaamka amaahda, dhisno taariikh amaah ah oo aan raadino
raadad maaliyadeed oo wanaagsan si aanan ugu dhicin deyn
aad u xun iyo go'aanno dhaqaale. Waxaan helay digniinta
caanka ah ee ah in \"lacagtu aysan ku korin geedaha\" si
joogto ah sidaa darteed waxaan ku ogaa yaraantiina in lacagtu
muhiim tahay. Xorriyadda maaliyadeed ayaa iigu dambaysa.
Dhawaan, waxaan qaatay kedis si aan u ogaado shakhsiyadayda lacagta waxaan helay \"Keydiyaha\" oo aan moodayay
inuu aad u saxan yahay. Waad ku mahadsantahay saameynta
waalidkey, waxaan ahay qof ay aad uga dhab tahay badbaadinta lacagteyda, qorsheynta mustaqbalka, iyo inaan ku
kalsoonaado dhaqaalaheyga. Sifooyinkaas awgood,
qoyskeygu waxay barteen inay igu tiirsanaadaan inkasta oo
aan ahay kan ugu dambeeya.
Way ogyihiin inay igu kalsoonaan karaan inaan xoogaa
lacag haysto, ama aan maal gashado lacagtooda, ama haddii
ay kaliya doonayaan inay ka hadlaan lacagta. Waan ku
faraxsanahay kuna faraxsanahay inaan awood u leeyahay
inaan ku taageero qoyskeyga habkaas, qaasatan sida qaangaarka dhalinyarada ah iyo soogalootiga Aqoon kasta oo
dhaqaale oo aan helo, waxaan la wadaagayaa qoyskeyga si aan
u wada korno una wada horumarinno.
Waxaan ku leenahay karti badan gudaha waana gaari karnaa oo aan gaari karnaa waxyaabo badan oo waawayn hadii
aan ku riixno barashada iyo wadaagida macluumaadka aan
helno. Dhaqaalaha maahan inay naga nixiyaan ama na cabsi
geliyaan laakiin taa bedelkeeda, waa in dhaqaalahu ay nagu
dhiirrigeliyaan oo nagu riixaan inaan horay u sii socono oo
nagu dhiirrigeliya inaan riyoodo wax weyn. Wax walba waa
suurtagal haddii aynaan isku koobin!
Ku saabsan Qoraaga Bright waa hooyo reer Congo ah oo u
guurtay Lewiston 5 sano ka hor iyada iyo qoyskeeda. Bright
waxay ku hadashaa seddex luuqadood waxayna aad ujeceshahay awoodsiinta, waxbarida iyo kor uqaadida shaqsiyaadka
shaqooyinka ay ka qabato BarwaaqadaME. Bright waxay dareemeysaa inay siﬁican ugu sharaxday oraahda ka timid Maya
Angelou, oo aqrinaysa, “Hadaeyga noloshu maahan oo keliya inaan badbaado, laakiin inaan barto iyo inaad sidaa ku
sameysid xoogaa dareen, naxariis, qosol, iyo qaab uun!
Si aad wax badan uga ogaato barnaamijyadeena awoodsiinta
dhaqaalaha, fadlan la xiriir Bright bmusuamba@prosperityme.org
DARYEELKA CARUURTA EE MAREYKANKA
Helitaanka tayada, daryeelka caruurta ee la awoodi karo
waa dhibaato kajirta dhamaan Maine. Waalidiin badan kharashka ayaa culeys weyn ku ah dhaqaalaha qoyska.
Qoysaskuna ma aha kuwa kaliya ee ay dhibaatadu saameysey
- bixiyeyaasha xanaanada cunugga, shaqaalaha, iyo loo
shaqeeyeyaasha Maine ayaa sidoo kale dareemaya ciriiri.
Dowladda federaalka waxay soo jeedineysaa in kharashaadka xanaanada cunuggu ay ahaato in ka yar 7% celceliska miisaaniyadda qoyska, laakiin xaqiiqda qoysaska
badankood ee Maine aad ayey uga duwan yihiin. Celceliska
kharashka xanaanada cunugga ee Portland waxaa lagu
qiyaasaa inuu yahay $ 16,381, taas oo ka sareysa kharashka
waxbarashada ee kulliyadaha gobolka ee afarta sano ah.
Waxaan la fadhiisanay Katie Soucy oo ka socota Starting
Strong si aan wax uga barto ikhtiyaariyada.
1. Sideen ku helaa daryeel bixiye?
(Xitaa kahor intaanu ilmahaagu dhalan!) Hal ilaha aan si
gaar ah ugu faraxsanahay waa Khariidadda Safarka Daryeelka
Carruurta ee OEO
www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-do-i-ﬁnd-childcare)
- oo lagu heli karo luqado badan. Qof walba waa inuu iska
hubiyaa! Intaas waxaa sii dheer, macluumaadka xiriirka iyo
qiimeynta tayada ee dhammaan bixiyeyaasha xanaanada
cunugga ruqsada haysta waxaa laga heli karaa www.childcarechoices.me, oo ay weheliyaan xiriiriyeyaal waxtar leh iyo
talooyin ku saabsan sida loo helo waxa ugu habboon
qoyskaaga. Ugu dambeyntiina, way ﬁicantahay inaad jadwal
u sameysato waqti aad kula kulanto agaasime ama macallin,
ku dalxiiso barnaamijka oo aad wax uga barato falsafadooda
daryeelka. Waa muhiim inaad dareento raaxo waalid ahaan.
Ugu dambeyntiina, tixgeli inaad ku qorto magacaaga wax ka
badan hal liiska sugitaanka - waxaa xaqiiqdii jira boosas la'aan
xagga Maine ah.
2. Sideen ku ogaan karaa haddii aan u qalmi karo kaalmada dhaqaale?
Ogaanshaha u-qalmitaanka kaalmada maaliyadeed waxay
noqon kartaa mid jahawareer leh. Barnaamijyada kaladuwan
waxay leeyihiin shuruudo kala duwan. Waxaan kula talinayaa
dadka inay ka bilaabaan hay'addooda HeadStart ee maxalliga
ah, maxaa yeelay waxay badanaa ka caawin karaan qoysaska
inay kala soocaan barnaamijyada kala duwan. Meel kale oo
wanaagsan oo laga bilaabi karo waa Barnaamijka Kaabista
Daryeelka Carruurta ee Gobolka Maine. Codsiyada (iyo
macluumaad dheeri ah) ayaa laga heli karaa
www.maine.gov/dhhs/ocfs/ec/occhs/step.htm.
3. Maxaa liiska suguhu u dheer yahay?

Liiska sugitaanku wuu dheer yahay maxaa yeelay si fudud
uma haysanno boosas daryeel-carruureed oo nagu ﬁlan oo
daboolaya baahida - gaar ahaan dhallaanka. In kasta oo kharash badan ku leeyahay waalidiinta, barnaamijyada daryeelka
carruurtu badanaa waxay sameeyaan faa iido aad u hooseysa.
Waxaan aragnay hoos udhaca tirada bixiyeyaasha ee bulshadeena sanadihii la soo dhaafay iyadoo isla mar ahaantaana
aan aragnay qoysas aad u tiro badan oo leh dhammaan dadka
waaweyn ee shaqaalaha. Nasiib darrose, masiibada ayaa kaliya
ka sii dartay dhibaatada daryeelka carruurta iyada oo
bixiyeyaal badan ay xiraan duhoos u dhaca awooda iyo kordhinta kharashyada.
4. Sideen uga qaybqaadan karaa?
La'aanta daryeel carruureed tayo sare leh oo la awoodi karo
waa arrin dhib badan laakiin haddii aan wada shaqeyno waxaan dhisi karnaa beel ay carruurta iyo qoysaska ka soo kala
jeeda dhammaan duruufaha iyo duruufaha haysta taageerada
ay u baahan yihiin si ay ula kulmaan awooddooda buuxda.
Starting Strong waxay isugu yeereysaa daneeyayaasha si ay u
wargeliyaan una doodaan siyaasadaha gacan ka geysanaya
xallinta dhibaatadan.
Waxaan si gaar ah ugu faraxsanahay inaan ku soo dhaweyno
waalidiinta shaqadan, waxaanan bilownay martigelinta kulamada waalidiinta ee joogtada ah si aan udhigno codka
waalidka iyo hogaaminta dadaalkeena. Si aad waxbadan
ubarato, fadlan kaﬁiri boggayaga internetka kuna soo biir liistadayada boostada portlandstaringstrong.org
Helitaanka daryeel qiimo jaban oo tayo leh waa muhiim.
Haddii aad ku dhibtooneysid inaad hesho daryeel bixiye carruur waad ku kalsoon tahay waadna awoodi kartaa - keligaa
ma tihid. Fadlan xusuusnow inaad booqato degelkeenna si ay
kaaga caawiso inaad u gudubto waqtigan cajiibka ah laakiin
walaaca badan (waxaa lagu heli karaa luqado badan!)
DABOOLIDA QIIMAHA LA XIRIIRA DHALMADA
Sida qoysaska da'da yar ay horeyba u ogaayeen, kharashyada
la xiriira dhalashada cunuggu dhaqso ayey isugu dari karaan.
Nasiib wanaagse, waxaa jira qalab iyo barnaamijyo la heli karo
oo ka caawiya qoysaska inay helaan waqti ay ku daryeelaan
dhallaankooda iyo sidoo kale inay daboolaan qaar ka mid ah
kharashyada ka hor iyo isla marka ay dhashaanba.
Dalka Mareykanka, haddii shaqsi u shaqeeyo shirkad ay ka
shaqeeyaan 50 ama in ka badan oo shaqaale ah, Xeerka Fasaxa
Qoyska iyo Caaﬁmaadka (FMLA) wuxuu u baahan yahay
shaqo-bixiyuhu inuu u oggolaado hooyooyinka 12 toddobaad
oo fasax ah oo lacag la'aan ah sannad kasta dhalashada ama
korsashada ilmaha. Markan fasaxu waa mid cajiib ah, laakiin
ka warran helitaanka lacag inta lagu jiro wakhtigan?
Waxaa jira dhowr dariiqo oo lagu helo dakhli inta badan
ama dhammaan waqtiga uu shaqsigu maqnaado 12kan toddobaad. Tusaale ahaan, fasaxa lacag-bixinta (PTO) uma
baahna in loo isticmaalo fasaxyada oo keliya. In kasta oo ay
muhiim tahay in laga hubiyo shaqaaleeye shaqsi si loo hubiyo
in siyaasadaha la fahmay, wixii PTO ah ee la keydiyay waxaa
loo isticmaali karaa hooyonimada ama fasaxa aabbanimada.
Maalmo shaqsiyeed ama jirro sidoo kale waa la isticmaali
karaa. Naafanimada muddada-gaaban ayaa sidoo kale la isticmaali karaa illaa 6 toddobaad ka dib dhalashada inta u
dhexeysa 50-100% dakhliga caadiga ah, ka dib muddo cayiman oo cayiman. Marka dhammaan faa'iidooyinka la isticmaalo, waalidku wuu ka maqnaan karaa shaqada sida loogu
baahan yahay, illaa 12 toddobaad ee ay dejisay FMLA.
Maine, shaqo bixiyayaal badan ayaa caymis siiya shaqaalaha
oo daboolaya kharashyada caaﬁmaad ee la xiriira dhalmada.
Haddii kale, MaineCare waxay siisaa caymis caaﬁmaad bilaash
ama qiimo jaban kuwa buuxiya shuruudaha qaarkood.
Medicare, Medicaid, Barnaamijka Caymiska Caaﬁmaadka
Carruurta, iyo caymiska loo maro Suuqa ayaa sidoo kale ka
caawin kara qoyska inuu helo.
Iyada oo dhammaan barnaamijyadan iyo qalabkan la heli
karo, had iyo jeer waxaa jiri doona xoogaa kharashyo caaﬁmaad oo jeebka ka baxsan. Tani waa sababta waalidku ugu
baahan yahay inay lacagtooda u keydsadaan inta karaankooda
ah. Noocyada xisaabaadka qaarkood, sida Xisaabaadka Is
bedbeddelaya (FSA) iyo Xisaabaadka keydka Caaﬁmaadka
(HSA), ma caawin karaan oo keliya waalidiinta inay kaydiyaan kharashaadka caaﬁmaadka, laakiin sidoo kale waxay
leeyihiin faa'iidooyin cashuur. FSA ahaan, lacagta loogu daro
koontada waxaa laga goynayaa dakhliyada ka hor canshuuraha, iyadoo hoos loo dhigayo dakhliga canshuurta ee
shaqsiyeed. Si kastaba ha noqotee, dhammaan lacagaha waa
in la adeegsadaa dhammaadka sanadka ama waa la lumiyaa.
HSA, lacagta way rogi kartaa sanadba sanadka ka dambeeya
sidoo kale waxaa laga goynayaa dakhliga ka soo gala canshuurta ka hor. Si wax looga geysto HSA, shaqsiga waa in lagu
qoraa qorshe caaﬁmaad oo laga jari karo.
In kasta oo mararka qaarkood ay noqon karto mid qaali ah
oo dhib badan, waalidiin badan waxay dhahaan in ubad yeelashadu ay tahay mid ka mid ah waaya-aragnimada ugu
wanaagsan ee noloshooda. Barashada ku saabsan qalabka la
heli karo waxay ka dhigi kartaa wax badan oo la maareyn karo
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She and McMahon, along with their ABB colleagues, are
trying to change that. e ABB team recently taught two
sessions at Casco Bay High School, and has additionally
worked with students at Baxter Academy and Cheverus
High School. ey are also involved in conversations with
the Portland Public School district about implementing an
Africana studies program. “e Portland Public School district is involving community
members, who are helping to
integrate these stories into the
curriculum. In order to tell this
story that is diﬀerent from the
one we know, we need to have a
lot of diﬀerent voices at the
table. At ABB, we are hoping to
empower people by showing
them how to do the research,”
said Dibble.
“What we’ve inherited in
Maine is the mythology of the
‘free North,’ which has been
pervasive since the end of the
Civil War,” said McMahon.
“e idealized illusion of a
kinder North was promoted in
works such as Uncle Tom’s
Cabin. In Maine, we deeply love
the idea that Maine was part of
the path of freedom on the Underground Railroad, and we
love Joshua Chamberlain, a Mainer who distinguished himself ﬁghting for the North. We want to be able to think about
the expanding Industrial Revolution and just ignore slavery
in the 19th century. But we can’t. Global forces of capitalism
created a system where we valued labor more than we valued people, and this is what drove slavery.”
She has established a database for the 15 years between
1850 and 1865 that includes 200 American vessels engaged
in the slave trade between Cuba and the United States. Seventy-ﬁve of the ships in the database were built in Maine.
Another 75 were from Massachusetts, and a smaller number
were from other New England states. McMahon’s research
has turned up some uncomfortable truths. One vessel that
was built, owned, and captained by members of a Freeport
area family participated in the domestic slave trade along
the coast of the U.S., she said. In 1851, it went on a likely
slave trading journey that ended in Havana, Cuba. is particular ship’s captain would go on to be the registered captain
of at least a dozen slave ships, the majority of which were
from Maine or Massachusetts, between 1851 and 1860. He
eventually moved to Havana, temporarily, to work directly
with the slave traders, and McMahan said he was able to secure a number of these vessels because of his deep New England maritime roots.

“e 75 vessels from Maine had annual
revenues estimated at $11 million dollars
that ﬂowed back to New England. In
today’s currency, this would be worth approximately $330 million. So, the trade
in enslaved people yielded almost ﬁve
times more money for New England than
the trade in lumber. Maine’s timber industry during the same 15-year period
was valued at only $2 million per year.”
– McMahon

“A lot of information [about Maine’s participation in the
slave trade] is buried in personal family collections and in
the archives of historical societies throughout the state,” she
said. “Meadow Dibble and I have been to some of these
small historical societies, and they are treasure troves. Even
in the larger archives, like the Maine Historical Society,
Meadow and I are ﬁnding great documentation. e people
who ﬁled these things away originally may not have seen the
importance of the materials.”
During the same 15-year period for which McMahon has
created the database, she has documented that 18,000 people
were transported between Africa and Cuba. “e documentation is primarily from ships that were caught or had some
legal problems, but many people in the business of the illegal
slave trade never got caught,” said McMahon. “e research
to conﬁrm the actual numbers of Africans transported on
Maine ships has only just begun. e number is at least
twice as large as what we have on record. We’ve only touched

the tip of the iceberg.”
Dibble agreed. “I think we have a deep problem here in
New England. It’s that the stories that we tell about this place
are not reﬂective of the actual facts and history – and we are
discovering this is a systemic problem throughout New England. It’s not a question of whether or not a town like
Freeport wants to face up to the fact that its founding fathers
were deeply invested in
the slave trade. e connection with the slave
trade is true for Freeport,
but it’s true for Bath, and
it’s true for New London,
Connecticut, and my
hometown of Brewster
on Cape Cod. And it was
not just the New England
coastal areas that were
involved with the slave
trade. In rural places like
Vermont, farmers were
growing grains that were
transported
through
river ways and such, and
then carried by New
England ships down to
the brutal sugar plantations of the West Indies,
which were entirely run on the labor of enslaved Africans.
“We don’t know this history well in New England, in part
because the global economy of enslavement happened on
ships, oﬀshore, largely out of sight and out of mind,” said
Dibble. “Most of our great New England merchants – the
Boston Brahmins – who became our most esteemed and
wealthy citizens, were heavily invested in the West Indies.
Our research is showing that some of these individuals spent
part of each year in Cuba or Barbados, or other areas of the
West Indies, and that some families also had investments in
the slave economies of the South.”
Enslavement disappeared in the North well before the
South, thanks to the resistance movements among the people of African descent and the abolitionists. “Africans were
inﬂuenced by the Revolutionary War rhetoric and the call
for freedom from British oppression,” Dibble noted. “Many
fought in the Revolutionary War. By the late 1770s and
1780s, a number of
Africans were pursuing
lawsuits – suing for their
freedom in the courts –
with ‘freedom suits’ and,
in some cases, winning.”
As was true throughout
the U.S., Maine’s early
20th-century history is full
of examples of harassment
and prejudicial treatment
toward African Americans. For example, the
Black residents of Malaga
Island were forcibly
evicted from the island by
the state of Maine in 1912.
In Peterborough, an area
near Warren, where a
Black community had existed since the 1780s, residents were not allowed to
work in the local factories.
One of the ﬁrst Ku Klux
Klan parades held in daylight in the U.S. took place
in Portland. e town of
Milo, a major hotbed for
the Klan, held a Klan
march in 1923, and Maine
had a large Klan presence
at that time. e Klan
maintained an anti-immigrant stance, which included
condemning
French
Canadian
Catholics and African
Americans, and exhibiting
behavior that spanned
from micro-aggressions to
overt white supremacy.
“Today, in the 21st century, the eﬀects of African
slavery in the U.S. and
abroad is ever present,”
said Dibble. “And the story

of intrepid Yankee mariners is embedded in our environment, so it is going to take hard, deep work – not just reading a book, or attending a talk, or ﬂipping a switch – to
change our understanding and consciousness about Northern New England’s contribution to slavery and to trace a line
backwards in time from Black Lives Matter.
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oﬀer mobile food services and soup kitchens along with a
food pantry for those experiencing food insecurity and
housing instability or homelessness.
In February 2021, Preble Street launched the Culturally
Appropriate Food Initiative, with help from a $25,000 grant
from the Stephen and Tabitha King Foundation for a pilot
program. e Culturally Appropriate Food Initiative is designed to address the particular needs of immigrant community members experiencing hunger. e initiative
recognizes the need not only for healthy and nourishing
food, but for meals familiar – and therefore comforting – to
new arrivals to the United States. Senior Director of Food
Programs and Facilities Joe Conroy explained that Preble
Street recognized a growing need as migrant families continued to arrive throughout the pandemic, with 70 migrant
families, or 200 individuals, unable to be housed in the family shelter. ose families currently live in overﬂow shelters,
including in motels where parents can’t cook meals for their
children because they have no access to kitchens, and oen
are without the resources to purchase prepared foods, let
alone African foods.
During the summer of 2019, Preble Street joined forces
with community associations and created a similar, temporary emergency food program for those seeking asylum. e
city transformed the Portland Exposition Building, or the
Portland “Expo” into a makeshi shelter to welcome a wave
of migrant families who had crossed the southern border of
the U.S. and made their way to Maine. Over 600 of these
families came to Portland between June and December
2019, the majority in the space of a few months. Preble
Street provides the food for Portland’s homeless, including
that summer’s “Expo families.” With the help of immigrantled organizations in Maine, Preble Street quickly realized
that the new arrivals were hungry because they were not eating many of the foods being oﬀered, such as pasta dishes,
and bagels – foods totally unknown to them.
So Preble Street cooks worked beside volunteer resident
immigrants and learned to cook more culturally appropriate
foods. e response from the newcomers showed how
meaningful the change in menu options was. ey were
grateful for familiar foods that they could easily digest, and
the families felt they were being welcomed into Portland
with open arms – with cooked meals that tasted like home
as the messenger. Aer the success of the 2019 program,
Preble Street knew it could again provide culturally appro-
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priate meals to new arrivals housed in motels (because of
COVID safety protocols).
Khadija Ahmed, now Preble Street food programs supervisor leading the Culturally Appropriate Food Initiative, ﬁrst
joined Preble Street ﬁve years ago as a volunteer. She has
spent three years focusing on cultural programs. Staﬀ at the
organization said she was instrumental in creating this pilot
program, which dovetails with her constant goal of catering
to the immigrant population and helping them ﬁnd their
way in Maine upon entry. Her primary role is planning and
preparing meals, but she also regularly visits the motels herself to deliver food and check in with families to see how
they are and if they need any additional resources beyond
meals.
With her help and direction in the kitchen, Preble Street
is now able to oﬀer Central and East African meals to those
in the overﬂow shelter system. Ahmed explained that the
current pilot program is much smaller than the temporary
summer 2019 program. Now there are a generous number
of suppliers, including local farmers, who donate to the program. is enables greater ﬂexibility in the program, so that
Ahmed is able to cook new recipes. She oen switches traditional African ingredients for those that are in-season in
Maine as a great way to show the migrant families that they
can cook familiar foods in new ways by adapting to locally
available ingredients.
Still, the bulk of the food remains traditional and includes
whole tilapia ﬁsh – heads included – along with a special
hot sauce made by Ahmed herself. Fufu is very popular and
she adds it to the menu when time allows. Ahmed incorporates foods more common in America as well, to help families transition into the United States, specifying that this is
particularly important for children, who will eat some meals
at school.
Ahmed said program recipients consistently express an
abundance of gratitude. “It is nice to get food that their
mother would cook, and they are grateful for the access to
these foods. ey may have to be ﬂexible compared to what
they are used to, but they are so appreciative and feel a nice
sense of security,” she said. As an immigrant herself, she
ﬁnds running the Culturally Appropriate Food Initiative
very rewarding, and feels fulﬁlled by her ability to reach so
many people and families under this new program.
As of April, the Culturally Appropriate Food Initiative has
distributed almost 8,000 meals to immigrant families since
its launch in February. ree times a week, the program pro-

vides 120 family-sized meals delivered primarily to those
temporarily residing in the motels. Next year, both Conroy
and Ahmed hope to expand the program to continue serving the growing immigrant population. Conroy is allocating
$175,000 in next year’s budget, and expects to be able to sustain the program, given the positive feedback and strong
support. e goal is to provide meals seven days a week.
While the program will surely continue in some form,
Conroy explained that it is unclear exactly where the meals
will be delivered, now that the tourism season is approaching and motels will begin to request their rooms back from
the shelter. “But we will rise up to any challenge to make
sure people do not go hungry,” he said. Preble Street stays
informed regarding immigration trends, actively gathering
data and information through community partners, including the city of Portland, and uses this to identify and assess
food needs across the community. e organizers at Preble
Street participate in a local asylum seekers stakeholder
group, and anticipate that the immigrant population will
continue to grow in Maine, with greater need for the Culturally Appropriate Food Initiative expected in the future.
ey plan to stay on top of trends and respond to them as
best and as quickly as possible.
e Culturally Appropriate Food Initiative team has high
hopes for this program and is working hard to maintain
these new services. Aside from community partnerships and
long-term funding, the greatest need is for volunteer cooks
and drivers. Ahmed said that so far volunteers have shown
great excitement about learning to cook African food and
share African culture. While training takes time, Ahmed
said she always needs more volunteers for the program.
“More volunteers means more opportunity to get food to
people,” she said. “It could mean making sure there is fufu
at least once a week!”
For those interested in getting involved with this initiative,
Preble Street is actively seeking volunteers to prepare and
deliver foods. Information is available on the Preble Street
website under the volunteer page. e communication department can always be reached by phone for information
on how to help in other ways: www.preblestreet.org.
Preble Street’s mission is to provide accessible, barrierfree services to empower people experiencing problems with homelessness, housing, hunger, and poverty,
and to advocate for solutions to these problems.

By Stephanie Harp

We believe that families are partners
with the school system that educates
their children. e students are the
consumers of the products the education system is producing. eir voices
are important in identifying solutions
to the challenges they face.
— Pious Ali, director of Portland Empowered

With that idea as a driving principle, Portland Empowered
has been breaking down barriers, building bridges, and providing forums for conversations and change since its start
at the University of Southern Maine’s Muskie School of Public Service in 2014. In
March 2021, Portland
Empowered moved to
its new home within the
independent, nonproﬁt
Foundation for Portland
Public Schools, which is
Portland Empowered’s
ﬁscal sponsor. Primary
support comes from
Nellie Mae Education
Foundation and local
funders.
Portland Empowered
is dedicated to collaborative work – with students, parents, and the
school district. “Going
to the Foundation for
Portland Public Schools
is moving closer to our
closest working partner,
which is the school district,” Ali said. “At the
core of everything that
we do is collaboration
and building relationships with the school district. We look
at things that are not working, and at what is working. We
don’t go in swinging our bats and saying that you need to
do this.” Portland Empowered works collaboratively with
the school district to look at issues identiﬁed by parents and
students, then works with the school district to ﬁnd solutions.
One of the most successful ways that Portland Empowered
has achieved open, collaborative dialogues is through their
Shared Space Cafe. is is a conversation model between
families and the school district. “What we do diﬀerently is
that the school side is there to listen. We don’t have a platform, where school oﬃcials are on a stage with everyone else
on the other side,” Ali explained. “We broke that down. We
put English speakers in one group, French speakers in another, Spanish and Arabic in others.” Parents facilitate these
conversations, in their own languages. Portland Empowered
provides interpreters but, in a departure from more common structure, the interpreters provide translation into English for school representatives, so that school district
representatives are recipients of the interpretation services,
not the parents. is puts parents in charge of the conversations.
Ali explained another departure from more common dynamics: “If you are in any job for more than 10 years, you
are considered to be an expert. So by the time your child
gets to high school, you are an expert in that job of parenting. You are coming to this table as an expert. e school
side is coming as an expert in education.” is idea underlies
the Parent Engagement Partners (PEPs) group. ese are
parents, grandparents, siblings, alumni, teachers, administrators, and community members who meet every other
month to ensure that parent voices are authentically incorporated into decision making in Portland’s three public high
schools.
Parent Engagement Partners meet at the beginning of the
year to create priorities, which they pass on to Parent Lead
Organizers. e Lead Organizers have gone through Portland Empowered’s signature Parent Ambassador Training
to learn how to facilitate and how to organize. ese Parent
Lead Organizers meet weekly to conduct outreach, develop
strategies, and plan and implement campaigns concerning
local education. Individuals in these important roles each
work with a speciﬁc high school, make connections, and fa-
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cilitate conversations between the schools and other parents
or community members, some of whom do not speak English or have had minimal access to education.
“ey are our extension into the community. ey facilitate at the Shared Space Cafe tables. We work with them to
recruit parents,” Ali said. Crucially, the Parent Lead Organizers amplify the voices of those who – too oen – are le
out of decision making in the education system.
In a parallel structure on the youth level, one to three
Youth Lead Organizers (YLOs) represent each Portland high
school every year at weekly meetings where they learn and
practice organizing and leadership skills, plan district-wide
meetings, facilitate activities for the larger Youth Engagement Partners meetings, and work with their respective high
schools to recruit other students. YLOs also receive training
from Portland Empowered.
Any teen can apply for one of the YLO positions, though
Youth Engagement Partners receive priority consideration.
Like PEPs, the YEPs also meet to engage and lead other students, establish meeting agendas, and learn to facilitate conversations. “We work with them to build their leadership

Enthusiastic participants (pre-pandemic)

sion-making processes, and being accessible to parent and
community leaders from diverse backgrounds, along with
suﬃcient resources to implement these changes.
In 2019, with seed funding from Maine Community
Foundation, MaineHealth, and other individual supporters,
Portland Empowered launched the Civic and Community
Engagement Fellowship, a leadership program designed
speciﬁcally to build the leadership and professional skills of
the emerging leaders, between the ages of 21-27, who are
from immigrant communities and of ethnic and racial minority backgrounds. e pilot cohort of this fellowship program ran last year with emerging leaders who come from
the same backgrounds as Portland Empowered parents and
students, and Portland Empowered is looking to repeat the
program’s success.
Portland Empowered won a Distinguished Service Award
in 2018 from the Maine School Boards Association, which
touted the group for its work in reaching out to local youth
and family, and nurturing youth leaders. “We’ve developed
from this small program into a resource and an incubator
of leaders from the community and Portland Public
Schools,” said Ali.
At this point, Portland Empowered shows no signs of
slowing down. ey are working with Maine Community
Integration, with support from the Elmina B. Sewall Foundation, to start a parent group in Lewiston. e goal is to establish a similarly collaborative relationship with that school
district, regarding what is and is not working for families
there. And they are working with Cross Cultural Community Services to oﬀer Parent Ambassador Training for Westbrook and South Portland parents this summer and fall, in
two sessions of ﬁve weeks each, with support from the
United Way’s Racial Equity Fund. In the meantime, Portland
Empowered leaders have been busy making presentations
at national conferences such as the Family and Community
Engagement Conference, Education Writers Association,
and others, and the program has been featured on American
Graduate, a dialogue that the Corporation for Public Broadcasting facilitates in high-need communities to look for solutions to improve educational outcomes for youth as they
approach graduation.
For more information see www.portlandempowered.org;
Shared Space Cafe, www.portlandempowered.org/sharedspacecafe.
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At the core of everything that
we do is collaboration and
building relationships with the
school district. - Pious Ali

skills,” said Ali, “We are just there to create a container and
to give them the support they need to grow.” YEPs organize
within Portland’s public high schools to help Portland
schools become more student-centered. YEPs have designed
and facilitated youth-led trainings for teachers and staﬀ to
support schools in identifying ways to deepen student-staﬀ
relationships and help schools understand what it is like to
be a student today. Both Parent Lead Organizers and Youth Lead Organizers are paid
small stipends for their work.
Aer many successful conversations via the
Shared Space Cafe, Portland Empowered
asked parents what they needed from the
schools in order to be fully engaged, and
asked the schools what they needed from
parents. Portland Empowered representatives took notes and engaged technical support partners from the former Annenberg
Institute for School Reform at Brown University, which has since become CYCLE, the
Center For Youth and Community Leadership in Education, at Roger Williams University.
“We worked with them to create the Parent
Engagement Manifesto,” Ali said. is parents’ “bill of rights” is an agreement between
parents and schools regarding how schools
will engage parents, and asking the school
district to amend or rewrite its family engagement policy. Another committee, directed by the school board as a result of the
manifesto, engages parents, teachers, staﬀ
members, district leadership, and community leaders to look at policy. rough their
ongoing meetings, this committee examines
such concerns as racial equity and equity in
discipline within the schools.
e group rewrote the district’s policy of
family engagement to base it more strongly
on points in the manifesto, such as requiring
parents, schools, and communities to work
together to improve results, thus ensuring that
Conversations at Casco Bay High School and King Middle School
the whole range of voices is included in deci- (pre-pandemic) Photos by E'Nkul Kanakan and Portland Empowered staﬀ
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Photo Essay:
Onyx Emelo

Teresia Mboyo during the golden hour.

My name is Onyx Emelo. I go to Portland High
School, and I’m participating in a photography
internship program. Tim Greenway is my
mentor. I’m enrolled in various extracurricular activities, including tennis, track, soccer,
and A Company of Girls. I like to be active,
alive. at’s why I do sports every season. My
new hobbies during the lockdown are taking
photos and playing guitar.
e Portland Public Schools internship program
is an elective program for juniors and seniors
who want to explore a career interest. For more
information contact Andrea Levinsky at levina@portlandschools.org at Portland High and
Sydney Williams at willis@portlandschools.org
at Deering High. Students interested in interning
at Amjambo Africa should contact the editor at
amjamboafrica@gmail.com

Tahaani Ali (le) and Sefania Missamou (right) in Portland downtown.

Deering Oaks park

Portland downtown

Senior class pre-pandemic

Join us as we come together to Make ChangeSM. For every qualified purchase* made with the new Make Change debit card,
we’ll donate 10 cents to support minority-owned businesses right here in Maine. Together, we can make a difference.
To learn more, visit GorhamSavings.Bank/MakeChange

* Member FDIC. For every qualified debit card purchase that posts and clears, GSB will donate 10 cents to support minority-owned businesses in Maine.
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Growing season begins at Liberation Farms

Photos | Joseph Shaw

e Somali Bantu Community Association and Liberation Farm staﬀ and community members are all feeling deep joy as the new growing
season begins for their ﬁrst year in their permanent farm home in Wales, Maine. Community members are enjoying the freedom of exploring
the land on warm and sunny spring days. Work has begun to choose cover crops and soil amendments for improving the hayﬁelds.ese
photos provide hints of a new growing season in a new farm home! Come visit!

e goats have settled in

Andullahi Yarow (“JJ”), the farm’s recently hired
property manager, is hard at work creating a
successful future for the farm

e construction of high tunnels is underway

Ali Hamsa

Liberation Farms had a workday to build tables for sorting and drying corn. Volunteers from Maine Grain Alliance and
the SBCA community helped build 35-40 tables under the guidance of Mark Fulford, farm technical advisor and designer of the prototype. (photo credit for the table photos: Lana Dracup, farm manager).
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Yardie Ting oﬀers taste of
Jamaica in Portland
By Lillian Lema • Photos | Steven Bridges
If Mainers want to experience the ultimate taste of Jamaica, all they need to do is head to Portland’s Monument
Square Public Market House, where they will ﬁnd themselves pulled to the second ﬂoor by the smell of jerk chicken,
oxtails, pork, and curry infused dishes, all served up by
owner Shanna-Kay Wright at Yardie Ting.
“We serve authentic Jamacian dishes with a modern twist,”
said Wright, who explained that whenever she is creating a
new dish, she has her customers try it so she can receive
their honest feedback. e constant modiﬁcation to the
menu and ingredients in her dishes has paid oﬀ – her customers keep coming back. Early on, she explained, she used
excessive seasoning and powdered spices, but has now
moved to lighter seasoning and the use of fresh, organic
herbs. “I don’t want the food to be too heavy, but instead to
be aromatic and lighter.”
Sometimes Wright asks her grandmother for the secret
recipes to some of her favorite dishes, and says she is constantly told by the older women in her family to stop talking
and pay attention when they are all cooking in the kitchen!
Wright arrived in Maine from her home of Kingston, Jamaica, in 2005, at just 18 years old, when her mother remarried and settled in Maine. She described her impression of
Maine as “a whole new world” and one where the humidity
was unbearable. “It is hot in Jamaica, but it isn’t humid…
the humidity is rough here,” she said with a laugh.
Aer settling in and adjusting to the weather of her new
home, she began to crave comfort foods from Jamaica. To
her disappointment, she quickly learned that Portland didn’t
have any restaurants or stores that oﬀered Jamaican food.
So she decided to do something about that. Alongside her
studies at Southern Maine Community College in early
childhood development, she also took culinary classes and
began to
cook and
b a k e
some of
her favorite Jamaican
dishes.
“At the
time, I
w e n t
back to
teaching
because
it was my passion, but I continued to dabble in making pastries and treats for my family and friends,” Wright said.
Eight years aer moving to Maine, Wright decided the
time had come to do something about the lack of an established Jamaican community here. Her ﬁrst move was to
found a T-shirt company that she named Yardie Ting. en,
in 2013, with the help of her friends and family, she organized the ﬁrst Jamaican Independence Day Festival at Deering Oaks Park – still with the intention of bringing the
community together. To her surprise, more people than she
ever could have imagined showed up. “I met a lot of people
and made new friends. I didn’t realize there were that many
of us here in Portland!” she said.
e following year, even more people showed up for the

Shanna-Kay Wright
Jamaican Independence Day Festival celebration and food.
“It very quickly went from a T-shirt company to a catering
company,” Wright said. By 2016, Yardie Ting was catering
for weddings, birthday parties, Sunday church services, and
summer festivals such as the Old Port Fest and Eats and
Beats. As the years went by, and Yardie Ting’s popularity
grew, so did the expectations from the public. Yardie Ting’s
ﬁrst year at the Old Port Festival sold out their 300 pounds
of meat within the ﬁrst three hours, and at the last Old Port
Festival they sold out of 1500 pounds in four hours.
“We were at the Old Port Festival and people were lined
up before the festival even started,” Wright said. “It took oﬀ
from there, and I knew it was time to jump in deeper and
see what happened!”
In 2019, Wright le job, which wasn’t an easy choice, as
she is a single mother with two children, and ﬁnancial security was of utmost importance. But, by then, she had given
her two-week notice on three diﬀerent occasions, and each
time that she’d decided to stay, she’d found herself unhappy.
“So I cashed out my 401(k) and looked into getting a food
truck!” Wright explained.
However, to her surprise, a
lease at the Portland Public
Market House became
available just a couple days
before the last Old Port
Festival and she decided to
sign. Now the public didn’t
need to wait until the next
summer festival or event to
try Yardie Ting’s food. Her
Jamaican treats had found
a new home.
e pandemic has made
Wright more appreciative
of her customers. She
misses seeing the high
school students and her
regulars, and the noise that
crowds bring. e challenges brought by the pandemic have taught Wright

to be relentless, take risks, be creative, and think quickly. At
the beginning of the state shutdown, she and her two daughters moved into her mother’s house while Yardie Ting closed
for two weeks. During that time, she spent quality time with
her family, cooking and continuing to work on Yardie Ting’s
website, social media pages, and a new menu.
During a period that was ﬁlled with uncertainty and some
loneliness, she took to Yardie Ting’s Instagram account to
create videos of her interactions with customers. “People
messaged me and told me it was nice to see me interacting
with them,” she said. ese words of encouragement gave
Wright optimism for the future. Recently, Wright has been
working as a cultural broker with the Maine Center for Disease Control, helping translate and educate Jamaican migrant workers about their rights and where to get
COVID-19 testing. She has even allowed the use of the
Yardie Ting van as a form of transportation to drive people
to get their vaccines.
As Yardie Ting continues to grow, Wright ultimately hopes
to create a hub for the Jamaican community in Portland. e
hub will help the community connect with one another and
access resources to make their adjustments to Maine a bit
easier. “Mainers are huge foodies, and eating is an experience that helps get people together,” she said.
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Portland City Councilor Tae Chong and omas Ling, Vice President of the Uniﬁed Asian Communities

Marpheen Chan, President of the Cambodian Community Association of Maine

Mufalo Chitam, Executive Director of MIRC
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Grace Valenzuela, Director of the Multilingual and Multicultural Center of Portland Public Schools
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On March 25, Bangor’s
Peace and Justice Center
held a vigil at Peirce Park
for victims of hate crimes
against Asian Americans
and Paciﬁc Islanders,
where speakers told personal stories of facing
racist hate and attendees
could write colorful chalk
messages of support.
Photos Stephanie Harp

Mainers come out in support of Asian Americans
and Paciﬁc Islanders

Navii Chhay and daughter

Zabrina Richards

Bangor’s Peace and Justice Center held a vigil at Peirce Park on March 25 for victims of hate crimes against Asian
Americans and Paciﬁc Islanders. Before a crowd of about 40, speakers told personal stories of facing racist hate, and
attendees wrote colorful chalk messages of support on the plaza.
On March 28, a crowd of approximately 100 people gathered in front of Portland City Hall to protest anti-Asian
hate and to rally for multiracial solidarity. e rally was organized by Marpheen Chann, president of the Cambodian
Community Association of Maine, in the wake of nationwide anti-Asian rhetoric and violence. Chann said he wanted
to show the community that hate has no home in Maine, and he urged all Mainers to work together on the local and
state levels to end violence. Savy Kuch, COVID-19 project coordinator of the Cambodian Association, said, “We are
a strong-willed, collective group of people who are trying to live the American dream and survive years of trauma,
only to be reminded that we are still running from certain hate crimes against our very existence.”
A vigil against anti-Asian violence took place in Payson Park in Portland on March 30. e vigil was organized by
United Asian Communities, Portland Public Schools, and the Greater Portland Immigrant Center. e message of
the vigil was “Together, we will remember the lives lost. Together, we will honor the victims of hate. Together, we will
unify and heal.” Navii Chhay, who was the victim of anti-Asian aggression while in her car in Portland on March 15,
spoke at the rally. “I never dreamed this could happen to me. I was attacked for no other reason than my Asian heritage,” she told the crowd.
On March 31, the Holocaust and Human Rights Center of Maine hosted a panel discussion on the Asian American
Youth Experience in Maine. “What has made me have hope is the rallies and the vigils that show that people do care.
But I want to make sure this doesn’t become just a trend, but more so a movement,” said panelist Zabrina Richards.

omas Ling
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Literacy program seeks to improve lives
By Stephanie Harp
From a ﬁrst grader learning to tell her
own stories, to a young artist with a new
pet, to a Certiﬁed Nursing Assistant who
needs to improve her English skills to
talk with her patients, Midcoast Literacy
provides a range of tutoring for New
Mainers and native English speakers
alike. Based in Bath, the nonproﬁt Midcoast Literacy provides free literacy programs in Lincoln, Sagadahoc, and
northern Cumberland counties. “We’re
the only ones in the area,” Executive Director Don Lader said of the service organization that began 50 years ago under
four diﬀerent names and has consolidated over the decades. “e name has
changed but the mission hasn’t.” at mis- Midcoast Literacy Executive Director Don Lader
sion is to improve lives through literacy.
Photo | Daniel Burson
One thing that has changed, however, is
the work Midcoast Literacy has been doing since large numbers of asylum-seeking families
and individuals arrived at the Portland Exposition from Angola and the Democratic Republic
of Congo in 2019, many of whom then settled in the Brunswick-Bath area, where Midcoast
Literacy operates. “We reached out and oﬀered our services to them as soon as they arrived
in our area,” said Lader. Aer a few days of gathering information through an intake process,
for both adults and children, Midcoast Literacy started recruiting more tutors who wanted
to work with the new
arrivals, and began
matching
students
with tutors. “It’s been a
very interesting experience for us because of
the cultural diﬀerences,” he said. “We
did not have experience working with individuals from African
nations,” though they
have tutored many students with Asian backgrounds. “ere were
Midcoast Literacy tutor Alden Sproul with Douce, an ELL learner,
big cultural diﬀerences
that we had to get used
following a session. (pre-pandemic)
to. Part of that is the
way the education system works in the DRC and Angola. Basically, the parental group is
hands-oﬀ, and lets the education group take care of everything, except for the annual exam.”
In the U.S., parents typically are much more involved in their children’s education.
Midcoast Literacy held training sessions about addressing cultural diﬀerences. Integral to
the process were Nsiona Nguizani, the cultural broker for Brunswick, and Maurice Namwira,
in Bath, who helped staﬀ and tutors understand the diﬀerences and challenges faced by their
new students. ese sessions alerted tutors to speciﬁc issues. “When we volunteered to bring
in tutors, initially it was a rough start because they had so many other things going on, in addition to the trauma involved from their trip,” Lader said. Students and tutors ﬁrst had to
build relationships of trust, and parental permission was necessary before tutors could start
working with the children.
Aer the arrivals settled
into housing, adults sometimes have had trouble ﬁnding time to learn to converse
in English; diﬀerent families
may speak three or four different languages. “Some have
made a lot of progress, some
not much,” said Lader. “Some
might join in for a while,
then disappear for a while.”
Pargha is learning English
as her third language. A
mother of three young children who also works a fulltime job as a CNA, she
wanted to continue studying
English aer she took classes
in Portland then moved to
Bath. “I need good English to
speak with the patients in my
work,” she said. “My goal is
Read Together learner Joyce at an outdoor session with her
to get my high school
Midcoast Literacy tutor, Judy Segal. Photo | Judy Segal
diploma here and go to college.”
In 2020, 45 volunteer tutors worked with 52 adult English language learners and 10 additional native speakers who wanted to improve their skills. e Read Together program for
ages 6 to 14 had 46 students, one-third of whom were from asylum-seeking families.
Tutor relationships with both adults and children were moving along, then COVID-19
started. “COVID does not help at all. Individuals, unfortunately, are in small apartments with
some fairly large families. Depression is a big thing. Individuals are not able to get out, and
don’t get a chance to get away from their children.” eir home cultures are very social, and
they may have keenly missed these interactions during the necessary isolation. e biggest
challenges of COVID-19 restrictions during this past year have been locations and trans-
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portation. In-person sessions are more eﬀective, but they must be in public places, most of
which were closed. Sessions had to shi online or to park benches, outdoor tables, or whatever
they could ﬁnd and make work. Holding adult sessions online presented problems such as
internet access.
But most in-person tutoring continued for children, with virus protections in place – at
outdoor tables or in the library at the Midcoast Literacy oﬃces. During winter, the Bath
YMCA at e Landing provided a room for tutoring. Oen a tutor would go to the child’s
home, bring the child to the YMCA, and then take the child back home. “e tutors are absolutely fantastic,” Lader said. “ey bend over backwards to try to make this work. It’s truly
amazing what our volunteer tutors do.”
Tutor Judy Segal began working with Joyce, a ﬁrst grader, in January 2020. Schools closed
not long aer they started meeting, so they tried Zoom, then moved outdoors as soon as they
could. is past winter, they held in-person sessions at e Landing YMCA. Joyce is a New
Mainer who is learning to read, write, and speak English. When she began to dictate her own
stories, Segal wrote them down and Joyce then took them home to read to her mother. “Her
stories would go on forever if I let her keep talking!” Segal said about her enthusiastic student.

“Young children are fantastic.
ey just absorb everything.”
—Don Lader
One unexpected side eﬀect of the virus crisis is that more younger people are volunteering to
become tutors. Lader thinks this is partially because everyone was so restricted in what they
were able to do. “is is a way for them to feel like they could still get out and do something,
continue to volunteer for the community.” And Midcoast Literacy’s work with the asylum
seekers helped the organization become more well-known, which also has attracted new tutors.
In addition to English language instruction for adults and children, Midcoast Literacy oﬀers
Basic Literacy for native English-speaking adults; Read With Me, which provides a reading
program and free books for young children; and Read Together tutoring for ages 6-14 who
are reading below grade level. In non-virus times, families can take part in Readers eater
performances of childrens’ books by local actors. Midcoast Literacy collaborates with a number of local, social service organizations including Head Start, hunger prevention programs,
libraries, adult education, and community centers, and coordinates its summer books program
to coincide with sessions by ArtVan, the mobile arts therapy service that has programs in a
number of neighborhoods.
For more information about volunteering or to ﬁnd a tutor, contact Midcoast Literacy at (207)
443-6384 or admin@midcoastlit.org.

Midcoast Literacy tutor John Fischer working with Monique, a young learner enrolled in the
Read Together program. Photo | Katie Clark
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USM student ﬁnds many paths to
helping people
By Stephanie Harp
When Amran Osman was growing up in
Lewiston, she was quiet. “Originally, I was
an introvert and I didn’t speak about
things,” she said. “I just kept to myself.” But
that was before she arrived at the University
of Southern Maine.
She’d begun her higher education at Central Maine Community College, studying to
be a nurse. “My whole thing was that I
wanted to help people,” said Osman. In
high school, she’d been a member of Key
Club. Gradually, to help herself talk more, she joined the speech team. But she still
didn’t feel like she was good at talking. “At that time, I wanted to go into nursing. So
I became a CNA.” As a Certiﬁed Nursing Assistant, she helped people get out of bed
and ready for their morning, then helped them get ready to go to bed at night. “It
was fun and I got to work with diﬀerent residents. I grew to really love them and get
to know them. So leaving the job was sad.” But she had discovered that she didn’t like
the sight of blood. “I’m glad I realized it soon enough!” She also realized that nursing
wasn’t the only way she could help people.
“Coming into USM, I didn’t know exactly what I wanted to do,” she said. In most
of her classes, she was the only person of color. She joined diﬀerent groups, but
wanted to do more to help all students feel included, so she founded the African Student Union. “Just being able to gradually be a part of diﬀerent groups or diﬀerent
clubs to get the experience of college, and be able to help my peers with diﬀerent
problems they have” met her desire to help. She found that she liked being able to
network and to contribute to change at USM.
One of her friends was in the Student Senate. “So I asked them, ‘What do you guys
do there?’ ” Over the years, the Student Senate has evolved to reﬂect the diversity of
the campus, she said. “Now student government is the most diverse it’s been,” as are
the student body president, vice president, and student government association, as a
whole. “It’s kind of surprising. Everyone who is a person of color can look at student
government and say, ‘Wow, there’s at least one person who looks like me.’ ”
Osman began to wonder, “What if I can push for a change really quickly?” She decided to major in political science on the international studies track. With a new
focus on politics as a way to make a diﬀerence, she realized, “I want to go into politics, and I can’t do that if I keep quiet.” She joined the Model United Nations Organization and is currently a student senator and chair of the Student Senate’s Racial
Continued on page 27

A MESSAGE FROM THE MAINE OFFICE OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

Substance Use Disorder
doesn’t discriminate.
Recovery shouldn’t, either.
That’s why Governor Mills’ Overdose Prevention Through Intensive Outreach, Naloxone, and Safety (OPTIONS) initiative is helping to coordinate local recovery and overdose prevention efforts in every county and in every community
across our state. Whether you are looking for peer and family support groups, lifesaving naloxone, prevention tools for
youths, or harm reduction information, it’s important to know your options. Join us online to discover local resources
around you and stories of others affected by the Opioid Crisis.
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Maine Youth Network’s
Minorities in Healthcare
series By Ally Cooper

Mariam Mohamed.
Mariam Mohamed, a 26-year-old nursing student at Purdue University Global in Augusta, and founder of Maine
Youth Network (MYN), created the three-part Minorities in
Healthcare webinar series to highlight the importance of diversifying the roles that people of color hold in the healthcare ﬁeld. She invited guest speakers from varying
backgrounds, locations, and healthcare sectors to share their
experiences and oﬀer their advice to aspiring healthcare professionals. e series was Mohamed’s ﬁnal project for Portland Empowered Director Pious Ali’s Civic and Community
Engagement Fellowship program.
Mohamed herself has a wide range of healthcare experience, which includes working in nursing homes, as a phlebotomist, as a medical assistant, and as a case manager.
roughout her experience she has noticed a trend. “You
would only see diversity within the housekeeping workers,
not within the people providing the care,” she said. e series has included webinars focused on diversity and on opportunities in the healthcare ﬁeld.
Coworkers oen would turn to Mohamed as a resource
on cultural diﬀerences, she said. One question that many of
her female colleagues asked was, “Why do many of my male
Muslim patients seem to ﬂinch away from me when I try to
provide care?” Mohamed was able to educate her coworkers
on some of the aspects of Muslim culture that were essential
to understand in order to provide adequate care. For example, typically Muslim men prefer male caretakers and Mulsim women prefer female caretakers, due to the cultural
taboo against physical contact between unmarried members
of the opposite sex. While Mohamed emphasized that the
Islamic religion allows for exceptions in a medical setting,
it can still be unsettling for patients.
Other cultural diﬀerences that Mohamed is oen asked
about involve diet. Typically, Muslims abstain from drinking
alcohol and eating pork. Furthermore, during the holy
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Immigrants and refugees with a variety of healthcare exmonth of Ramadan, most fast from sunrise to sundown.
periences in their home countries face barriers to continue
is month of discipline is a time of celebration and spiritual
working in the medical ﬁeld in Maine. According to Moreﬂection. But without a diverse representation among staﬀ,
hamed, “A lot of people, oen back home, have their license
healthcare workers may not know about key cultural prefto work as a doctor, but then coming here, their certiﬁcations
erences, and this can impact their ability to provide adequate
don’t qualify and they have to start from scratch. Oentimes,
care. Reﬂecting on the importance of diversity in healthcare
they just put their healthcare experiences aside.”
settings was one of the main topics discussed in the threeis barrier is something familiar to Mohamed’s family.
part webinar series.
Her mother, Hawo Adam, worked as a nurse in Yemen, but
One of the speakers was Dr. Nana Ama Qartey, who was
was unable to continue her career in Maine due to language
born in Michigan and raised in Ghana before returning to
and state licensure barriers. So Adam worked in housekeepthe U.S., where she attended medical school. In the “Opporing, eventually in Maine Medical Center’s housekeeping detunity and Careers in Healthcare” webinar, Qartey discussed
partment. When she began to get a better grasp of the
her experience as a Black doctor in America. “Usually, palanguage through Portland Adult Education classes, the hostients don’t question my skills – but they do normally show
pital helped her to obtain certiﬁcations. Today she works on
surprise at my skill. I wonder if they thought I was going to
the labor and delivery ﬂoor as
be unintellian equipment technician, where
gent.”
she prepares the room and
Dr. Sarah
equipment for procedures.
Ashitey,
ane Maine State Legislature is
other speaker,
currently reviewing LD 149, “An
spoke of the
Act to Facilitate Licensure for
importance of
Credentialed Individuals from
being an examOther Jurisdictions,” that would
ple. “ere is
allow for a case-by-case review
something to
to waive licensure requirements
be said about
for professionals “... as long as
seeing someone
the waiver does not reduce the
who looks like
requisite standards of proﬁyou,
doing
ciency for the licensed professomething that
sion or occupation.” Passage of
you previously
the bill would be a crucial step
didn’t
think
toward reducing barriers to liyou could do.
censing for new professionals in
is forum is
Ahmed Abdirahman, health and wellness specialist,
Maine. LD 149 was referred to
an opportunity
the Committee on Innovation,
and co-founder Maine Muslim Community Center
for everyone to
Development, Economic Adsee someone
vancement, and Business to be discussed during the work seswho looks like you, who is doing something unique. You
sion on April 8, 2021.
could be a respiratory therapist, or a nurse, or a doctor, or
e Minorities in Healthcare series was developed by
anything else. Even as a doctor now, when some of my paMaine Youth Network in partnership with MaineHealth, one
tients who are Black come to see me, they are amazed and
of the largest employers in the state with over 23,000 employsurprised. ‘Oh, my God, I get to see a Black doctor.’ e
ees, according to Jennifer O’Leary, MaineHealth’s director of
more that people see you in the ﬁeld, the more inspired they
workforce development. During the third and ﬁnal webinar,
are. ‘Wow, I can do this. My daughter can do this,’ they say.”
O’Leary discussed the many opportunities that MaineHealth’s
Yasmin Cain grew up in the Philippines and attended a
Center for Workfour-year American-accredited nursing program, before imforce Developmigrating to the U.S. in the 1990s on a program that rement oﬀers. Some
cruited Filipino nurses due to a nursing shortage. Aer six
of these opportumonths of working in the U.S., she successfully passed the
nities, including
National Council Licensure Examination, or NCLEX, which
the
Certiﬁed
is the board exam that American nurses are required to pass
Nursing Assistant
in order to receive their Registered Nurse license.
(CNA) and PhleAs a recent immigrant to the U.S., Cain said, “I think when
botomy School,
I moved here, I did not really feel any race, being of Asian
are paid training
descent. When I used to work in Detroit, it was highly diprograms. For
verse. And when I moved to Louisiana, it was the same
those interested
thing. But when I moved to Maine, I really felt diﬀerent. A
in non-clinical
lot of the patients, when I was working with another nurse,
professions,
would speciﬁcally point and say, ‘No, I don’t want her’
MaineHealth also
(meaning me) ‘to do the procedure. I want you to do it.’ And
oﬀers
patient
then they would always ask me a bunch of questions like
service represenwhere did I train, how many years did I go to school, things
tative positions,
like that. ings I would never hear them ask another nurse,
and bilingual and
who was white, and who was also new to the practice. I just
multilingual posimade sure that I carried myself professionally and I always
tions.
smiled and I was always kind. I felt it more in Maine than
Dr. Nana Ama Quartey
in any other states or cities that I’ve been before.”
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Business, Economics &
Financial Literacy
Children

As
young
families already know,
the costs associated with bringing a new
child into the family can quickly add up.
Fortunately, there are tools and programs
available to help families and cover some
of the costs.
In the U.S., if an individual works for a
company with 50 or more employees, the
Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)
requires the employer to allow mothers
12 weeks of unpaid leave each year aer
the birth or adoption of a child. is time
oﬀ is wonderful, but what about earning
money during this time?
ere are a few ways to receive income
during most or all of the time that the individual is not at a job during these 12
weeks. For example, paid time oﬀ (PTO)
does not need to be used only for vacations. ough it is important to check
with an individual employer to ensure to
be clear about policies, any saved PTO can
be used for maternity or paternity leave.
Personal or sick days may be used as well.
Short-term disability can also be used for
up to 6 weeks aer birth or adoption for
between 50-100% of regular income.
Aer using all beneﬁts, a parent may remain out of work, as needed, up to the 12
weeks set by the FMLA.
In Maine, many employers oﬀer insurance to employees that cover medical
costs associated with bringing a new child
into the family. If not, MaineCare provides free or low-cost health insurance to
those who meet certain requirements.
Medicare, MaineCare (Medicaid), Children’s Health Insurance Program, and insurance through the Health Insurance
Marketplace (Aﬀordable Care Act) can
also help a family obtain coverage if an
employer does not oﬀer it or if an individual is not working.
With all these programs and tools available, there will always be some out-ofpocket costs. is is why parents need to
save money ahead of time, to the best of
their ability. Certain types of accounts,
such as Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA)
and Health Savings Accounts (HSA), can
not only help parents save, but they have
tax beneﬁts as well. For the FSA, money
contributed to the account is deducted
from earnings before taxes, lowering an
individual’s taxable income. However, all
funds must be used by the end of the calendar year or they are forfeited. With an
HSA, money can roll over from year to
year and is also deducted from earnings
before taxes. To contribute to an HSA, an
individual must be enrolled in a high-deductible health plan.
Although at times it can be costly and
challenging, many parents say that a new
child’s arrival into a family is one of the
most fulﬁlling experiences of their lives.
Learning about the available tools can
make it much more manageable.

Growing up, I always felt like I
had to guess my parents’
moods when it came to talking
about money. In retrospect, I
think they were as transparent
as they thought they could be,
but I knew when we were
struggling and I knew when
we were doing well. Sometimes I had to guess when it was
“ok” to ask for pocket money.
In my opinion, ﬁnancial security is so important for
families to talk about. Money is part of the conversation
but it’s not the whole conversation! Sharing ﬁnancial
plans and goals together can foster respect and trust. It
can inspire everyone to work together to make dreams a
reality.
I think that there are three things families and young
adults should practice talking about together to begin
building ﬁnancial security:
1. We need to work to remove the stigma behind ﬁnancial conversations between parents and children. Parents,
talking to your children about money does not mean you
are burdening them with adult concerns! It just means
that you consider them and want to include them in topics that include and aﬀect the entire family.
2. Children, be observant, eager to learn, and ask questions! Sometimes we young people tend to be ignorant
and don’t care too much to involve ourselves in issues we
consider to be “only for adults.” No! Talking about issues
we consider to be “diﬃcult” can help us in the long run.
My parents taught me very useful skills that I continue
to use today. ey taught me how to budget, how to save,
and the value of hard-earned money. ese skills give us
a jumpstart, especially in today’s capitalist society.
3. Parents, make an eﬀort to learn and teach your children ﬁnancial skills! As immigrants, we come to the U.S.
and we have to start all over and learn most things from
scratch. We have to learn the credit system, build a credit
history, and ﬁnd a good ﬁnancial footing so we don’t fall
into terrible debt and make unwise ﬁnancial decisions. I
received the popular warning that “money doesn’t grow
on trees” regularly, so I knew from a very young age that
money was important. Financial freedom is my ultimate
life goal but for now, I will settle for ﬁnancial security and
safety.
Recently, I took a quiz to ﬁnd out my money personality: I got the “Stockpiler” which I thought was very accurate. anks to my parent’s inﬂuence, I am someone who
is very serious about saving my money, planning for the
future, and being secure in my ﬁnances. Because of these
characteristics, my family has learned to rely on me even
though I am the last-born. ey know they can trust me
to hold on to some money, to invest their money, or if
they just want to talk about money. I am proud and glad
that I’m able to support my family in that way, especially
as a young adult and an immigrant. Any ﬁnancial knowledge I gain, I share with my family so we can grow and
evolve together.
We have so much potential within and we can reach and
achieve so many great things if we push to learn and
share the information we gain. Finances should not scare
or intimidate us. But instead, ﬁnances should motivate
and push us to move forward and encourage us to dream
big. Anything is possible if we don’t limit ourselves!
About the author: Bright is a Congolese native who
moved to Lewiston ﬁve years ago with her family. Bright
speaks three languages and is passionate about empowering, educating, and upliing individuals through the work
that she does at ProsperityME. Bright feels that she is best
described by this quote from Maya Angelou, which reads,
“My mission in life is not merely to survive, but to thrive;
and to do so with some passion, some compassion, some
humor, and some style!”
To learn more about our ﬁnancial empowerment programs, please reach out to Bright at bmusuamba@prosperityme.org

Finding quality, aﬀordable
childcare is a problem all
across Maine. For many parents, the cost is a major burden on family ﬁnances. And
families aren’t the only ones aﬀected – childcare
providers, workers, and Maine employers are also
feeling the pinch.
e federal government suggests that childcare
costs should be less than 7% of the average family’s
budget, but the reality for most families in Maine is
very diﬀerent. Average childcare costs in Portland are
estimated to be $16,381, which exceeds the cost of tuition at the state's four-year public colleges.
We sat down with Katie Soucy from Starting
Strong to learn about options.
1. How do I ﬁnd a childcare provider?
Finding a childcare provider can take time, so you
should begin looking months ahead of when you
would like your child to start. (Even before you welcome a new child into your family!) One resource I
am particularly excited about is OEO’s Childcare Journey Map (www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-doi-ﬁnd-childcare) – which is available in multiple
languages. Everyone should check it out! In addition,
contact information and quality ratings for all licensed childcare providers can be found at
www.childcarechoices.me, along with helpful links
with suggestions for how to ﬁnd the best ﬁt for your
family. Ultimately, it’s good to schedule a time to meet
with a director or teacher, tour the program and learn
about their philosophy of care. It’s important to feel
comfortable as a parent. Finally, consider putting your
name on more than one waitlist – there is deﬁnitely
a shortage of slots in Maine.
2. How do I know if I might be eligible for ﬁnancial
support?
Figuring out eligibility for ﬁnancial support can be
so confusing. Diﬀerent programs have diﬀerent criteria. I advise people to start with their local HeadStart
agency because they can usually help families sort
through diﬀerent programs. Another good place to
begin is with the State of Maine’s Child Care Subsidy
Program. Applications (and more information) are
available at maine.gov/dhhs/ocfs/ec/occhs/step.htm
3. Why are waitlists so long?
Waitlists are long because we simply don’t have
enough childcare slots to meet the need – especially
for infants. Despite the high cost to parents, childcare
programs oen make very low proﬁts. We have seen
a decrease in the number of providers in our community over the years, while simultaneously seeing more
and more families with all adults in the workforce.
Unfortunately, the pandemic has only worsened the
childcare crisis with many providers closing down
due to decreased capacity and increased costs.
4. How can I get involved in the issue of accessible
childcare?
e lack of high-quality, aﬀordable childcare is a
complex issue. But by working together, we can build
a community where children and families from all
backgrounds and circumstances have the support
they need to meet their full potential. Starting Strong
is convening stakeholders to inform and advocate for
policies that will help solve this problem. We are especially excited to welcome parents into this work,
and have begun hosting regular parent meetings to
center parent voices and leadership in our eﬀort. To
learn more, please check out our website and join our
mailing list: www.portlandstaringstrong.org.
Finding aﬀordable and quality care is essential. If
you are struggling to ﬁnd a childcare provider you
trust and can aﬀord, you are not alone. Please remember to visit our website to help you navigate this wonderful but stressful time (available in multiple
languages!) www.portlandofopportunity.com/howdo-i-ﬁnd-childcare

New or aspiring
parents have likely
calculated the expenses for delivery,
diapers, food, baby
clothes, and childcare, but there are
many other costs
they might not
have considered. Here are
some additional costs
that new or soon-to-be parents should be
thinking about:
Healthcare
Aer welcoming a child, parents need to be
signed up for health insurance. For those living in Maine on a low income, they may be
able to qualify for MaineCare, which is
Maine’s name for Medicaid. is program
provides free or low-cost health insurance to
those who meet certain requirements, based
on household members and income level.
People living in Maine can determine if
they’re eligible for MaineCare by ﬁlling out the
MaineCare application on the Maine.gov website. is program could signiﬁcantly reduce
healthcare costs associated with delivery and
routine checkups. Beyond health insurance,
parents need to pay any copays for hospital or
pediatrician visits, and they need to consider
the cost of nonprescription health care items
they may need. ese expenses could include
teething gel, ointment for eczema or rashes, a
thermometer, and more. If parents have an existing health insurance plan, they can add
their baby to their policy. However, a family
health insurance plan can be quite a bit more
expensive.
Higher utility bills
When parents bring a baby into the home,
it’s likely that they’ll see a jump in utility costs.
If parents are bringing home their infant in
the fall or winter, they may end up having to
turn up the heat. If they’re bringing home
their infant in summer, they may need to invest in some fans or air conditioning to keep
the little one comfortable. Either way, parents
will likely be increasing their energy costs. Additionally, if parents are taking a maternity or
paternity leave, all the extra time spent at
home can increase costs. Instead of keeping
the lights and electronics on only during the
evenings and weekends, they’ll be on for the
majority of the week. Parents should prepare
for higher utility costs when expecting a child.
Delivery curveballs
While parents may have prepared for the
cost of a stay at the hospital, deliveries don’t
always go as planned. According to Business
Insider, the average cost of a birth with insurance in Maine is $5,947.02. However, that’s a
straightforward delivery with no curveballs.
A cesarean section delivery with insurance in
Maine costs an average of $9,162.19. If they
can, parents should start to build up their
emergency fund to help them cover any unexpected delivery costs. ree to six months’
worth of expenses kept in a savings account
is ideal.
Larger home and vehicle
As a family grows, they might need to invest
in a larger home or vehicle. Parents should put
some thought into these expenses when calculating the cost of welcoming a child.
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— KINYARWANDA —
KUZIGAMA AMAFARANGA KU BWISHINGIZI
Mu nyandiko zacu zatambutse twaganiriye ukuntu kugira
ubwishingizi ku binyabiziga ari ingenzi. Muri iyi nyandiko
ho turaganira ku buryo wazigama amafaranga ku bwishingizi. Turaguha ibitekerezo ku buryo wagabanya amafaranga
utanga mu mugihe wishyura ubwishingizi.
• Kwishyura mu buryo bwikora/automatike. Aha usanga
abacuruzi b’ubwishingizi baha ubwasisi ababagana bemera
kuzajya bariha umugabane wa buri kwezi mu buryo automatike yaba ku kwezi, ku gihembwe cg se ku mwaka. Ubu
bwasisi abacuruza ubwishingizi babutanga kubera ko
ubishyuye mu buryo automatike cg bwikora usanga bibarinze igihe n’amafaranga bata bahamagara uwatinze
kwishyura, cg se abo benda guhagarikira ubwishingizi kuko
batubahirije amasezerano. Ibigo by’ubwishingizi bisaba
ababigana kwishyura mu buryo bwikora cg se automatic kugirango bungukirwe.
• Uburyo bwa Telematics. Ubu ni uburyo abacuruza ubwishingizi basaba abatwara ibinyabiziga kugira uburyo bwa
Telematic-rikaba ari ikoranabuhanga rigenzura imitwarire
y’imodoka uburyo ufata feri, umuvuduko ndetse n’amasaha
y’umunsi ukunze gutwaramo imodoka. Bitewe n’imyitwarire
y’utwara imodoka, bishobora kugabanya amafaranga watangaga ku mugabane w’ubwishingizi. Uburyo bwa Telematic
ni uburyo bwiza bwo guhuza imitwarire ya nyir’imodoka
n’amafaranga atanga mu bwishingizi bwayo bikaba bishobora kugabanya bihambaye amafaranga wasabwaga nko ku
kigero cya 25%. Iri koranabuhanga rya Telematics ryagiye
ryivugurura mu myaka ishize aho rishobora no gushyirwa
muri terefoni ngendanwa.
• Uburyo bwo kugira ubwishingizi bw’ingeri nyinshi.
Abacuruza ubwishingizi usanga bagabanyiriza abafatira
hamwe ubwishingizi mu ngeri nyinshi aho ufata ubw’imodoka ugafata ndetse n’ubwimitungo yaba inzu, condo cg
se ubukode. Gufatira hamwe ubwishingizi butandukanye bigabanya cyane ayo uriha.
• Kurebera ku bwishingizi bwatambutse waba waragize.
Bitewe n’igihe umaze uﬁte ubwishingizi yaba ku modoka cg
se ku mitungo bishobora gutuma ubona igabanyirizwa
bitewe n’uwukugurisha ubwishingizi. Sosiyeti zimwe zicuruza ubwishingizi zitanga igabanya kubakiriya bamaranye
igihe runaka. Ni byiza ko igihe utegura kugura ubwishingizi
wibutsa ababucuruza ko umaranye igihe nabo bizagufasha
kuba wagabanyirizwa kuko ukomeje cg se udahagaritse
gukorana nabo.
NI GUTE WAGANIRIZA ABANA BAWE
IBYEREKEYE AMAFARANGA.
Yanditswe na Bright Musuamba –
Umuyobozi w’Imishinga mu kigo, ProsperityME
Uko nagendaga nkura nashoboraga kumenya icyababyeyi
banjye batekereza mu gihe tuvuze amafaranga. Natekerezaga
ko uko bakora biri mu mucyo kuko namenyaga ko twakennye cg se byifashe neza mu rugo. Kenshi nabashaga kwibwira niba ari igihe cyiza cyo kwaka amafaranga yo
kwikenura ngiye ku ishuri.
Mu bitekerezo byanjye nkeka ko amafaranga ari ikintu
umuryango ugomba kuganiraho. Amafaranga aganirwaho
ariko bitari mu buryo bwimbitse. Kuganira ku mafaranga
ndetse na gahunda zo kuyakoresha bituma habaho kubahana ndetse no kwizerana. Bishobora gufasha buri wese gupanga uko azagera ku nzozi ze.
Nkeka ko hari ibintu bitatu imiryango n’urubyiruko bakwiye kwitoza kuganira mu gihe bubaka ejo hazaza kubijyanye n’amafaranga.
1. Birakwiye ko havaho ubwoba bubuza kuganira ku mafaranga hagati y’ababyeyi n’abana. Kuba ababyeyi baganira
n’abana ntibivuze ko bari kubashyiraho umutwaro.
Bisobanuye ko uri kubategurira kumenya ingingo zireba
umuryango wabo.
2. Bana mugire amatsiko ndetse mwige kandi mubaza
ibibazo. Ni kenshi abakiri bato twirinda kwinjira mu ngingo
dukunda kwita ko ari izabakuze. Siko bikwiye kugenda kuko
kuganira ku ngingo twita izikomeye bishobora kutugirira
akamaro mu gihe kizaza. Ababyeyi banjye banyigishije ubumenyi nubu ngikoresha. Banyigishije uko bakora ingengoyimari uko bazigama ndetse n’agaciro k’amafaranga umuntu
aba yavunikiye. Ubu bumenyi buduha ibanze muri iyi si
ishingiye k’uwiﬁte.’
3. Babyeyi nimwiminjiremo agafu mwigishe abana ibirebana n’imari. Nk’abimukira tuza muri Amerika aho twiga
byose uhereye kuri zeru. Tugomba kwiga uko bazigama
ndetse no kwaka inguzanyo. Uko bubaka ikiranga ko
wafashe inguzanyo ukazishyura neza-Credit History byose
bikadufasha kutagwa mu mutego w’amadeni y’umurengera

cg se imyanzuro igayitse mu gucunga umutungo. Mubyo
nigishijwe harimo ko amafaranga atamera ku giti ibi bikaba
bivuze ko namenye ibijyanye n’amafaranga nkiri muto. Kugira umwidegembyo mu bukungu bwanjye niyo ntego mﬁte
ariko kuri iyi saha ndaharanira kubaka kugira imari irimo
gutekana.
Vuba aha nakoze ibazwa ryerekana uwo naba ndiwe
bishingiye ku mafaranga. Nagiye mu kiciro bita “Stockpiler”
aha nkaba nkeka ko rwose ikiciro nagiyemo aricyo neza.
Ndashimira ababyeyi banjye kuko ndi wa muntu utangiza
amafaranga kandi nkateganyiriza ejo. Kubera uwo muco
wanjye bituma no mu muryango njya mbagoboka ni ubwo
ndi bucura. Baziko bashobora kungirira ikizere nkaba
nabika amafaranga runaka, kuyashora mu kintu runaka cg
se bakanganiriza iyo bashaka kugisha inama ku mafaranga.
Ndishimye cyane kandi ntewe ishema no gufasha
umuryango wanjye cyane nk’uwukibyiruka ndetse by’umwihariko w’umwimukira. Ubumenyi bwose ngize mbusangira
n’umuryango wanjye kugirango tuzamukane mu iterambere.
Duﬁte ububasha muri twe kandi dushobora kugera kuri
byinshi mu gihe dukomeje kwihugura no kumenya
amakuru agezweho. Iby’Imari ntibikwiye kugiri uwo bitera
ubwoba ahubwo bikwiye kudukangurira kujya imbere
ndetse no kugira akanyabugabo ko kugira indoto. Byose birashoboka igihe twe tutiheje.
Menya Umwanditsi : Bright ni umukongomani waje mu
gace ka Lewiston mu myaka itanu ishize hamwe n’umuryango
we. Bright avuga indimi eshatu akaba akunda gufasha abantu
kuzamuka kumenya kwiga abicishije mu kazi akora mu kigo
cya ProsperityME. Bright yumva imibereho ye yemeranya n’ijambo Maya Angelou yanditse rigira riti Intego yanjye mu
buzima si ukubaho ahubwo ni uguharanira kubaho nkabikora mbikunze, nkunda abandi, nshyenga kandi mu
buryo bunoze.
Ushaka kumenya ibirebana no gufashwa kuzamuka mu
by’imari wakwandikira Bright kuri bmusuamba@prosperityme.org
IBIREBANA N’AMARERERO Y’ABANA MURI
AMERIKA/CHILDCARE IN THE U.S.
Kubona irerero ryiza kandi rihendutse ni ikibazo muri
Maine. Ku babyeyi benshi igiciro cy’uburezi bwo mu marerero y’abana burahenze. Si imiryango gusa iﬁte izi ngorane
ahubwo yaba abakora muri aya marerero ndetse n’abakoresha bo muri Maine bose bahura n’iyi ngorane.
Guverinoma nkuru ya Amerika, ivuga ko igiciro cy’irerero
ry’abana gikwiye kuba nibura munsi ya 7% by’ingengo y’imari y’umuryango ariko muri Maine ni ibindi bindi. Ikigereranyo cy’igiciro cy’irerero mu gace ka Portland ni $16,381,
biruta kure igiciro cy’imyaka ine ya kaminuza ya Leta.
Twicaranye na Katie Soucy uvuye mu kigo Starting Strong
atuganiriza ibirebana n’irerero mu buryo butandukanye.
1. Ni gute nabona Irerero
Kubona irerero bishobora gufata igihe bityo ukwiriye gutangira gushakisha hakiri kare mbere y’uko umwana wawe
atangira ishuri. Yemwe na mbere y’uko umwana wawe
avuka. Nkunda kurebera ku ikarita yitwa OEO’s Childcare
Journey Map (www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-do-iﬁnd-childcare)- ikaba iri mu ndimi zitandukanye. Buri wese
akwiye kuyirebaho! Ku byiyongeraho wareba ubwiza bw’amarerero ndetse n’abo wahamagara ku rubuga rwa
www.childcarechoices.me . Aha uzakuramo ibitekerezo bitandukanye byagufasha kumenya niba hakwiranye
n’umwana wawe. Biba byiza gutegura guhura n’umuyobozi
cg se umwarimu ukazenguruka Progaramu ndetse ukumva
nuko bita ku bana. Biba byiza kumva wisanzuye nk’umubyeyi. Icyanyuma shyira izina ryawe mu biggo bitandukanye mu gihe utegereje ko umwana wawe abona aho
arererwa kuko imyanya ikunze kubura muri Maine.
2. Ni gute namenya niba nemerewe Ubufasha bwo kuriha
irerero?
Kumenya niba wemerewe ubufasha ku irerero bijya bigorana. Abatanga ubu bufasha usanga akenshi baﬁte ibigenderwaho bitandukanye. Nasaba abantu kujya babanza
bakareba ikigo cya HeadStart begeranye kikabarebera muri
gahunda zitandukanye. Ahandi hantu ho gutangirira ni
muri progaramu ya Maine's Child Care Subsidy Program.
Impapuro zo gusabiraho n’andi makuru wabisanga kuri
https://www.maine.gov/dhhs/ocfs/ec/occhs/step.htm.
3. Kuki abategereje baba ari benshi?
Urutonde rw’abategereje ni rurerure kubera ko hatari
amarerero ahagije ugereranyije n’abayashaka-cyane cyane
abana. Nubwo kujyana umwana mu irerero bihenze ariko
kandi abakora ubu bucuruzi bunguka ubusabusa.
Twakomeje kubona abatangaga iyi zerivisi bagabanuka mu
gihe kandi tubona abakuru bajya mu kazi biyongera. Ikibabaje noneho ni uko iki cyorezo cyatumye abatari bake
bafunga imiryango bitewe n’uko ubushobozi bwagabanutse
mu gihe igiciro cyo kiyongereye.
4. Ese natanga bufasha ki?
Kubura amarerero ahendutse kandi akora neza ni ikibazo

cy’insobe ariko abantubakoreye hamwe bakubaka
umuryango aho abana n’ababyeyi bava mu byiciro bitandukanye babona ubufasha bakeneye kugira ngo bagere ku
ntumbero zabo. Mu gushaka umuti w’iki kibazo watangira
uzana abafatanyabikorwa bakamenya ndetse bakanavuganira abaﬁte iki kibazo ngo gikemuke. Turishimye cyane
gutumira ababyeyi muri iki gikorwa kandi twatangiye gukorana inama zihoraho n’ababyeyi ngo twongere ijwi ryabo mu
gushakira umuti iki kibazo. Ushaka kumenya byinshi kuri
iyi ngingo wareba urubuga rwacu arirwo www.portlandstaringstrong.org
Kubona irerero ryiza kandi rihendutse ni ingenzi. Niba
ugorwa cyane no kubona irerero riwkiriye ariko rinahendutse ntabwo uri wenyine. Jya unyaruka usure urubuga
rwacu rugufashe gushakisha muri iki gihe gikomeye (ruri
mu ndimi zitandukanye) https://www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-do-i-ﬁnd-childcare
KWISHYURA AMAFARANGA AGENDANA NO KUBYARA
Nkuko imiryango ikiri mito ibizi ikiguzi cyo kubyara
umwana byongera ikiguzi cyo kubaho . Biri amahire ko hari
gahunda zitandukanye zifasha imiryango kwita ku bana
bakivuka ndetse no kuba bakwishyura ayo bisaba mbere cg
nyuma gato yo kubyara umwana.
Muri Amerika, iyo ukorera ikigo giﬁte abakozi 50 cg
barenga, nk’umukozi wemerewe hagendeye ku itegeko Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) guhabwa ibyumweru 12
bitishyurwa buri mwaka umaze kubyara cg se kuzana
umwana urera. Ibyo byumweru biba biryoshye ariko se ni
gute wakoreramo amafaranga?
Hari uburyo buke umuntu ashobora kubonamo amafaranga mu gihe ari muri iki kiruhuko. Urugero gukoresha
PTO cg se igihe urihwa utari mu kazi ntibisobanuye ko
ubikoresha uri mu kiruhuko gisanzwe gusa. Nubwo bisaba
kubanza kuvugana nukuyobora ariko igihe wazigamye muri
PTO zawe wemerewe kugikoresha nk’ikiruhuko wabyaye.
Iminsi wemerewe gusiba warwaye cg se iyo wigengaho nayo
wayikoresha ubsihatse. Hari n’ubwizigame ku kuba utakibasha/ubumuga kujya ku kazi nabwo ushobora kubukoresha muri iki gihe cyo kubyara kugeza ku byumweru bi 6
nyuma yo kubyara agahabwa hagati ya 50-100% by’ayo winjizaga. Igihe ibyari ibiruhuko wazigamye bishize umubyeyi
ashobora gufata kugeza kuri bya byumweru bye 12 nkuko
biteganywa nitegeko rya FMLA.
Muri Maine, abakoresha benshi batanga ubwishingizi burebana no kuriha ikiguzi cyo kubyara umwana ku bakozi.
Iyo bitameze gutyo MaineCare ibasha gufasha abujuje ibisabwa runaka kubona ubwo bwishingizi mu kwivuza.
Gahunda z’ubwishingizi nka Medicare, Medicaid cg se Children’s Health Insurance Program zibasha kuba zafasha
umuntu kubona ubwishingizi mu gihe umukoresha we atamuha ubwo bwishingizi.
Hamwe nizo gahunda zose ziriho, ntibizakuraho ko hazabaho icyo wishyura ukuye mu mufuka wawe. Niyo
mpamvu ababyeyi bagomba kuzigama amafaranga uko
bashoboye. Hari konti z’ubwizigamire zitandukanye zagufasha nka Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA), Health Savings Accounts (HSA), izi zifasha ababyeyi kuzigama ku
kiguzi cy’ubuvuzi ariko kandi zikanafasha mu by’imisoro.
Urugero nk’amafaranga ajya muru FSA abasha gukurwa ku
mushahara atarakatwaho imisoro, bityo bikagabanya ayo
winjije azakwaho imisoro ya Leta. Gusa ayo wazigamye yose
agomba gukoreshwa mbere y’uko umwaka urangira kugirango ataburizwamo. Naho muri gahunda ya HSA, amafaranga wazigamye ashobora kwimurwa mu mwaka
ukurikiyeho kandi nayo ntacibwa imisoro. Gukoresha HAS
bisaba ko uba uri mu bwishingizi mu kwivuza buguca mafaranga menshi.
Nubwo mu
gihe ubikora
bishobora kugaragara nkibihenze ndetse
bigoranye
ababyeyi benshi bavuga ko
k u g i r a
umwana ari ikSTEPHANIE HARP
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POUPAR DINHEIRO NA COBERTURA DO SEGURO
Nos nossos artigos anteriores, discutimos sobre a importância de ter uma cobertura adequada dos seguros. Este
mês, vamos discutir formas de economizar dinheiro enquanto o fazes. Aqui são algumas ideias das formas de reduzir o seu prémio de seguro:
• Faturação automática. A maioria das seguradoras dará
aos seus clientes um desconto se eles se inscreverem para
pagamentos recorrentes, sejam eles mensais, trimestrais ou
anuais. As empresas dão este desconto porque podem gastar
muito esforço e taxas tentando contactar clientes cujos pagamentos são tardios, e cujas apólices estão em risco de cancelamento por falta de pagamento. Assim, as empresas
querem incentivar os seus clientes a escolher a faturação automática e, portanto, as apólices de desconto.
• A telemática. Muitas seguradoras estão agora a oferecer
tecnologia que acompanha os hábitos especíﬁcos de condução do condutor – hábitos como velocidade, travagem, a
que horas viajam. Com base no desempenho, estes dados
podem baixar a taxa de seguro do condutor, ou oferecer um
desconto. A telemática é uma forma fácil de combinar as
taxas de seguro automóvel com o comportamento de um indivíduo, e pode reduzir consideravelmente a taxa do cliente
– por vezes até 25%. A tecnologia de telemática melhorou
nos últimos anos, podendo por vezes ser incorporada numa
aplicação para smartphones.
• Apólices de agregação. As componhas de seguro oferecem descontos – e o melhor serviço – aos clientes que transportam consigo todas as "linhas" de seguros. Ter seguro
automóvel e imobiliário (seja casa, condomínio ou inquilinos) com a mesma seguradora proporciona um desconto
substancial para ambas as apólices.
• Seguro anterior. A duração do seguro prévio pode proporcionar poupanças numa apólice de seguro automóvel ou
de propriedade, dependendo da seguradora. Com algumas
empresas, quanto mais tempo um cliente tiver seguro automóvel, melhor será a sua tarifa. Qualquer cliente que
tenha uma nova cotação para o seguro automóvel – ou seguro de propriedade – deve certiﬁcar-se de que o agente ou
seguradora que prepara a cotação entende quantos anos e
meses o cliente tem seguro. Isto deve ser uma cobertura
contínua para se aplicar, sem quaisquer quebras ou lapsos.
COMO FALAR COM OS SEUS FILHOS SOBRE DINHEIRO:
UMA PERSPETIVA DE IMIGRANTE
Por Bright Musuamba – Coordenador do Programa,
ProsperityME
Quando era criança, sempre senti que tinha de adivinhar
o humor dos meus pais quando se tratava de falar de dinheiro. Em retrospetiva, acho que eram tão transparentes
como pensavam que podiam ser, mas eu sabia quando estávamos a lutar e sabia quando estávamos a ir bem. Às vezes,
tinha de adivinhar quando era "ok" pedir dinheiro de bolso.
Na minha opinião, a segurança ﬁnanceira é tão importante
para as famílias falarem. O dinheiro faz parte da conversa,
mas não é toda a conversa! Partilhar planos ﬁnanceiros e
objetivos juntos pode fomentar o respeito e a conﬁança.
Pode inspirar todos a trabalhar em conjunto para tornar os
sonhos realidade.
Penso que há 3 coisas que as famílias e os jovens adultos
devem praticar a falar em conjunto para começar a construir
segurança ﬁnanceira:
1. Temos que trabalhar para eliminar o estigma sobre as
conversações ﬁnanceiras entre pais e ﬁlhos. Pais, falar com
os seus ﬁlhos sobre dinheiro não signiﬁca que os esteja a sobrecarregar com preocupações de adultos! Signiﬁca apenas
que os considera e quer incluí-los em tópicos que incluam e
afetam toda a família.
2. Crianças, sejam observadoras, ansiosas para aprender,
e fazer perguntas! Às vezes, nós jovens, tendemos a ser ignorantes e não nos importamos muito em envolvermo-nos
em questões que consideramos "apenas para adultos". Não!
Falar de questões que consideramos "difíceis" pode ajudarnos a longo prazo. Os meus pais ensinaram-me habilidades
muito úteis que continuo a usar hoje. Ensinaram-me a orçamentar, a poupar e o valor do dinheiro arduamente ganho.
Estas habilidades dão-nos um salto, especialmente na sociedade capitalista de hoje.
3. Pais, façam um esforço para aprender e ensinar aos seus
ﬁlhos competências ﬁnanceiras! Como imigrantes, viemos
para os EUA e temos de começar tudo de novo e aprender a
maioria das coisas do zero. Temos de aprender o sistema de
crédito, construir uma história de crédito e encontrar uma
boa base ﬁnanceira para não cairmos em dívidas terríveis e
decisões ﬁnanceiras. Recebi regularmente o aviso popular
de que "o dinheiro não cresce nas árvores", por isso soube
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desde muito pequeno que o dinheiro era importante. A
liberdade ﬁnanceira é o meu objetivo ﬁnal de vida, mas por
agora, contento-me com segurança ﬁnanceira e segurança.
Recentemente, ﬁz um teste para descobrir a minha personalidade de dinheiro: consegui o "Stockpiler" que achei
muito preciso. Graças à inﬂuência dos meus pais, sou alguém que está muito sério em poupar o meu dinheiro, planear o futuro e estar seguro nas minhas ﬁnanças. Por causa
destas características, a minha família aprendeu a conﬁar
em mim, apesar de eu ser o último a nascer. Sabem que
podem conﬁar em mim para guardar algum dinheiro, para
investir o seu dinheiro, ou se só querem falar de dinheiro.
Estou orgulhoso e feliz por poder apoiar a minha família
dessa forma, especialmente como um jovem adulto e um
imigrante. Qualquer conhecimento ﬁnanceiro que eu
obtenha, partilho com a minha família para que possamos
crescer e evoluir juntos.
Temos tanto potencial dentro de nós e podemos alcançar
e conseguir tantas coisas grandes se estamos disponíveis
para aprender e partilhar a informação que aprendemos. As
ﬁnanças não devem assustar-nos ou intimidar-nos, mas sim,
as ﬁnanças devem motivar-nos e pressionar-nos a avançar
e a encorajar-nos a sonhar em grande. Tudo é possível se
não nos limitarmos!
About e Author: Bright é uma congolesa que se mudou
para Lewiston há 5 anos com a sua família. Bright fala três
línguas e é apaixonada por capacitar, educar e elevar os indivíduos através do trabalho que faz na ProsperityME. Bright
sente que ela é melhora descrita por esta citação de Maya Angelou, que diz: "A minha missão na vida não é apenas sobreviver, mas prosperar; e fazê-lo com alguma paixão, alguma
compaixão, algum humor, e algum estilo!
Para saber mais sobre os nossos programas de capacitação
ﬁnanceira, contacte o Bright no bmusuamba@prosperityme.org
CRECHE NOS E.U.A.
Encontrar cuidados infantis de qualidade e a preços
acessíveis é um problema em todo o Maine. Para muitos
pais, o custo é um grande fardo para as ﬁnanças familiares.
E as famílias não são as únicas afetadas - os prestadores de
cuidados infantis, os trabalhadores e os empregadores do
Maine também estão a sentir a picada.
O governo federal sugere que os custos das creches devem
ser inferiores a 7% do orçamento médio da família, mas a
realidade para a maioria das famílias no Maine é muito
diferente. Estima-se que os custos médios de acolhimento
de crianças em Portland sejam de 16.381 dólares, o que excede o custo das propinas nas faculdades públicas do Estado
durante quatro anos.
Sentámo-nos com a Katie Soucy do "Starting Strong" para
aprender sobre opções.
1. Como encontro um prestador de cuidados infantis?
Encontrar um prestador de cuidados infantis pode levar
tempo, por isso deve começar a procurar meses antes de
quando gostaria que o seu ﬁlho começasse. (Mesmo antes
do seu bebé nascer!) Um dos recursos com os quais estou
particularmente entusiasmado é o Mapa de Viagem de Crianças do OEO (www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-doi-ﬁnd-childcare) - que está disponível em vários idiomas.
Todos deviam consultá-lo! Além disso, informações de contato e classiﬁcações de qualidade para todos os prestadores
de cuidados infantis licenciados podem ser encontradas em
www.childcarechoices.me, juntamente com links úteis com
sugestões para como encontrar o melhor ajuste para a sua
família. Em última análise, é bom agendar um tempo para
se encontrar com um diretor ou professor, visitar o programa e aprender sobre a sua ﬁlosoﬁa de cuidado. É importante sentir-se confortável como pai. Por último, considere
colocar o seu nome em mais do que uma lista de espera - há
deﬁnitivamente uma escassez de vagas no Maine.
2. Como sei se posso ser elegível para apoio ﬁnanceiro?
Descobrir a elegibilidade para o apoio ﬁnanceiro pode ser
tão confuso. Diferentes programas têm critérios diferentes.
Aconselho as pessoas a começarem com a agência headStart
local, porque geralmente podem ajudar as famílias a classiﬁcar através de diferentes programas. Outro bom lugar para
começar é com o Programa de Subsídios de Cuidados Infantis do Estado do Maine. As aplicações (e mais informações)
estão
disponíveis
em
https://www.maine.gov/dhhs/ocfs/ec/occhs/step.htm.
3. Por que as listas de espera são tão longas?
As listas de espera são longas porque simplesmente não
temos vagas suﬁcientes para satisfazer a necessidade - especialmente para as crianças. Apesar do elevado custo para os
pais, os programas de acolhimento de crianças muitas vezes
têm lucros muito baixos. Temos assistido a uma diminuição
do número de fornecedores na nossa comunidade ao longo

dos anos, ao mesmo tempo que vemos cada vez mais
famílias com todos os adultos na força de trabalho. Infelizmente, a pandemia só agravou a crise das creches, com
muitos prestadores a encerrarem devido à diminuição da
capacidade e ao aumento dos custos.
4. Como posso me envolver?
A falta de cuidados infantis a preços acessíveis de alta
qualidade é uma questão complexa, mas ao trabalharmos
em conjunto podemos construir uma comunidade onde crianças e famílias de todas as origens e circunstâncias tenham
o apoio de que necessitam para satisfazer todo o seu potencial. O Starting Strong está a convocar as partes interessadas
para informar e defender políticas que ajudem a resolver
este problema. Estamos especialmente entusiasmados por
receber os pais neste trabalho, e começamos a organizar reuniões regulares de pais para centralizar a voz e a liderança
dos pais no nosso esforço. Para saber mais, consulte o nosso
site e junte-se à nossa lista de mailing: www.portlandstaringstrong.org.
Encontrar cuidados de qualidade e acessíveis é essencial.
Se está a lutar para encontrar um prestador de cuidados infantis em quem conﬁa e pode pagar, não está sozinho. Lembre-se de visitar o nosso site para ajudá-lo a navegar neste
maravilhoso mas stressante tempo (disponível em vários idiomas!) https://www.portlandofopportunity.com/how-doi-ﬁnd-childcare
(CPORT) COBERTURA DOS CUSTOS
ASSOCIADOS AO PARTO
Como as famílias jovens já sabem, os custos associados a
ter um ﬁlho podem rapidamente somar- se. Felizmente, existem ferramentas e programas disponíveis para ajudar as
famílias a encontrar tempo para cuidar do seu recémnascido, bem como cobrir alguns dos custos antes e imediatamente após o nascimento.
Nos EUA, se um indivíduo trabalha para uma empresa
com 50 ou mais trabalhadores, a Lei de Licenças Familiares
e Médicas (FMLA) exige que o empregador permita às mães
12 semanas de licença não remunerada por ano após o
nascimento ou adoção de uma criança. Este tempo livre é
maravilhoso, mas que tal ganhar dinheiro durante esse
tempo?
Há algumas formas de receber rendimento durante a
maior parte ou todo o tempo que o indivíduo está fora durante estas 12 semanas. Por exemplo, as férias pagas (PTO)
não precisam de ser usadas apenas para férias. Embora seja
importante consultar um empregador individualmente para
garantir que as políticas são compreendidas, qualquer PTO
salvo pode ser usado para licença de maternidade ou paternidade. Os dias pessoais ou doentes também podem ser usados. A incapacidade de curto prazo também pode ser
utilizada até 6 semanas após o nascimento para entre 50100% do rendimento regular, após um período de eliminação deﬁnido. Uma vez utilizados todos os benefícios, um
progenitor pode permanecer desempregado se necessário,
até às 12 semanas deﬁnidas pela FMLA.
No Maine, muitos empregadores oferecem seguros aos
empregados que cobrem os custos médicos associados ao
parto. Caso contrário, o MaineCare oferece um seguro de
saúde gratuito ou de baixo custo para aqueles que cumprem
determinados requisitos. Medicare, Medicaid, Programa de
Seguro de Saúde Infantil e seguro através do Marketplace
também podem ajudar uma família a obter cobertura se um
empregador não o oferecer ou se um indivíduo não estiver
trabalhando.
Com todos estes programas e ferramentas disponíveis,
haverá sempre alguns custos médicos fora do bolso. É por
isso que os pais precisam de poupar o seu dinheiro o melhor
que puderem. Certos tipos de contas, como as Contas De
Gastos Flexíveis (FSA) e As Contas Poupança Saúde (HSA),
não só podem ajudar os pais a poupar para os custos médicos, como também têm benefícios ﬁscais. Para a FSA, o dinheiro contribuído para a conta é deduzido dos rendimentos
antes de impostos, baixando o rendimento tributável de um
indivíduo. No entanto, todos os fundos devem ser utilizados
até ao ﬁnal do ano ou são conﬁscados. Com um HSA, o dinheiro pode rolar de ano para ano e também é deduzido dos
rendimentos antes de impostos. Para contribuir para um
HSA, um indivíduo deve ser inscrito num plano de saúde
altamente dedutível.
Embora por vezes possa ser dispendioso e desaﬁante,
muitos pais dizem que ter um ﬁlho é uma das experiências
mais satisfatórias das suas vidas. Aprender sobre as ferramentas disponíveis pode torná-lo muito mais manejável.
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e question of belonging: Where are you
from?By Rupal Ramesh Shah
I oen get asked what it feels like
to be an Indian from Tanzania who
now lives in the United States of
America. It’s a complex question,
and one that requires a lot of
thought. I can’t glorify my identity
and say it’s always been wonderful
because that’s hardly the truth. At
times I have struggled to explain what it feels like to be me,
and I have questioned my belonging because of my multiple
identities. I imagine this may be true of the many other residents of Maine with multiple national identities.
Growing up in Tanzania as an Indian made my school
friends sometimes question my Tanzanian-ness. We were
oen called Wahindi by local Black Tanzanians because our
ancestors are from India (Hindi-speaking country). While I
didn’t pay much attention as a child, I now don’t like the term.
I was born and raised in Tanzania, my father was born and
raised in Tanzania, and my grandfather was raised there from
a young age and never returned to India. In fact, to Indians
from India, we don’t seem Indian enough – that was clear
during my last trip to India. My family was classiﬁed diﬀerently because we were the Indians “from abroad.” As nonresidents, our Indian identity was slightly diﬀerent from
those who never le the country. And in the U.S., we have
many times been questioned about being American enough.
Even to this day, my immigrant status comes up. I have diﬀerent views on many things because of having missed out on
the “American childhood” experience. And since I oen
move in circles that are mixed in terms of culture, community, and identity, I sometimes have to explicitly state that I
am an American citizen. e U.S. is, aer all, a melting pot of
people who come from diﬀerent parts of the world, just like me.
e labels of who I am and who I am not have certainly
made me stronger and more comfortable in my own skin. In
fact, I am proud to call myself equal parts Tanzanian, Indian,
and American. ese days, I am excited to answer the question about my identity and also know why I feel comfortable
with that question. For one, I have had multiple cultures to
learn from, embrace, and follow. While Tanzanian and Indian cultures are similar in many ways, American cultural
practices are very diﬀerent.
In both Tanzanian and Indian cultures, we would never
refer to elders by their ﬁrst name. We usually address them
with their last name, and a title such as “aunty” or “uncle.”
is is a sign of respect. Elders in Tanzanian and Indian cultures are considered wise, unselﬁsh – practically sages. Also,
in both cultures using the le hand for eating is considered
unclean. Many of us grow up using latrines without a ﬂush
system. We use our le hands to clean up aer using the toilet, so the le hand is largely considered the “unclean” hand.
Even to this day, this is second nature to me.
In my American world, we embrace the idea of independence. As Americans, children are given a lot of freedom. For
example, at the age of 18 years, children can choose to vote
on political matters, which gives them the right to think for
themselves and own their decisions. As an American, I value
the idea of traveling and seeing the world. I consider Americans to be very inquisitive, and our curious minds allow us
to ask questions and come up with innovative solutions to
many of the world’s problems.
Because of my upbringing, I feel that I have a big community in the world. I have family and friends in Tanzania and
Kenya. I have a large network within the South Asian dias-

pora of Indians, Pakistanis, and Bangladeshis. I have a community in the U.S., both in the south and in the north. In all
these countries, not only do I feel like I have a community
within the local population, but also among the international
communities. For example, I had a group of Tanzanian
friends in Boston during my tenure there. Similarly, I had
South Asian friends in Tanzania during my childhood.
Whenever I have traveled to diﬀerent parts of the world, I
have always been able to ﬁnd a community. I can move
around in various circles because I speak multiple languages,
including Swahili, Gujarati, Hindi, English, and conversational Haitian Creole. I have been able to form friendships
with groups of people from diverse backgrounds and it’s
made me feel like I belong to many diﬀerent communities. I
can blend in.
Lastly and most importantly, I know who I am. Today, I
can say with conﬁdence that I am a Tanzanian Indian American. I am diverse. I am unique. I am just as Swahili as I am
Gujarati as I am South Carolinian. I am as comfortable in
Tanzania as I am in India as I am in the U.S. Now when
someone asks me where am I from, I simply respond with a
big smile on my face, and say, “Everywhere!”

Rupal Ramesh Shah is a third-generation Tanzanian who
grew up in an ethnically Indian family in the town of Moshi,
at the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro. Her family immigrated to
the U.S. when she was a teenager.

Hope House, the house of
hope!
By Roseline Souebele
ere is a common belief that we
never feel comfortable away from
home. But when it comes to Hope
House, I did feel good living there because it was like a home
for me – my home. People there are careful, and caring. Hope
House is not just a house – it is a family for adult asylum
seekers. And as asylum seekers, we go through a lot on our
journeys here, and the pain of what we endure doesn’t just
go away. We miss our former life, our families. So this building
that provides shelter – and a family – makes a huge diﬀerence.
I ﬁrst heard of Hope House when a friend from Portland
Adult Education introduced me to Carolyn, a program manager at that time, in early June 2019. My ﬁrst connection was
as a volunteer. en, on July 1, I moved in. At the time, I was
very stressed and needed someplace that I could call my own,
even a little square that would make me feel like I was still in
control of my life. Moving in felt like I was getting a second
chance in life.
e team at Hope House saved me from depression, and
gave me a space to express myself. ey trusted me and believed in me. I volunteered as an interpreter for their work
permit program. I participated in the English language programs, and trainings on money management, and on how to
be a good tenant. ey set me on a good path to be a successful resident of Maine and of the United States. Before the
pandemic, we had meetings every Tuesday to support and
check in on each other. I did not lack anything. e team
would make sure to get us whatever we needed – from an article of clothing, to a piece of furniture, some help with transportation, or simply a good connection .
When COVID hit and we went into lockdown, I was part
of a team that worked on what to do if one of us was infected
and had to quarantine, as we live in two- and three-bedroom
apartments. Unfortunately, I was the ﬁrst to get COVID and
had to quarantine with my roommate. I was very worried,
but the entire house, the residents, the staﬀ, and the partners
were very supportive. ey dropped food oﬀ every single day
during the three weeks that I was out of work.
I am grateful and thankful to the entire team. Martha, the
executive director, a woman of character, nice and very professional. Carolyn, and now Julia, the new program manager.
Eleodor, and all the volunteers and board members for sharing their time and love with us. Hope House provided me
with two mentors who are my friends now. I lived there for
22 months. I wish I could have lived there longer, but their
mission is to light up our way for the future, so we can navigate this country, and this new life. You can all be part of this
incredible dream rescue team by supporting Hope House
with your donation, and also your time as a volunteer. Portland, and Maine, are good places to live, and Hope House is
a place to call home.
Roseline, former Hope House resident, now lives independently
in Portland, works as a Certiﬁed Nursing Assistant and as an
interpreter at the House of Languages, and is a nursing student
at Southern Maine Community College.

Updates from ILAP
By Julia Brown
e Immigrant Legal Advocacy
Project (ILAP) is Maine’s only
statewide immigration legal services organization. Check out our
website for more information:
www.ilapmaine.org
President Biden breaks promise to increase refugee resettlement, backtracks aer public outcry
roughout his campaign and at the beginning of his
presidency, President Joe Biden promised multiple times
that he would raise the refugee resettlement ceiling.
However, months passed without the president taking
action. e State Department had to cancel ﬂights for
hundreds of new refugees because of the delays.
On April 16, President Biden announced that he was
reversing his decision and keeping refugee resettlement
at its lowest-ever level in American history. Immigrant
and refugee advocates across the world, as well as members of Congress, swily denounced President Biden’s
cruel and inexplicable action, and his administration reversed course later that evening without specifying what
the new resettlement ceiling will be.
We were deeply disappointed by President Biden's broken promise to the American people and to refugee families awaiting resettlement in the United States, and are
glad the president heard the massive public outcry and
rescinded that decision. e Biden administration must
increase the refugee resettlement ceiling to at least its
promised 62,500.
When the news ﬁrst broke that the Biden administration would not be raising the resettlement ceiling,
sources told the media that this was because of families
at the southern border. at baseless reasoning conﬂates
two entirely diﬀerent humanitarian crises. While families
at the border are seeking safety in the U.S. and ﬂeeing violence, refugees are vetted beforehand and wait many
years at refugee camps to be resettled. e U.S. has more
than enough resources to both resettle refugees and
admit asylum-seeking families at the southern border.
ILAP workshops continue on Facebook Live
Join ILAP every ursday at 4 p.m. on Facebook Live
for workshops led by ILAP attorney Felix Hagenimana.
e workshops feature a detailed presentation on the
topic of the day, with time for questions at the end. Some
topics have been: Overview of Asylum, How to Submit
An Asylum Application to Immigration Court, Master
Calendar and Individual Hearings in Immigration
Court, and Immigration Policy Updates. Watch previous
workshops here: www.facebook.com/ILAPMaine/videos
and see our schedule here: www.ilapmaine.org/uaw.
Call to action: urge Maine’s senators to create pathway
to citizenship for millions
e Dream and Promise Act and the Farm Workforce
Modernization Act passed the House of Representatives
in March with bipartisan support! e Dream and Promise Act would establish a pathway to citizenship for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) recipients,
Temporary Protected Status (TPS) holders, and Deferred
Enforced Departure (DED) recipients. e Farm Workforce Modernization Act would create a pathway to permanent residence for farmworkers and would change the
existing H-2A temporary agricultural worker visa program.
While DACA, TPS, and DED recipients and farmworkers need relief right now, the current bills have
many bars for immigrants who have had contact with
our racially biased criminal legal system. is disproportionately harms immigrants of color. We need pathways
to citizenship without these damaging barriers.
Next up, the U.S. Senate! Call or email our senators
today and urge them to vote for an inclusive Dream and
Promise Act and Farm Workforce Modernization Act
without criminal bars to status:
Senator Susan Collins: (202) 224-2523
Senator Angus King: (202) 224-5344
Julia Brown is ILAP's Advocacy and Outreach Director.
She works to improve laws and policies impacting Maine's
immigrant communities and coordinates communications
and outreach on immigration laws and legal rights.
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grant community leaders to produce multilingual promotion
videos. Since the sites have been open, we have been advocating
strongly for equitable distribution, and allocated appointment
blocks speciﬁcally for our communities. In addition to these
By Jayde Biggert
mass vaccination sites, MIRC has also supported various “pop“is week I took my second
up” clinics organized by Maine Housing and Portland Housing
COVID-19 vaccine shot to help inAuthority by facilitating interpretation and cultural brokering
crease vaccine conﬁdence in our
support.
communities of color, in light of the
In addressing vaccine access, a large part of our work has also
suspension in use of Johnson and
centered on creating culturally appropriate educational materials
Johnson. Our communities need to
in the 17 languages mostly prominently spoken by Maine’s imcontinue seeing more people they
migrant communities. Building upon our earlier outreach work
know get vaccinated, especially leaders who have been speakconcerning COVID-19 safety, we have formed strong networks
ing about its importance.” – Mufalo Chitam
of information sharing and collaboration to ensure that our messaging is factually accurate and has a wide reach. We have been
In describing her “why” for getting vaccinated against
involved in community “pulse check” eﬀorts through surveys
COVID-19, Maine Immigrants’ Rights Coalition Executive
and frequent check-ins with community leaders about commuDirector Mufalo Chitam spoke to the importance of the
nity members’ concerns, questions, and challenges regarding the
work that the organization has been involved in since the
COVID-19 vaccines. is has enabled us to better cra our mastart of Maine’s COVID-19 vaccine rollout. Given Maine’s
terials and their distritroubling racial and ethnic disparbution based on
ities in COVID-19 cases and the
community needs.
disproportionate impact of the
With all the misinforpandemic on the immigrant commation,
vaccine
munity, we anticipated many chalmyths, and changing
lenges concerning access and
information, it has
equitable distribution as the vacbeen critical that we
cine rollout began. MIRC’s vacciprovide
consistent
nation eﬀorts within the
and transparent mesimmigrant community have been
saging to our commutwofold, focusing on increasing acnities
that
is
cess to vaccinations as well as insimultaneously culcreasing vaccine conﬁdence
turally and linguistithrough education and outreach.
cally accessible.
New Mainer communities have
Initial data about
experienced many signiﬁcant barMaine’s vaccination
riers to accessing the COVID-19
eﬀorts illustrate pervaccines, including language,
Mufalo Chitam gets her second vaccine
sistent racial and ethtransport, technology, and educanic disparities in doses administered, suggesting that we still have
tion and outreach. Ethnic community-based organizations
a long way to go to achieve equitable distribution of the COVID(ECBOs) have been working tirelessly to register commu19 vaccine. MIRC and its member organizations continue to be
nity members for vaccine appointments and to provide oninstrumental in working towards such equity, both in terms of
site language support and cultural brokering at vaccine
systems advocacy to reduce barriers, as well as in changing indiclinics. Due to barriers, and the severe impact the pandemic
vidual perceptions and increasing vaccine conﬁdence on the
has had on Maine’s immigrant, BIPOC, and socially marground. We are proud to be so deeply engaged in this collective
ginalized populations, MIRC has been advocating for these
eﬀort to keep our communities healthy and safe.
communities to be prioritized in the vaccine rollout. MIRC
has been a critical community partner in the set-up and proOriginally from Eswatini (Swaziland), South Africa, Jayde Biggert
motion of mass vaccination sites at the Portland EXPO,
serves as a MIRC program associate. She studied at Bates College,
Scarborough Downs, and in York County. MIRC has
where she was a French major, and graduated at the beginning of
worked to ensure that these sites cater to the cultural and
the pandemic.
linguistic needs of Maine’s diverse immigrant populations
by doing site “walkthroughs” and collaborating with immi-
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Give me a chance
By Nsiona Nguizani
Let’s all ask ourselves:
What is the balance sheet
of immigration?
As immigrants, we leave everything behind and move forward,
hoping that someone will take a chance on us. But immigration
certainly raises issues for the host country. For some citizens, immigration is a monster to kill at all costs. For others, immigrants
are the savior of the nation. And leaders are in power to promote
the interests of citizens, not immigrants. In a democracy, disagreement is not a crime, but an opportunity. We live in a modern
democracy, which means we should be able to share and discuss
opinions courteously. Talking to each other doesn’t necessarily
mean agreement, but the mere fact of discussion opens the door
to a possible compromise. One thing is sure – fear and mistrust
are not the appropriate answers to the question of immigration.
Neither are the construction of walls and detention camps, nor
the draing of hostile laws.
But are immigrants just the scapegoat for the problems of liberal
democracies? Are they victims of an unjust economic and geopolitical order? Is there an impulse to talk about immigration, rather
than face serious political divisiveness, social injustice, the uncertainty of the sustainability of Social Security, deep problems of
corruption, the consequences of our greediness that has us shipping our industries abroad. Why not deal with the causes of the
problems that arise, rather than take revenge on immigrants? And
aren’t the policies that devastate the economies of so many countries and result in ruinous economic partnerships responsible for
much of the migration we see? Policies that keep dictators in
power, ﬁnance wars, and cause global warming, which is on track
to force nearly a billion people to consider migration as their only
way to survive?
Remember – most immigrants don’t leave their countries for

pleasure, they leave because they are forced to do so. Many
were born with a low chance of survival and must live in extremely precarious conditions. Yet they are rarely celebrated
for their heroic character – on the contrary, they must live on
the run. For most, emigrating is their only chance to stop ﬂeeing, and ﬁnally begin to live. I’m sure that many North Americans, put in their situation, would do the same to save their
lives and those of their children.
Here’s another way to look at immigrants. Maybe they are
the indispensable ingredients of success in liberal democracies. What if they were the pride of Western achievements?
Are North Americans ready to get up at ﬁve o'clock in the
morning to clean oﬃces, breathe the asphalt as it is poured on
roads, look aer other people’s children at home, serve people
with disabilities, go to war and defend the interests of their
host countries? Maybe immigrants enable the nation’s
achievements.
Imagine this nightmare. One day all the immigrants decide
to leave because they are tired of the treatment they receive.
Instant ruin of the Social Security system by way of lack of
contributors in suﬃcient numbers. Economic collapse because of the disappearance of hundreds of thousands of arms
and heads that keep the system going today.
All immigrants ask for is a chance to be able to live with
dignity, earn the trust of their hosts, and contribute to the
socio-economic success of their new homeland.
Nsiona Nguizani is the president of the Angolan Community of
Maine. He arrived in the U.S. in 2012, and is now a permanent
resident. In Angola, he built a successful career as a project
manager for organizations such as UNICEF, the U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID), and the European
Union. Before moving to the U.S. he was the national representative of Comité d’Aide Medicale and traveled between oﬃces
in Paris and Luanda. When he arrived in the U.S., he was
obliged to start all over again, and earned degrees in Accounting
and Economics. He is currently employed as cultural broker for
the City of Brunswick.

Can women be bold, too?
Can men cry?
By Jeanne Mariella Uwimana
It came to my mind to
think and pay attention to
gender stereotypes recently. From my own experience, I would say that
gender stereotypes are
harmful, and don’t allow
people to fully express
themselves, and their emotions – for example, that men
are not allowed to be sensitive and cry, and show their
feelings and emotions, and that women are not allowed
to be fully independent, smart, and assertive. Yet I have
found this to be true in many cultures. Especially in this
unusual time of a global health crisis, where emotions
are challenged on a daily basis, and where life is hard for
most people, shouldn’t it be OK for a man to burst into
tears when he is overwhelmed?
In my culture, which is Rwandese culture, we have a
saying - “Act like a man.” at means being strong, so
that even if something is really painful, men should not
cry. We also say, “Amalira y’umugabo atemba ajya
munda,” or “Tears of a man ﬂow inside, not outside.” is
is said in Burundi as well. A man is not supposed to show
emotions. In my case, I think it is OK for men to cry, instead of displacing their emotions. But this idea is unusual in my culture. In general, people think that men
crying is a sign of weakness. But I think that when a man
is in pain, he can let it come out, and embrace the pain
and the reality of emotion. During the lockdown, men
have certainly sometimes broken down emotionally. I
think this is natural.
Many couples experience a lot of strain when they get
to the U.S. One reason is that the woman oen starts
working outside the home, and for the ﬁrst time, the man
has to start helping out at home. Losing the roles that deﬁned him back home is upsetting for many men, and can
upset the peace of the household. Back home, men were
expected to take care of ﬁnances and big home repairs,
while women were expected to take care of children,
cook, and clean the home. It is a huge shi for women to
take a leading role in the family, and provide for their
households ﬁnancially, on top of their duties of being
caregivers for children and partners.
Here, women oen bring the same amount of money
to the home as men. Culturewise, this is not the way it
usually is, and it is hard to understand. In many groups
and communities back home, it was really taboo for men
to help in the home. In Rwanda, many people have others who help in the household, who take care of the children, and who cook. Even people without a lot of money
oen had someone to help. So when people get here,
men really have had no experience at all cooking, cleaning, changing diapers, and doing work they are used to
having women do. In some cases, men actually want to
help their wives, and do it willingly, but when guests
come over from your home country, men believe that if
they serve drinks or food, while the woman is also in the
house, the guests will think that the woman controls the
man.
In my opinion, extreme gender stereotypes are harmful. If you look, you will probably see examples around
your community, circle of friends, and workplace. You
may also have experienced sexism or discrimination
based on gender. Breaking down gender stereotypes
should be a duty to all of us. In my point of view, as the
world moves on, saying that there’s this to be done by a
man, and this to be done by a woman, should be decreasing meaningfully, except when there really is something
that can’t be accomplished by the opposite gender. ere
are ways to challenge gender stereotypes that will help
everyone to feel valuable and equal, no matter what their
identity is. Because gender stereotypes can cause unequal
and unfair treatment in community, let’s be aware and
act against them.
Mariella is a native of Rwanda and a global citizen, having
lived, loved, worked, and studied on three continents. She’s
committed to living a deeply meaningful life and intentionally creates loving community and family connections
wherever she lands. As an expert in diversity, equity, and
inclusion, she hopes to be an asset for the community to
build bridges between New Mainers and long-time Mainers. She is passionate about helping women grow and learn
to live balanced lives.
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Saving money on
insurance coverage
In our previous articles, we have discussed why it is
important to carry
proper
insurance
coverage.
is
month, we will discuss ways to save
money while you do so. Here are some
ideas for ways to reduce your insurance
premium:
• Automatic billing. Most carriers will
give their clients a discount for signing up
for recurring payments, whether that is
monthly, quarterly, or annually. Companies give this discount because they can
spend a great deal of eﬀort and fees trying
to contact customers whose payments are
late, and whose policies are in danger of
cancellation for non-payment. So companies want to encourage their clients to
choose automatic billing, and therefore
they oﬀer discounts on policies.
• Telematics. Many carriers are now oﬀering technology which tracks a driver’s speciﬁc driving habits – habits like speed,
braking, what time of day they travel.
Based on performance, this data can lower
a driver’s insurance rate or trigger a rebate.
Telematics are an easy way to match car insurance rates with an individual’s behavior,
and can greatly reduce the client’s rate –
sometimes by as much as 25%. Telematics
technology has improved in recent years,
and can sometimes be incorporated into a
smartphone application.
• Bundling policies. Insurance carriers
provide discounts – and the best service –
to clients who carry all “lines” of insurance
with them. Having both auto and property
insurance (whether it’s home, condo, or
renters) with the same carrier provides a
substantial discount to all policies.
• Prior insurance. e length of time that
a client has maintained insurance can provide savings on either an auto or property
insurance policy, depending on the carrier.
With some companies, the longer a customer has had auto insurance, the better
their rate will be. Any client getting a new
quote for car insurance – or property insurance– should be sure the person
preparing the quote understands how
many years and months the client has had
insurance. In order to aﬀect rates, this must
be continuous coverage, without any
breaks or lapses.

A National Nurses Week like no other
National Nurses Week begins each year on May 6
and ends on May 12, which is the birthday of Florence
Nightingale, the founder of modern nursing.
Jordynne Copp (pictured) is a registered nurse at
Northern Light Mercy Hospital where she works in the
intensive care unit caring for critically ill patients.
While the pandemic presented many tests to healthcare
in general, nurses like Jordynne and her team worked
tirelessly to deliver the best care possible to every patient they treated.
While a lot was learned over the past year, Jordynne
recently reﬂected on the importance of teamwork
when it comes to tackling challenges. “During this past
year I have learned how quickly things can change and
how important it is to be able to adapt to those changes
that we are presented with on a daily basis,” said Copp.
“I feel very grateful to have such an amazing team in
the ICU. We truly relied on each other during this past
year.”
ank you, Jordynne, and all Northern Light Mercy Hospital nurses for everything you have done and continue to do on behalf of our
patients and our communities. Contributed by Northern Light Mercy Hospital

Each month “Let’s Talk” will focus on sayings that might sound funny or confusing to a new language learner.
So if you have ever thought “What did they mean by that?” or “What are they trying to say?” this column
is for you.
Spring has sprung! e sun is shining and the ﬂowers are blooming. Families hope to soon be vaccinated and be able to share quality time together once again.

by Claudia Jakubowski

So here are four idioms – expressions in which the meanings of the words are not the same as the
meaning of the saying – that one might hear used in connection with family relationships.

Spitting image — Two people in a family who look almost identical.
“Pierre and his son Claude are spitting images of one another.”
Run in the family — Family members who share a quality, skill, or talent.
“Angelique will probably win the race. Speed runs in her family.”
Blood is thicker than water — Relationships with family members are stronger and more important than those with people outside the
family.
“Rupal really wanted to go on vacation with her friend, but instead she has to go to her cousin’s wedding because blood is thicker than water.”
e apple of one’s eye — Someone’s favorite or most cherished person; usually
refers to a parent-child relationship.
“e way the father looked at his son showed
that his son was the apple of his eye.”
If you have questions about sayings you
have heard Americans use that you don’t
understand, or if you have questions about
$ F R P P X Q LW \ V X S S R U W H G P LF U R OR D Q S U R J U D P I R U
American culture, please email your quesW K H LP P LJ U D Q W F R P P X Q LW \ LQ 0 D LQ H R I I H U LQ J E H OR Z
tions
to
Claudia
at
P D U N H W LQ W H U H V W U D W H OR D Q V X S W R
amjamboafrica3@gmail.com and “Let’s
Talk” will be happy to help.
Claudia Jakubowski has her master’s degree
in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages).
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See translation pages to read this column
in French, Portuguese, Swahili, Kinyarwanda, or Somali.

2021 Registration Now Open

SUMMER
CAMPS

In-Person & Virtual Camps
Available

Come write with us! We are offering in-person and virtual writing camps this summer.
Read and write with us once a week or join us for a week-long camp! Virtual camps
will meet over Zoom and in-person camps will meet outdoors and follow COVID-19
safety guidelines.
Sessions include: #YouthVoices Book Club, Nature Writing, Finding Your Writing
Voice, Fiction, and more!
Scholarships available

Register at: tellingroom.org/programs/summer-camps
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heureusement, nous avons accaparés cette pratique comme
ceux qui en font l’apologie. C’est pourquoi dans le classement
des pays corrompus, les pays africains mènent la danse. Cela
ne veut pas dire qu’ailleurs la corruption n’est pas pratiquée.
C’est peut-être par des mécanismes de lutte contre la corruption mis en place que ces pays se distinguent de l’Afrique.
On a vu par exemple en Corée du Nord un président qui a
condamné à mort son propre oncle qui a été accusé des faits
de corruption avérés.
Malgré la multiplication des mesures de lutte, la corruption s’intensiﬁe. Est-ce une malédiction pour les pays
africains ?
Ces mesures sont-elles eﬃcaces ? Un mécanisme mis en
place pour lutter contre un ﬂéau devrait limiter l’ampleur de
ce ﬂéau, mais dans le contexte camerounais, des cas de corruption sont davantage dénoncés aussi bien par la Commission nationale anticorruption que par les usagers. Dans l’un
de ses ouvrages, Beaumarchais traitait l’argent d’argument
irrésistible parce qu’il faut avoir une certaine hauteur pour
refuser un pot de vin. Il y en a qui le font, mais cela passe
par une éducation. Il faut mettre en place un plan eﬃcace
de lutte contre la corruption sinon on se retrouvera toujours
en train de faire des discours alors que le phénomène prend
de l’ampleur.
Au Cameroun par exemple, l’Opération épervier contre
les détournements des deniers publics a pris une connotation politique. Comment doit-elle être orientée pour un
bon résultat ? Faut-il restituer le corps du délit ou envoyer
le coupable en prison pour plus de bénéﬁce ?
L’Opération épervier est une initiative de lutte contre la
corruption qui a pour but de venir à bout des détournements des deniers publics. Or, telle qu’elle est mise en œuvre
actuellement, on a l’impression que c’est une opération à
visée politique parce que dans les ministères par exemple,
on voit les actes de corruption qui sont perpétrés, mais tous
les gestionnaires ne sont pas interpelés de la même façon.
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On a l’impression qu’il y en a qui le font et ne sont pas punis.
Il y en a aussi qui, pour l’avoir fait ne seront inquiétés que si
la communauté internationale s’en mêle. C’est le cas actuellement avec le Fonds monétaire international qui exige un
audit sur la gestion des fonds qui ont été alloués à la lutte
contre le COVID-19. Or avant cela, un député de la nation
avait interpelé le ministre de la Santé publique. Le ministère
de la Santé publique n’est pas le seul. On a vu des scandales
autour de la gestion des fonds alloués à la construction des
grandes infrastructures. Il faut réorienter l’Opération épervier de telle sorte que lorsqu’on vient pour faire des investigations, qu’on mette de côté la chapelle politique. Il est hors
de question que pendant qu’on met l’accent pour contrôler
certains, que ce contrôle ne soit pas aussi ferme pour les
autres.
Les fonds souvent détournés sont logés en Occident.
Comment établir une collaboration entre l’Afrique et
l’Occident pour freiner les détournements de fonds ?
Cette situation est vécue dans tous les pays africains. On
a vu au Nigeria l’ancien président Sani Abacha qui avait envoyé de l’argent à l’étranger et pour rentrer en possession de
cet argent, le Nigeria a dû mettre en place un certain nombre
de manœuvres. Qui connait le montant exact de ce qui a été
déposé ? La même chose se passe chez nous au Cameroun
avec des gens qui volent de l’argent et vont le garder en Suisse ou ailleurs. S’ils venaient à disparaître, personne d’aurait
d’informations bancaires. On pouvait demander à être notiﬁé dès qu’un gestionnaire fait le dépôt d’un certain montant dans une banque, mais ce serait diﬃcile parce qu’on
violerait par là le secret bancaire. Si l’on pouvait investir dans
son pays avec l’argent détourné, ce serait plus bénéﬁque que
d’aller le garder ailleurs. Il faut une collaboration entre les
pays africains et les pays occidentaux pour pouvoir freiner
les détournements via les expatriations de ces fonds par les
gestionnaires publics.

Dear
Maine,
By Ekhlas Ahmed

On days like today, you have awakened my senses, brightened
my vision and expanded my lungs so I can breathe deeper.
Silencing all the
emotions and opening empty pages of books for reﬂections.
I remember when I ﬁrst met you and how desperately I was looking for an exit door to escape you.
But you somehow, everyday, every sea of ocean and every
passing bird made me become closer.
Even when I leave you
for a moment,
My heart beats so fast, rushing like strong waves of water waiting
to reach land.
I learned how to
be patient because of you
I learned how to have hope even in hopeless moments and how
to be so even in my toughest of journeys.
I have never been alone and you have always been home.
Even behind closed doors
you were still near,
Listening to every
laugh, prayer, and collecting every drop of tear.
And through all of
it, you have always been sincere.

Ekhlas Ahmed was forced to ﬂee the outbreak of civil war in Sudan with her mother, father, and three younger brothers in
2005. Her family was resettled to Portland, Maine, where she earned her bachelor’s degree in international relations and a
masters degree in education from the University of Southern Maine, with hopes of helping resettle other refugees. She is the
vice president and co-founder of Chance to Advance, a nonproﬁt organization raising awareness in her community of the violence and needs in Darfur.

Equity Committee. is year, she’s also the director of
racial equity and inclusion under the student body President’s Cabinet, a new position. “I think, this year, our president thought that it was important, with all that’s
happening in the community and in the world, that we
have this position.” In this role, Osman works with other
campus groups to address equity and highlight student
voices, such as the Inclusion, Diversity, and Equity Council and its newly hired director, Idella Glenn, who is associate vice president for equity, inclusion, and community
impact.
During the summer of 2020, in the midst of everything
that was happening, she noticed she hadn’t heard from the
college about it. “So I sent an email to the USM president,
telling him it’s important. And I copied a bunch of students who felt kind of betrayed that the school wasn’t
speaking out and backing them.” She realized that many
students did not have anyone at the school who was helping them talk about what they were going through, or
being the voice for them. e school needed to understand that, even though it didn’t happen in Maine, it still
aﬀected students. “It happened to someone who looked
like them, and it could have been a member of their family.”
Writing the email prompted her to organize a panel to
talk about incidents at USM so the administration could
hear what was happening. “I thought it was important to
have this direct conversation among students and the administration,” she said. e Naming and Framing Racism
panel took place in December, via Zoom, and addressed
racism on campus, now and in the past. “ere were moments when there were racist tendencies, and students
would say things or do things but wouldn’t know who to
go to or talk to about it.” One of her friends felt so uncomfortable aer a professor used the n-word that she
dropped the class. Students didn’t know what to do or
where to ﬁnd paperwork to ﬁle a report. At the end of last
semester, students made a list of what they wanted, such as
a biweekly meeting with diﬀerent members of the administration to talk about ways to make the school more equitable.
is is Osman’s second and ﬁnal year at USM, and she’s
glad to see the school working toward change. “I think the
school has been great about working on everything and
about collaboration. Originally, it was kind of iﬀy. And as
they heard student voices, they realized it’s a problem.”
Students want USM to prioritize students of color to join
search committees. “e student body might be diverse,
but faculty is not as much.” Finding faculty that students
are able to talk to is important. ey also want USM to allocate resources to groups and things that are already happening, keeping students at the center of the focus on
career and success. “Just making sure that students are
able to see themselves, and transparency so they know that
their voices are important,” she said.
She is glad for the opportunity to be a part of the
changes. “e school has gone out of their way to make it
more accessible. I’m glad that being able to take this position, that it could aﬀect diﬀerent things. I want students
who are coming in to be able to voice their concerns.” She’s
asked the school to include information about reporting
racist incidents in orientation for the resident assistants, so
they can put the forms under everybody’s dorm room
doors. Already, information is going out via Instagram,
diﬀerent classes’ Facebook pages, and by email. “Word of
mouth is very strong. I believe next year’s cabinet will
hopefully take the initiative to make sure students are
more aware,” she said.
Right now, Osman works with Gateway Community
Services in a COVID coalition group that helps publicize
information about the virus, and also conducts panels
about racial equity and working with youth. And she’s interning with Maine Equal Justice, focused on diﬀerent
types of legislation, such as healthcare for immigrants.
“e work that I’m doing right now with Gateway and
Maine Equal Justice is what I really want to do,” she said.
“One of my goals has always been to help people. I don’t
know exactly what I want to do; I just know I want to
make an impact.”
Is she interested in running for oﬃce herself? “If you’d
asked me two months or a year ago, I would have said no.
But now I realize that, running for oﬃce, I could really
make a diﬀerence and help the community. Right here in
Maine. I think change starts at home.” With her experience making change at USM, she’s oﬀ to a good start.
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You Can’t Unsee | Ryan Adams | SPACE Gallery | August 2020
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Artist Statement:
You Can’t Unsee explores the concept of something being hidden in plain sight. Once this thing is recognized and acknowledged it becomes impossible to continue to overlook it, so
what happens next? is concept applies to the current social transformation that we are experiencing as a country. Deep rooted systemic racism is being exposed in an unprecedented
way. Being that we are in the midst of a nationwide quarantine due to the COVID 19 pandemic, many Americans were forced to face certain aspects of our society that were previously
overlooked. e video of the brutal killing of George Floyd, the murder of Breonna Taylor and the subsequent protests have made people look inward and recognize the racist systems
that form the base of our social and political framework. With this now being acknowledged by individuals and large companies alike, what are the next steps? Now that this has been
seen, there is no more sweeping it under the rug, so what now? As a Black creative in a majority white state, I have been creating art personally and commercially for over a decade.
Much of my work has been large scale exterior projects for businesses. It was not until the recent events that I was contacted by many of the media outlets and arts institutions that have
been (literally) surrounded by my work for years. But I am born and raised in Portland, and I have been here all along. Almost as if I was hidden, yet visibly present throughout the city.
I, as many other Black creatives, am feeling grateful for the recognition, but curious as to if this will carry forward or if it is just for the current trend of recognizing the previously overlooked. Finally, in the most literal sense, my “gem” style of work normally embeds a statement within the geometric compositions. It may take a moment to recognize the lettering, but
once you do, it’s impossible to miss it. erefore, you can’t unsee it once it has been brought to your attention.

Cynthia Motian McGuirl
April 24 was the 106th anniversary of the beginning of
the Armenian genocide. It resulted in the killing of an
estimated 1-1.5 million people. President Joe Biden issued this statement: “Each year on this day, we remember the lives of all those who died in the Ottoman-era
Armenian genocide and recommit ourselves to preventing such an atrocity from ever again occurring.” Biden
is the ﬁrst sitting U.S. president to oﬃcially call what
happened a genocide.

Artist statement:

“Ball of Ancestors,” 1997, intaglio print, 17¾” x 23¾”

My maternal grandparents immigrated from Turkey.
I’ve created many artworks that relate to my family’s Armenian heritage.
is image was created from a dream: My mother
gives me a present. She is holding a gaseous white
sphere. It is composed of spirits with faces and smoky
bodies, all held together in the shape of a globe. It is a
moving, living thing. Diﬀerent spirits move in and out,
alternately hiding and exposing their naked bodies. In
awe, I ask my mother, “What is this?” She happily explains that, 10 days aer you are born, your ball of ancestors arrives. is is my lineage. It is a matriarchal line.
Whenever someone is born or dies in our family, their
soul arrives from or enters into this ball.
History is taught through generalized accounts of battles, boundaries, dates, and numbers. ese words do
not change the reality of what happens to people during
wartime. Genocide is a consequence of war. By learning
history through ﬁrsthand, personal accounts, I believe
we can see the true horrors of war. Hopefully this awareness will build up to the point where we will not allow
it to happen again.
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Navigating regulations
about beneﬁts for asylum
seekers
By Kathreen Harrison
On March 19, Maine
Equal Justice (MEJ) and
Hope Acts co-hosted
“Asylum Seeker Eligibility Overview,” a webinar focused on how
to expand equal justice
to asylum seekers in
Maine. e event arose
out of general frustration on the part of asylum Martha Stein, Executive Director
of Hope Acts
seekers and their allies
over the maze of rules
that govern eligibility for beneﬁts. Attendees included social
service providers, volunteers who work with asylum seekers,
several representatives from General Assistance, and members of the Asylum Seeker Working Group, a community
group that meets regularly in Portland. Given the steady
stream of new arrivals entering Maine over the past year, an
event focused on trying to clarify the laws and regulations
seemed timely.
Martha Stein, executive director of Hope Acts, conceived
of the event and approached Maine Equal Justice to co-host.
“Given the confusion around eligibility for beneﬁts, I loved
the idea of reaching out to as many people as possible. We
run into so many situations that are real head scratchers. We
see two families come in with seemingly similar immigration statuses and they get diﬀerent responses when they
apply for beneﬁts, one a ‘yes’ and one a ‘no.’ We realized that
Maine Equal Justice could be very helpful. People at MEJ
know the law inside-out,” Stein said.
Because Stein oversees Hope Act’s Asylum Seeker Assistance Program (ASAP), along with other programs of the
nonproﬁt, she sees ﬁrst-hand on a daily basis the diﬃculties
facing asylum seekers and those who work to help them. “It’s
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so complicated. And sometimes bureaucratic errors cause a
family’s asylum status to be incorrectly recorded with United
States Customs and Immigration Services (USCIS). is can
cause big problems. And rejection letters happen frequently.
If you end up having to call DHHS, you can be on the phone
forever. If a client with limited minutes calls, they have a real
problem. So, this webinar seemed very much needed.”
e response of those attending was overwhelmingly positive. Jane Makela, a retired lawyer who volunteers with Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP) and other
community programs assisting asylum-seekers, wrote Stein
aer the event to say, “Best two hours I’ve spent on Zoom
in the last year!”
Maine Equal Justice is a nonproﬁt, civil legal aid and economic justice organization that specializes in helping people
access health care, housing, transportation and childcare;
food and income security; and higher education and training. Moriah Geer, Oriana Farnham, and Deb Ibonwa, Esq.,
represented Maine Equal Justice on the webinar. Stein said,
“I encourage people to contact MEJ with their questions.”
With the anticipated eventual waning of the pandemic, as
well as the change in immigration policies relating to the
new administration in Washington, D.C., many are expecting that more asylum seekers will be making their way to
Maine. Social service providers have been making plans to
meet the needs of arrivals if this in fact takes place, however
so far there has been no surge in numbers of arrivals.
Nonetheless, families of asylum seekers have continued to arrive in Maine throughout the pandemic – and for most, when
they say “Maine,” they mean “Portland,” a city with a reputation among immigrants for being safe and welcoming.
However, with the shelter system in Portland unable to
accommodate the number of homeless individuals and families in Maine, many asylum seekers have been placed by the
city of Portland in hotels and motels all over the greater
Portland area. And because many of the asylum seekers are
African, African community associations, as well as social
service agencies and organizations such as Preble Street,
have been providing culturally appropriate food for the newcomers – cooking is not possible in hotels and motels.
According to statistics on the Portland Health and Human
Services Departmentwebsite, as of March 27, there were 219
people living in hotels and motels, and 63 people living in
the Family Shelter in Portland. Of these, most are asylum

seekers. In addition, approximately 113 guests sleep at the
Oxford Street Shelter or the city’s overﬂow hotel on any
given night. is number does not usually include asylum
seekers.
Kristen Dow, director of the Portland Health and Human
Services Department, has been preparing for a possible increase in arrivals. She said, “It’s hard to gauge whether we
will see individuals coming or not. We are having phone
conversations with oﬃcials at the southern border and will
continue to have those. We want to be prepared.”
When asked about the housing crisis in Portland, Dow
agreed that the acute shortage of options is a
challenge.“ere is limited housing in Portland, and we
need a more uniﬁed approach in the coming months and
years. We’ve been having more frequent meetings with people at the state level about a more regional approach,” she
said.
e city of Portland is in the process of interviewing candidates for a new Resettlement Coordinator position they
have created. is position will coordinate reception and
placement services to families as they arrive, which will include social services. Funding comes from Community Development Block Grant money provided by Cumberland
County and the position will be housed with the Health and
Human Services Department in Portland.
Readers may remember the summer of 2019, when so
many asylum seekers arrived in Portland in a short period
of time that the Portland Exposition building was transformed into a makeshi shelter. Dow said, “We learned a lot
very quickly during the Expo summer – and the pandemic
has taught us more about how to help arrivals. But it’s a very
diﬀerent landscape now than it was in the summer of 2019.
We can’t have people living
in a group setting like the
Expo, for example.”
Given the complexity of
laws and regulations governing beneﬁts for asylum
seekers, the webinar hosted
by Hope Acts and Maine
Equal Justice seems timely
indeed.
Deb Ibonwa, Policy and Legal advocate,
Maine Equal Justice
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All are welcome at
Allagash Brewing Company.
Our Tasting Room reopens May 1, and we
can’t wait to welcome you to the brewery.
Learn more about our Tasting Room and
reserve a table at allagash.com/visit.

Allagash Brewing Co.
50 Industrial Way Portland, ME 04103
800.330.5385 • allagash.com
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rectional facility, Long Creek Youth Development Center,
in 2008. Using the “theater of the oppressed” technique, the
program’s aim is to help youth to process generational and
personal trauma, and try to work it through the body by
providing outlets for it. King reﬂected on his personal experiences from the time he was incarcerated. “At all hours
of the day, you could hear people in their cells. ey’d sing
out into the vent. You could feel their desperation to be
heard…there’s something so necessary and important about
the desire to be heard, to be recognized. Sometimes just

people a way to protest with their dollar,” she said. Black
Owned Maine has since grown to become a community of
entrepreneurs and a comprehensive resource, and also now
by Ulya Aligulova
oﬀers a number of diﬀerent programs focused on the empowerment of Black communities in Maine. Black Owned
Maine Initiatives is wrapping up a series of virtual comMaine has programs to provide direct cash assistance to
munity events this winter aimed at engaging grassroots leadBlack folks, like their Family Relief Fund that speciﬁcally
ers in discussions about racial justice in Maine. e series’
provides money to Black families who have been impacted
goal has been to promote conversations challenging racist
by the pandemic. “We’re really about making sure Black
policies, practices, and culture in Maine. Topics in the series
people get paid,” she explained. “And that they are getting
have included depaid for the things that
carceration, housing
sometimes aren’t considjustice, health eqered ‘work.’
uity, the arts, ecoMano en Mano works
nomic justice, youth
with farmworkers and
leadership, and polimmigrants,
helping
icy and advocacy,
them thrive in Maine.
scheduled for May
“We envision a stronger,
3. All of the events
more inclusive Downeast
were hosted by
Maine, where the contriSamaa Abdurraqib,
butions of diverse coma writer and communities are welcomed;
munity organizer,
access to essential servand co-founder of
ices, education, and house For Us, By Us
ing are ensured; and
Fund. Maine Initiasocial justice and equity
tives, a fund for
are embraced,” said Ian
change, cultivates
Yaﬀe. “You can’t talk
social, economic,
about any of this work
and environmental
without talking about
justice by engaging
racial justice and ecoand
connecting
nomic justice and how
people, and leveragthose two things are coning resources to
nected,” including Mano
support grassroots
en Mano’s long-term
organizations
in
projects of supporting
Maine communieconomic stability and eqClockwise from le: Samaa Abdurraqib, Claude Rwaganje, Marcia Minter, Dawn Neptune Adams, Bruce King, Rose Barboz, Ian Yaﬀe
ties. Panelists in the
uity for immigrants in
series were all
being heard, alone, is already political.”
Washington County, and the creation of a housing fund that
grantees of Maine Initiatives. Recordings of all the events
Penobscot Nation member Dawn Neptune Adams
will soon provide down payment assistance to 40 families.
are available on the Maine Initiatives website.
shared Sunlight Media’s focus on environmental issues, and
Launched in 2008, ProsperityME is an immigrant-led
On March 23, Marcia Minter, co-founder and executive
their intersection with sovereignty, stewardship, and kinship
nonproﬁt with a mission to empower immigrants by helping
director of Indigo Alliance; Bruce King, co-executive direcof Indigenous people. She described the genesis of a docuthem build ﬁnancial stability. “When I moved to America
tor of Maine Inside Out; and Dawn Neptune Adams, jourmentary from Sunlight Media. “In 2012, the then-attorney
25 years ago, it was a struggle to understand how to navigate
nalist with the Sunlight Media Collective, joined Samaa
general sent a letter to the chief and council of the Penobscot
the American ﬁnancial system,” Claude Rwaganje recalled.
Abdurraqib for Racial Justice and Art, a panel discussion
Nation stating that the Penobscot River water that ﬂows
“Many immigrants come from cash-based societies and are
aimed at bringing awareness to the work their organizations
around the 200 islands that make up the reservation wasn’t
unfamiliar with how money and credit work in America.
are doing at the intersection of racial justice and art.
part of our territory, and that if we disagreed, we’d have to
Many BIPOC community members miss opportunities due
e panelists talked about the connection between artistic
take them to court. Industrial interest polluters were framto their lack of ﬁnancial literacy.” ProsperityME provides
expression, resilience, and liberation. “What we do at Indigo
ing the narrative in op-eds in the papers, using scare tactics,
many programs, including career and business developis primarily act as an incubator space for BIPOC artists,” said
saying we would try to keep Mainers away from the river,
ment, housing assistance, and funding for education.
Marcia Minter. “We amplify creative voices and visions of
which is the farthest thing from the truth. e co-founders
During the pandemic, Maine has had some of the worst
artists by facilitating cross-cultural collaboration …a lot of
of Sunlight Media came up with the idea to make an inforhealth disparities in the nation, with Black people making
social activism comes to life through a variety of partnermational documentary to galvanize support for the Penobup about 30% of all COVID-19 cases in the state. e accesships and other programs. Art is more than a connector, it’s
scot Nation.” e Penobscot Nation and the state of Maine
sibility of COVID-19 ﬁnancial relief is, in many cases, dethe binding force of BIPOC people, the glue that holds us
are still involved in a court battle over the Penobscot River.
pendent on language, immigration status, and previous
together…Art is a medium through which people exercise
Racial Justice and Economic Justice was the ﬁh event in
employment, all of which are racialized factors, and this retheir humanity.” e mission of Indigo Arts is “… to conMaine Initiatives’ racial justice series. Panelists included Ian
sults in racialized outcomes. Recognizing systemic econect Black and Brown artists from around the world with
Yaﬀe, executive director of Mano en Mano; Rose Barboza,
nomic inequalities and supporting organizations like
Maine’s artists of African descent through a multidisciplifounder and co-director of Black Owned Maine and Black
ProsperityME, Black Owned Maine, and Mano en Mano
nary, artists-in-residency program that embodies a BlackOwned Maine Media; and Claude Rwaganje, founder and
gets aid to these marginalized communities, and are ﬁrst
led approach to creativity, community building, and
executive director of ProsperityME. e panelists shared the
steps towards a more economically and racially just future.
mentoring.”
work their organizations are doing to promote economic
For more information, contact Maine Initiatives at (207) 607Bruce King, co-executive director of Maine Inside Out,
justice in traditionally underrepresented communities.
4070.
said, “Art by nature is a dialogue. It isn’t truly complete until
Barboza said that Black Owned Maine originally started
it’s been seen and discussed – the audience is a necessary
as a simple online directory of Maine businesses owned by
part of art.” Maine Inside Out started as an organization
Black people. “I started Black Owned Maine last June, aer
doing work with incarcerated youth in Maine’s juvenile corthe murder of George Floyd, because I wanted to provide

Racial Justice in Maine

